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The competencies and needs of those entering the
teaching profession have become the subject of public debate
since the release of A Nation at Risk.

Subsequently many

comprehens i ve and compar at i ve rev i ev,7S have documented tne
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soc1al1zatlon of those enterlng the teaching professlon.
especIally student teachers and first-year "teachers.

The

problems of beglnning teachers have produced survival and
self-oriented concerns.

Internships and induction programs

have been developed to ease the sociallzatlon of beginning
teachers and mediate these concerns.
As lnternships are developed and induction programs
implemented. descriptIve field studies which examine the
processes of beginnlng teacher socialization are needed.
Partlcularly. studies whlch investigate the soclalization of
first-year teachers prepared In cooperatlve fleld-based
programs are necessary.
Thls study was designed to document and analyze the
teaching experlences of four first-year teachers who
completed an extended fIeld-based InternshIp -- CPEP
(Cooperative Professlonal Educatlon Program).

These

teaching experiences were documented in terms of a
conceptual framework drawn from sociallzatlon theory.
occupatIonal socialization theory. and teacher socialization
research.

Three questions were developed to guide this

research into the teacher socialization process:

1) What

are the sociallzation structures and processes. formal and
informal, which shaped teachers' perceptions of their first
year of teachlng?

2) What are the teachers' perceptlons of

problems encountered and what adjustments are made?

3> What

are the common concerns shared by these beglnning teachers?
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The c0nceptual framework. socIalization theory. coupled
with a comparative case study desIgn. were utIlized to
collect. organize. and Interpret the data.

Data sources

Included IntervIews. questIonnaires. observations. video
tapes, and journals.

These multIple data sources provided

evidence of the factors which explain beginnlng teachers/
Induction into the teaching profession. teaching experiences
in terms of teacher socialization theory and research. and
the relationship between teacher socialization and
occupational socialization theory.

The answers to the

research questions are as follows:
FIrst, several signifIcant contextual factors shaped
these first-year teachers' perceptions of teaching:

the

organizational nature of the schools. the physical demands
necessary to maintaIn energy levels for teaching, and the
lack of time for planning.

The influence of the each

teacher's primary socIalizing agent, the internship mentor
teacher. was expressed through a process of collegial
emulation.

Their students and teachers in other schools

were also influentIal socIalIzIng agents.

The behavioral

outcomes of the teachers consistently focused on Issues
related to efficIency and organization.
Second. the most significant self-perceived problems
were the lack of planning time and the dynamics of working
with other staff members.

Although these begInning teachers

became increasingly self-critIcal about the consequences of
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thelr teachlng. they malntalned a tone of confldence and
competence.
Third, the Stages of Concern Questionnaire

administ~red

to the teachers revealed relatively hlgh student-focused
(task) and teacher-oriented (impact) concern intensities.
Their most commonly shared concerns included refocusing
their teaching and identifying the consequences of their
lnstruction.
Although institutional demands influenced teacher
adjustment to the norms and values of the profession and to
the school as a social organization. the teachers also took
an active role In this socializatlon process.

The teachers

were influenced by institutional norms, but they also
created new roles and norms.

Consequently. their

soclalizatlon was a dynamic and lnteractive process.
Occupatlonal socializatlon variables which llnked teacher
SOCialization to occupation socialization theory included
training. formal and Informal mechanisms of control. and
stages of sociallzatlon.
The research findings contrlbute to the teacher
education knowledge base and should be of value to four
primary audiences:

school site administrators

WilO

supervise

beginnlng teachers, staff development administrators who
organize in-service programs. governing bodies whlch
regulate teacher certification, and universlty personnel who
develop and supervise teacher preparation programs.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The competencIes and needs of those who enter the
teaching professIon have become the subject of public debate
sInce the release of A Nation at RIsk (1983).

Much of the

educational reform discussion surfaced from specIfIc
crItIcisms from wIthin the professIon (Joyce & ClIft. 1984;
ClInton. 1985).

Several reform reports recommended

re-evaluatlon of programs for beginnIng teachers as prIorIty
agenda Items for the Improvement of teaching (Carnegie.
1986; Holmes. 1986).
The educatIonal research and development agenda for the
Eighties has consIdered pre-service. beginning teachIng. and
advanced in-service to be connected along one professional
continuum (Greenberg. 1983).

In the past. these stages have

often been treated as separate entitles.

Whether teachIng

pre-service students. assistIng beginning teachers. or
provIdIng in-servIce for experienced teachers. the
professional beliefs and values held regarding the teaching
profession shouJ"d be communicated in all our work.
Recently. the fIrst few years' teaching experience has
begun to be vIewed as the major event shaping the
professional life of a teacher (McDonald & Elias. 1980).
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This emphasis has encouraged extended internships and
induction programs as one of the major recommendations for
improvement of teacher education.
The current status of beginnIng teachers is well
documented.

The Oregon Teacher Standards and Practice

CommIssIon (TSPC) In 1984 appoInted a sub-committee of
commissioners to assess the needs of beginning teachers.
They found the problems and concerns of neophyte teachers
included 1) classroom management and student discipline. 2)
student motivation. 3) adjustment to the physical demands of
teaching, 4) management of instructional and
non-instructional demands of the position. 5) sacrifice of
leisure time. and 6) JustIfication of work demands to others
outsIde the workplace.

FIrst-year teachers appear to

perceive these difficulties to be mixed together during the
InItial months of teachIng.

Gradually these dIfficultIes

become separate concerns as the first year of teaching
progresses.
In additIon. begInnIng teachers reported receiving
little formal or informal support during the induction year.
The informal support received by these first-year teachers
was perceived as more helpful than formal support.

Although

beginning teachers tended to be hIghly self-crItical. they
dId not proactIvely seek assistance from other staff members
or supervisory personnel (Clewett. 1984>.

-------------------------------------------------------------
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In terms of the inductee's sociallzation to the
teaching role and setting, adjusting to the socIal norms
produced In beglnnlng teachers survlval and self-oriented
concerns.

These concerns resulted in controlling behaviors

and conventlonal bellefs such as:

seldom feelIng prepared

to deal wIth the varlous relatIonships in school settings;
feellng lsolated; vlewlng problems as lnevltable.
instructive and beneficial; and fearing adjustments to their
roles and functlons (Clewett, 1984).
The TSPC study concluded that Oregon first-year
teachers experlenced problems durlng inductlon that are
similar to those reported in national and lnternational
studies.

The Committee on Beginning Teachers has

recommended that TSPC should promote linkages between
universlties and public schools. pay particular attention to
the proper asslgnment of beginning teachers, and continue to
study the needs of beginning teachers (TSPC. 1984).
Knowledge of the problems faced by beginning teachers
in their flrst years of teachlng may provIde important
information for the development and improvement of
in-servlce programs.

Veenman (1984), in a comprehensive

review of the research on beginnlng teachers, has described
the transltion from teacher trainlng to the flrst teaching
Job as a
factors:

II

rea 1 1 t y shock. II

Veenman I 1sted a number of
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1.

Perceptions of problems: includes
subjectively experienced problems and
pressures and psychological and physical
complaints.

2.

Changes of attitudes: implied is a shift in
belief systems from progressive to
conservative attitudes with respect to
teaching methods and dIscipline.

3.

Changes of behavIor: because of formal and
Informal pressures, changes in teaching
behavior are contrary to one/s own beliefs.

4.

Changes of self-concept: implied changes in
the emotional domain such as stability and
satIsfactIon (p. 144).

In part, the research outlIned in this study utilized these
factors.

SpecifIcally, this study explored the problems and

concerns associated with first-year teachers, and the
changes in behaviors which occur due to the influences of
formal and Informal socIalizing agents.
Many studies have documented the neophyte teacher/s
move from the theory of the classroom to the realIty of
teaching.

New teachers are expected to perform as permanent

teachers (Marashino, 1971), receIve Inappropriate
aSSignments (Fuller & Brown. 1975). are perceived as a
threat by experIenced teachers (Ryan, 1982). feel Isolated
from other staff members (Griffin & Hukill. 1983). and feel
uncertaIn about theIr owr. competence (Clewett. 1984).
RecognIzIng these experiences for beginning teachers in the
context of a predIcted teacher shortage encourages attentIon
to programs whIch will assist teachers recently inducted
into the professIon.
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DEFINITION OF TERMS
AdmInistratIon: A social process concerned wIth creatIng,
maIntaining, stimulating, controlling, and unifying formally
and informally organized human and material energIes within
a unified system designed to accomplIsh predetermined
objectives (Knezevich, 1975).
Beginning Teachers: Those teachers who are in their first
year of full-time teaching experIence <Tisher, 1983).
Cooperative Professional Education Program. CPEP is
an example of an alternatIve teacher education program.
After completIng a baSic liberal arts curriculum. these
teachers spend one year in field-based teaching experiences
with methods offered during seminars at the university
(Johnston & James, 1986). CPEP was developed in a
collaborative effort from personnel in the Beaverton School
DistrIct and the School of Education at Portland State
UniversIty In 1981, and In 1985 was expanded to the
Portland School DIstrIct. Phase I of the program focuses on
the pre-serVice preparation of beginning teachers designed
as either a four-year or a fIve-year program. Phase II will
focus on cooperatIvely plannIng and developing a program to
strengthen and support begInnIng teachers as they move
through the three years of probationary service toward being
awarded tenure. Through cooperatIve plannIng and
partIcIpatIon, each intern has a support teacher, a
unIversity coordInator, buIldIng personnel, and a
cooperatIve plannIng group. An IndIvIdual Learning Plan
(ILP) settIng the performance standards for the intern
guIdes learning in a varIety of settIngs. The program is a
full-year commItment (Carl, 1985).
~:

Induction: The entry perIod accompanying the selectIon and
employment of first year teachers In whIch they develop
those skIlls. forms of knowledge. attItudes. and values that
are necessary to carry out effectIvely their occupatIonal
roles (Schlechty. 1985).
Indyctlon Experiences: Those programs whIch provide
begInnIng teachers the opportunIty to experIence fully the
responsibIlItIes of teachIng; that is, easing the transItion
from student to teacher~ developing skIlls essential to
self-evaluation and survIval. acquIrIng addItIonal knowledge
and Instructional skIlls. developIng attItudes that foster
effectIve teaching performance. and becomIng integrated into
the school dIstrIct and communIty (Felman-Nemser, 1983).
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Intern: One who serves in preparation for independent
practIce (The New Webster's Dictionary, 1970).
Occupational Socialization: The process by which the
neophyte learns the culture, norms and role behavior of the
group he or she seeks to be accepted by and to join
(Haberman, 1983).
SocIalIzation: The process by which an IndIvIdual acquires
the social knowledge and skills necessary to assume an
organIzatIonal role (Van Maanen & Schein. 1979).
Supervision: The process of observation, dIagnosiS,
prescrIption. and evaluatIon desIgned to improve teacher
instruction (Gage. 1978).
Teacher SocIalIzatIon: The process of learnIng. unlearning,
and adjustIng new and old behaviors so that role occupants
(new teachers) perform in such a manner that ~ole
expectations and institutional expectations are met (Crase,
1979). In this study teacher socIalIzatIon emphasizes an
exploration of new teachers' roles as they enter the school
system (Becker, 1951; Eddy, 1969).
Traditional Teacher Edycatlon Program: After completIng a
basIc lIberal arts curriculum, these teachers spend one
semester on teaching methods (usually specific to their
maJor). Generally thIs experience Includes one quarter of
student teachIng followed by little contact between
beginnIng teachers and the InstItutIon where they received
their pre-servIce training (Howsam. Corrigan. Denemark &
Nash. 1976).
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Recent attention to the teacher trainIng phase and
InductIon phase of teaching has produced a substantial
amount of research describing the actual experIences.
attItudes. and concerns of begInnIng teachers.

As neophyte

teachers are Inducted Into the profession. they become
socIalIzed Into the professIon.

The process of

socIalIzatIon Is important to the success of begInning
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teachers as they accept or reject the values of the
educatIonal system (Porter, Lawler. & Hackman, 1974).
SocIalIzation occurs contInually throughout an
Individual~s

career (Van Maanen & ScheIn. 1979).

The focus

of research regardIng teacher socIalIzation has been on the
IntroductIon of the teacher into the system.

As internships

are developed and induction programs implemented, more
descrIptIve field studIes are needed In order to understand
the process of socIalizatIon durIng the
teachIng experIences (Wells, 1984).

beginner~s

initial

PartIcularly. studies

are necessary whIch InvestIgate the socIalIzation of
begInnIng teachers prepared In cooperatIve fIeld-based
programs.
There is a plethora of research whIch has Investigated
the experiences of those entering the teaching profession.
Although previous research has explored the problems and
concerns expressed by begInnIng teachers. lIttle or no
InformatIon exists whIch descrIbes the concerns and problems
of beginning teachers who have completed one-year
InternshIps.
As neophyte teachers gaIn experience, studIes have
Indicated that the Influence from formal and informal
socIalIzatIon contrIbute to an attItudinal shift toward
authoritarIanism (Lagana, 1970) and realIsm (Blase &
GreenfIeld, 1982).

More Indepth descriptIons of the fIrst

years of teachIng are necessary before valid links can be
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made between successful socialization experiences of
teachers during the Induction phase and trainIng programs
which assist in preparing these teachers.
StIll other researchers have descrIbed Internships and
induction programs which attempt to assist beginning
teachers as they are socIalized Into the teaching profession
(McDonald & Elias. 1980; Grant & Zeichner. 1981;
Huling-Austin. 1986).

Specific Induction practIces on the

development of teachers have not been fully described in
exIsting lIterature (McDonald. 1982; Hall. 1982; ZeIchner.
1983).

WhIle it Is true that Induction programs are being

evaluated (Schlechty. 1985) and areas of concern have been
Identified, an obvious need is to IdentIfy and descrIbe the
experIences of begInnIng teachers so that assistance can be
most helpful to the new teacher (Odell, 1986).
The central research objective was:

gIven the

uniqueness of the CPEP teacher preparatlon experience, what
are the critical socializing factors and what ImplIcations
do these factors present for teacher supervision?
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
ThIs study had three major purposes:

1) to document

the experiences of first-year teachers who completed an
extended fIeld-based internship, 2) to analyze these
experiences In terms of teacher socialIzatIon lIterature by
Identifying crItIcal factors whIch explain their
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socialization. and 3) to examine the relationship between
teacher socialIzation and occupatIonal socIalizatIon.
Due to the scarcity of existing research on beginning
teacher socIalization. this study examined the teacher
induction literature.

Information from this study can be

used to improve teacher education -- both pre-service and
in-service.

Utilizing socialization theory as the

theoretical framework, this study focused on the question of
whether the fundamental components of occupational
socIalIzation were present durIng the teacher induction
process.
TEACHING AS A PROFESSION
Settling into an occupation and learning what is needed
to become a productIve member requires learning technical or
professional skills and knowledge associated with the new
occupatIon.

Individuals who aspire to be teachers must

acquire the skills. knowledge, attitudes. and beliefs of the
teachIng profession.

The values and beliefs obtained during

their training process and during their induction contribute
to theIr learning, adjusting, internalizing, and complying
to the roles of the teaching profession.
All occupational groups have some of the
characteristics central to professions.

Their combination

of these characteristics and their intensity determine where
an occupational group can be placed on a continuum from
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occupatIon to semI-professIon to central profession
(Greenwood. 1957).

In Krause's (1971) consIderations of

central professIons and occupatIons he stated the following:
All occupatIons have central skIlls. an
occupatIonal code of ethIcs. a group culture, some
occupatIonal authorIty, and some permission to
practice on the part of the communIty. But the
major professIons have all of these to a very hIgh
degree, and In addItion share two major
characterIstIcs. FIrst, they are functIonally
powerful, or near to key places In the dIvision of
labor. and thIs Is reflected In their polItIcal
power. prestIge, and materIal reward. Second.
they are all dealIng wIth IndivIdual or group
needs of a basic sort. In sItuatIons where the
absence of theIr skIlls spells ImmedIate and
long-term crIsIs for the IndIvIduals of the
society and for the society Itself (p. 78-79).
Teaching Is one of the occupations which could be
loosely classified as a professIon.

However. the occupation

of teaching. as defIned by Etzioni (1969), projects autonomy
rather than control and is therefore called a
semi-profession (Conant. 1949).

ContInual claims to central

professIon status presume the exIstence of a unifIed
occupational group with a system of collegial controls.
TeachIng tends to stress indIvIdualIty rather than
standardization through bureaucratic or collegial controls.
Furthermore. teachIng techniques are developed and used by
thousands of individuals in restricted contact with one
another.

The professIon has no general expectation that

indIvIdual teachers should record and publIsh theIr
experIences and procedures so that they become the accepted
standard for teaching and learnIng.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
This study described the induction process of four
first-year teachers who were prepared in an alternatlve
program.

In addition to extending previous teacher

education research. the results of this study make a
contrIbutIon to four potential professIonal audIences:
school site adminIstrators who supervise beglnning teachers.
staff development admInIstrators who organize In-service
programs. governing bodies which regulate teacher ·'training.
and university personnel Involved In teacher preparation
programs.
Previous research was extended in the area of
socialization theory. occupational socialization theory. and
teacher socialIzatIon.

Propositions emergIng out of

analysis were presented for future-related studies.
An assumption made by many school site administrators
Is that pre-service training fully prepares beginning
teachers (Kennedy. Cruickshank & Meyers, 1976).

However.

recent research indicates that Induction programs are
helpful (Schlechty. 1985).

Reform lIterature has prompted

school districts to plan and implement supervisory programs
which encourage begInning teachers to take command and be
responsible.

Researchers have concluded that beginning

teachers. as they are concerned with issues of their own
survival. are socialized by formal and informal elements
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(PatanIczek & Isaacson, 1981).

Although formal Influences

carrIed out through the supervision of new· teachers by
administrators during observations and conferences 1mpact
teacher soc1alizatIon, informal influences may exhibit a
more pronounced impact.

Results of thIs study offer

ImplIcatIons useful to school district personnel charged
wIth supervisIon of beginnIng teachers.
Staff development admInIstrators must be aware of the
problems and concerns of beginning teachers.

Concern for

the dIffIcultIes encountered by new teachers as they enter
the profession is well documented (Ryan, 1970; Tisher. 1978;
Veenman, 1984).

However. very few publIshed reports of

organized efforts have responded to the needs of first-year
teachers (Grant & ZeIchner, 1981; Veenman, 1984) causing
them to find solutions for themselves (Ryan, 1982).
AddItIonally, statIstIcs have revealed wide dIscrepancies in
the numbers of potential teachers entering teacher education
programs (Feistritzer, 1985).

Teacher shortages In some

states suggest that the retention of traIned teachers will
be crItIcal.

EvIdence has concluded that successful

induction to teachIng may enhance retentIon (Tisher, 1980).
Even during the early months of the teachIng career,
beginnIng teachers may form attitudes toward continuing
professional development (McDonald & ElIas, 1980).
In-servIce education programs need to be designed wIth the
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begInnIng teacher In mlnd.

ThIs study may contrIbute

informatIon to assist In this goal.
In response to public pressure to improve the qualIty
of schooling by ImprovIng the quality of teaching in the
schools. state departments of education and teacher
regulatory bodIes like TSPC are starting to concentrate on
the beglnning teacher.

Instltutional responses relating to

the induction period are being formed and implemented
without the beneflt of knowledge bases.

This study has the

potential to provide addItional information for InstItutIons
as they respond to the needs of new teachers and the effects
of those responses.
College and universIty personnel may benefit from the
results of this study as they seek to traln teachers.

The

needs and concerns of the teachers who have been trained in
thIs alternatIve program exhIbIt problems dIfferent from
those teachers trained In tradItIonal programs.
data on these

teachers~

Research

sentIments could assist in the

improvement of pre-service training.

An analysIs of the

results may contrIbute to Improved practices during
pre-servIce teacher preparation.
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
ThIs study was lImIted to the descriptIon of InductIon
experIences of four female partIcIpants.

In addItion.

because all the subjects were part of CPEP. a collaborative
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effort of Portland State UnIversIty and Beaverton School
DIstrIct, general Izability was limIted.
The sample size of four lImIts generalization beyond
these subjects.

Each subject was an elementary school

teacher rangIng in age from twenty-six to thIrty-eight
years.
SInce InformatIon from each Interview must pass through
the subjectIve fIlters of the subject and the interviewer,
the subject may have revealed only what she or he wanted the
intervIewer to know, and the interviewer may have valued one
pIece of Information more hIghly than the subject chose to
emphasize.

However, as the subjects describe their

experiences, feelIng, attItudes, and concerns, McDonald and
Elias (1980) have contended that the experiences of the
fIrst-year teachers are sufficiently vivid in their minds to
provide fairly complete and relevant Information.
The exploratory, qualitatIve design of thIs study did
not requIre a representative sample of subjects from a
populatIon; rather, the subjects were selected from six CPEP
teachers who volunteered to be part of thIs study.

Only

four of those sIx teachers were hIred Into teachIng
posItIons durIng the course of this study.

No control or

comparison groups were Included; rather, the focus was on
gathering descrIptions of experIences which became the basis
for formulatIng propositions about teacher socialization and
teacher Induction.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE RESEARCH
ThIs chapter describes the background and context of
this study.

Although there Is a substantial body of

research on teacher socIalIzatIon. to date few research
studIes have focused on fIrst-year teachers who have
completed alternatIve fIeld-based teacher preparatIon
programs.
Given teacher socialization as the conceptual framework
for this study, the review of the literature examIned four
related areas:
I.
II.

SocializatIon theory
OccupatIonal socializatIon as a sub-area of
general socialization theory

III.
IV.

Teacher socialization theory and research
Research on teacher Induction programs

The socIalization scheme which guided this lIterature review
appears in Appendix A.
SOCIALIZATION THEORY
The Induction of teachers into the teaching professIon
Ie essentially a socIalizatIon process.

ThIs process Is a

sub-area of sociology rooted In socialization theory

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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(Parsons, 1951; BrIm & Wheeler, 1966; Clausen, 1968).

As a

major research field, the study of socialization Is
relatIvely new, datIng from the 1930's.

However, the

process of socIalIzation has been described in The Republic
and in Emile by Plato and Rousseau.

They suggested schemes

for converting the Individual into a functioning member of
society.
DefinItIon of SocialIzation
Although many sociologists and social psychologists
have defined socialization (Parsons, 1951; Merton, 1957;
Elkin, 1960; Aberle, 1961), the concept of socialization
utilized In this study refers to the process by which
individuals acquire the skills, knowledge, attitudes, and
beliefs that assIst them to cognitively learn, socially
adjust, and satisfactorily Internalize the roles expected of
them in our society (Brim & Wheeler, 1966).

Role

acquisItion is not the only aspect of adult socialIzation,
but it is probably the most important.

When an adult

selects a career, the individual begins an organizational
role.

Louis (1980) added that socialization is the process

by which individuals assume organizational roles and take on
organizational responsIbilitIes.

Similar defInitions and

outlines of socialization can be found in Van Maanen (1976),
Van Maanen and ScheIn (1979), and Porter, Lawler, and
Hackman (1974).

This study was concerned with the
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characteristIcs of socialization durIng the

adult~s

entry

into an occupation, specifically the teaching occupation,
and was focused on the question of whether the fundamental
components of socialization theory in general, and
occupational socialization in particular, were present
during the teacher induction phase.
Theories of SocialIzatIon
Modern sociologists suggest several competing and to
some extent complementary theories of socialization:

the

functionalist theory (Brim & Wheeler, 1966; Clausen, 1968),
latency theory (Lortie, 1975) and interactive theory
(Cooley, 1926; Thomas, 1931; Mead, cited in Morris, 1934;
Wrong, 1961; Olesen & Whittaker, 1968; Bucher & Stelling,
1977; Wentworth, 1979).
Traditionally, the study of socialization has focused
on the individual and her or his relationship with society
(Wrong, 1961; Brim & Wheeler, 1966; Wentworth, 1979).

Brim

and Wheeler (1966) outlined two major interests in their
study of the characteristics of socialization:
One interest is In how Individuals adjust to
society and how in spIte of the influence of
society on them they manage to be creative and to
transform the social order in which they have been
born. The other is the interest in ho~ society
socializes the Indlvldual--how It transforms the
raw material of biological man into a person
suitable to perform the activities of society
(pp.3-4).
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The functionalist theory of socialization asserts that
the socIalIzatIon process "Is concerned wIth how socIety
changes the natural man II (Brim & Wheeler, 1966, p. 4).

Such

an orIentation declares the causal flow of socIalIzatIon Is
from society to IndivIdual (BrIm & Wheeler, 1966).
InfluentIal InstItutIonal varIables and attItudInal outcomes
become the major focus of this orientation.
Beginning

wi~h

the formation of the basIc personality

structure, stages are built upon each other which
progressively fit the developing individual for a position
in society.

Furthermore, "man is portrayed as a relatively

passive entIty giving way to socializing forces" (Lacey,
1977, p. 18).

The individual does not have much choice.

A

"high degree of determinism" (Lacey, 1977, p. 19) exists as
the Individual relates to the unchangIng nature of socIal
InstItutIons.

When an IndIvIdual Joins the group, she or he

has to accept the norms and values of the group.

In

sImplest terms, the IndIvIdual acquIres the culture of her
or his group(s) through SOCialIzation.
(1966) summar 1zed that

II

BrIm and Wheeler

the funct Ion of soc 1 all zat Ion is to

transform the human raw material of society into good
workIng members" (p. 5).
However, the functionalist orientation is not without
critics (e.g. Popkewitz, 1976; Zeichner, 1980a; Zeichner,
1984).

According to these sources, the novice's

contributions to and influences on the socialization process
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are not accurately depicted.

Second, these researchers

suggest that the quantitative techniques used to collect
data which support functionalism have resulted in a
narrowing of the questions asked.

Because of a heavy

reliance on surveys and questionnaires, the results were
reported in the form of group central tendencies.
Observation and documentation are necessary to attend to the
context of teaching.

Finally, "functionalism fails to

provide us with an adequate understanding of what occurs ••. "
(Zeichner. 1980a. p. 56).

Addressing these concerns. the

deSign of this study allowed for a description. rather than
a measure of central tendencies. of the InteractIon of each
teacher's beliefs and values in response to universIty
training values and school district norms.
Related to the functionalist theory is the
socialization process described by Lortie (1975> as
self-socialization.

Institutions are not the major force in

reshaping novices' belIefs and practices.

Institutions are

viewed as catalysts for activating the latent beliefs held
by the indivIduals.

The past expectations of others

influence the behavior of individuals to acknowledge and
conform to social norms.
present In all societIes.

Diversity from social norms is
Such diversity reflects on the

fact that man is to a degree his own agent; that is, man Is
self-socIalizing.

Lortie (1975) concluded that one's

personal disposItIon is central to being socIalized.

The
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individual becomes the most significant Judge of her or his
performance.

Fully accepting the views of significant

others, the self-socializing person gradually claims
ownership of these ideas and innovations so that the
individual can no longer recall the influential source.
Experience creates social growth in the individual.
Each of these two theories offers a very different
explanation of socializatIon.

Both suggest that

socialization is unidirectional; either the individual has
control over the institution or the institution has control
over the individual.

Both orientations deny the existence

of a tension that exists between the individual and the
instItution.

Therefore, these views do not allow for

significant directional influence between the individual and
the institution.
In response to these orientations, several researchers
have called for a re-orientation of socialIzation theory
(Popkewitz, 1976; Wentworth, 1979; TabachnIck, 1981,
ZeIchner, 1984).

This re-organization has been labeled

interactive theory (Wentworth, 1979) and "dialectical"
(Zeichner, 1980a).

InteractIve theory holds to the

tradItions of how indIvIduals creatIvely and gradually
transform the society in which they live and work.

The

individuals are not passive learners of institutional
values, but partIcipants in the socialization process.

The

beginner's own belIefs and creative abilIties, developed
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IndIvIduals also dIrect themselves toward new roles and
responsIbilItIes.

The creatIvIty and skIlls of the

particIpants actIng as theIr own socialIzing agents can
provIde for dIversity.
OCCUPATIONAL SOCIALIZATION
Most of the early work on socialization dealt with
childhood.

Howeve~.
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As an individual is socialized into the
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The review of the lIterature In this section

descrIbes adult socIalIzatIon. defInes occupatIonal
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socIalIzatIon. selects a theoretIcal perspectIve. examInes
occupatIonal socIalIzatIon durIng and after the traInIng
process In the law and medical professIons. and examines
organizatIonal socialIzation as a sub-area of occupational
socIalIzatIon.
Adult SocIalIzatIon
The contInuous process of socIalIzatIon deals wIth the
acquIsItIon of the skIlls and knowledge for satisfactory
functIoning in a role.

Learning new role orientatIons

accompanies each change of status throughout life.

A common

example of adult socIalIzatIon is socIalizatIon into an
occupatIonal role.

As the mechanIsms for occupatIonal

socIalIzatIon -- educatIonal systems. apprentIceshIps. or
on-the-Job traInIng -- occur the adult begIns to share an
occupatIonal Identity.

This occupatIonal identIty may

change or be adjusted as the adult moves within an
organization or changes occupations.

Adults in the process

of socIalizatIon must recognize that the process "frequently
Involves. In addItIon to the learning of new roles and
norms, the unlearnIng or relInquIshIng of old norms and
rules. the extensIon of old ones. and the possIbIlIty of
holdIng conflicting norms and occupyIng conflIctIng roles"
<Pavalko, 1971, p. 83).

For example, changes In

occupatIonal identIty occur durIng the induction into
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military service, the arrangement of marriage, and the
rehabilItatIon of crimInals.
DefinitIon of Occupational Socialization
Occupational socializatIon, a sub-area of socIalizatIon
theory, is a broad term concerned wIth how the individual is
prepared for a varIety of Jobs within an occupation.

It

involves the internalization of knowledge and skills as well
as the development of a commitment to the values, norms, and
tradltions that comprise the work culture.
of an

Individual~s

Toward the end

occupational training, preparation for

the Job becomes highly specific.

This training can vary

immensely dependIng on the skIll necessary for successful
socialization.
Prior to the specifIc trainIng for socialIzatIon to a
possible Job, the indIvidual comes under the socIalizIng
Influences of famIly, schools, medIa, peers, and personal
activitIes.

ConversatIons wIth a wIde variety of famIly,

frIends, college professors, and classmates focus on
professional activities and the job market.

Over many years

the individual gradually becomes part of the labor force.
Even after the individual accepts an occupational role,
occupatIonal socIalIzatIon Is not complete.

A change in

Jobs, even within the same occupation, extends the
occupational socialization process.
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OccupatIonal SocIalIzatIon Theory
Krause (1971). In his study of occupational
socializatIon, presented several general analytIcal
approaches.

One approach. which Krause calls bIographical,

is useful for describing occupatIonal socialIzatIon In thIs
study.

The bIographical approach In the sociology of

occupations and professions

II

involves asking what the

meaning of the activity Is to the Individual and the ways in
which the IndIvidual Interacts wIth the InstItutIon In whIch
he exists" (Krause. 1971. p. 18).

What are Important are

the ways In which the indIvidual reacts to and complies with
the norms of the institution In which she or he works.

The

key sociological idea is the interaction of the individual's
values with the values of the organization or occupation.
As the indIvIdual interacts with the norms of the
occupatIon. she or he may resIst the process of
socialIzation by attempting to create new professional
values and norms.
Individuals are socialized into occupational or
professional roles as a result of a variety of Influences.
Early socialization develops the abIlity of the IndivIdual
to work and to achieve through the efforts of parents and
others.

Other influences include our educational system.

career patterns. factors such as age and sex. and the
bureaucratic nature of the work settIng (Krause. 1971).
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While considering the relationship of the individual
with her or his occupation or profession, the researcher
must determine the influence of the individual's creative
abilities on the occupation as well as the occupation's
Impact on the Individual (Krause, 1971).

Utilizing the

experiences of the past, the indIvIdual may become
self-directed or more readily adopt the image of the
occupation.

Kohn (1971) has argued that occupational

experiences provide an opportunIty for an individual to use
initiative, thought, and independent judgment in her or his
work.
The relationships of the Individual to occupational
role -- that is, the individual's effect on the role or the
role's effect on the individual -- are of central importance
In this study.
Occupational Socialization Dyring the Training Process
During the last three decades the study of
socialization In professional schools has illuminated our
understanding of the occupational socialization process.
Studies specifically dealing with the process of a
physician's socialIzatIon were crystallized, especially In
research at Columbia University (Merton et al., 1957) and
the Chicago groups (Becker et al., 1961).

These studies

concern the effects of the medical school experience on
specific values and attitudes that are assumed to have
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relevance to the doctor's role and on the relatIonshIps
between the medIcal school and the medical professIon.

In

the context of the medical school experiences. interpersonal
values -- support. conformity. recognition, independence,
benevolence. and leadershIp -- are important varIables in
the socialIzation process (Gordon & Mensh, 1962; Gordon.
1976> •
Bloom (1965) identified several conflicting conclusions
and interpretatIons that emerged from a review of these
studies regarding the socialization process and its
outcomes.

Concerns relevant to this study include shifts in

attitudes and values and the completeness of training which
the medical school provides.

Concerning attitudinal shifts

one study argued that the effects of medical school
experiences result In gradual social and professional
maturation, while another interpretation identified a cycle
going from idealism to cynicism to realistic idealism.
Concerning the completeness of the training, one view
supported the medical school as formIng only a foundatIon of
basic knowledge and skill, while the other study identIfied
the medical school as being an integral part of the medical
profession by fully preparing the stUdents for the realities
of the professIon.

These InterpretatIons poInt up the

diversity which exists withIn the same profession whIle
examInIng characteristIcs of the socialIzatIon process.
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Conclusions fLom two studies (BeckeL, 1961; MumfoLd,
1970) of medical schools SUPPOLt the findings that those who
InteLact wIth tLainees In wOLk settIngs tend to be mOLe
influentIal toan otheLs who inteLact with tLainees In
settings Lemoved fLom the wOLk place.

~n

addItIon to the

medIcal school experience, the inteLpersonal netwoLks of
peeLS, authoLIty figuLes, and situations that diLectly
LepLesent the opeLational situation of medicine were seen as
the socializing agents of the medical pLofession (MeLton,
1957>.
In LOLtie's (1959> initial obseLvation of student
socialization in law school, he noted that law schooling was
removed from the everyday realities of the profession.

A

latent culture persisted until the young lawyers faced the
demands of practice.

The tasks they were asked to perform

as practitioners were not those expected of them afteL
graduation.

What young lawyers professed they learned in

law school compared to what was necessary for success while
building a profession indicated that law school had a
lImited and partial impact on them and their socialization
(LortIe, 1959>.
During a law student's first year of law school
Schwartz (1980> indicated that there were changes In student
attitudes.

They became more person oriented as they

endorsed lawyers as representatives of individual clients
more than of the publIc.

In addition, they expressed a
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desire for an emphasis on theory over practice and the
belief that law school should prepare them for lIfe-long
pLactice.

SchwaLtz (1980) concluded that, although

fiLst-yeaL law students' attitudes weLe influenced by peeLS
and faculty, the fOLmal institution was mostly Lesponsible
for attitudinal changes.
Furthermore, as Lortie (1966) has shown in the
discussion of a study of law students in Chicago, young
lawyers are isolated from the market place of legal services
and often graduated without any contact with real legal
work.

The law school curriculum provided few opportunities,

such as internships, for students to learn the role.
SchoolIng was removed from everyday realities.

Law school

had a "limIted and partial Impact on them (law students) and
theIr socialIzation into the realIties of the profession"
(Lortie, 1966, p. 100).

Lortie (1966) also observed a

latent culture which seemed to remain until the recently
induced lawyer faced the demands of practice.
Socialization after Training:

Mechanisms of Social Control

Socialization does not stop abruptly upon entry into an
occupation.

As socialization continues after tLaining,

Individuals may respond differently to the same
socialization stimuli.

A variety of mechanisms exert

control over· the behavior of the newcomer.

Formal

mechanisms Include codes of ethics which exist in written

-----------------------------------------------------------------
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form and in licensing and certification regulations.
Informal mechanisms consist of criticism by colleagues and
gossip.

Specifically, informal mechanism refers to

collegial evaluation that members of an occupation make of
each other.

Although these evaluations are unoffIcial.

IndivIduals are strongly identified with or abruptll'
rejected by their occupational group as a result.

The

seeking of collegial approval gIves colleagues a high degree
of control over the individual's behavior (Hall. 1948).
Orgahizatlonal SocializatIon
Occupational roles are characterIstically present
within an organizational setting.

Individuals who are

accepting new occupational roles inherently bring with them
the capaCity for changing the organization.

Since

socialization is a continual process, the learning of
specific skills and role orientations continues as neophytes
begin membership in new social units, such as organizations.
SocializatIon Is the process by whIch new members are taught
the organizational traditions.

Experienced colleagues guide

new members to conform to the organizational standards of
theIr new social unIt.

Both the entrance into a specifIc

occupation or Job and the change to a new one Involve very
specIfIc traIning and. for the individual. the integration
into a new organizatIonal form.

Examining organizational

socialIzation can enlighten our understanding of the teacher
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values, and culture of the new institution creates a
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condition in the individual described as Ureality shockll
(Hughes, 1958).
In his dIscussion of organizations, Etzioni (1961)
described the mechanisms through which new members are
socialIzed.

Socialization in educational organizations has

been characterized by a predominate amount of expressive
socIalIzatIon, that Is, preparation wIthout training.

As

individuals progress closer to occupational roles in
educatIonal organizations, expressive socialization
decreases untIl Instrumental socialization --preparation
which includes trainIng -- receives greater emphasis
(Etzioni, 1961).

Expressive socialization is not emphasized

in law and medical schools, where training prevails.

During

the training for occupational roles in educational
organizations, Dmuch of the limited expressive socialization
which takes place is unorganized, and is sometimes an
unintended consequence of other processes such as
interaction with peers and senior members of the profession ll
(Merton, 1957, p. 41-42).
Socialization includes several stages.

According to

Merton (1957) the process of organizatIonal socialization
begins in a stage called "anticipatory socialization. u

This

term refers to the cammon phenomenon that people will have
some ideas about the Job they are going to do and the nature
of the place in which they will do It, before they even
acquIre a Job.

AntiCipatory socialization may be
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Illustrated as a phenomenon occurring prior to entry Into
formal traInIng sItuations.

IndIvIduals aspiring to enter

formal occupational roles or groups may bring wIth them
conceptIons and misconceptIons.

Previous exposure to the

occupation Is likely to vary the amount and kind of
anticipatory socializatIon an Individual brings Into formal
occupatIonal traInIng (Pavalko, 1971>.
The phenomenon of anticipatory socialization also
occurs during the training process.

A major component of

this aspect of socialization during training is informal
Inputs such as role models.

However, in the case of very

vIsIble occupatIons, some IndIviduals may have Inaccurate
conceptions and unrealistic expectations of what Individuals
in the organizatIon actually do on their jobs (Pavalko,
1971).

It Is also possible that formal socialization

practIces may convey information regarding Ideal practices,
rather than practIces whIch the newcomer will actually
experience.

Furthermore, anticipatory socIalization may

lead beginners to reject the norms, values, and roles
presented during trainIng.
stage as

II

Other researchers refer to thIs

pre-arr 1val stage II (Por ter, Law 1er, & Hackman,

1974>'
When the Individuals are hIred into the organization,
they enter the "encounter stage. II

During this stage the

experIence of realIty shock Is a crItical event.

As the

indivIdual enters the organizatIon, the "reality shock"
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shapes the individual's long-term response to the
organization (Hughes, 1958; Van Maanen, 1976>.

Individuals,

during this transition period, learn the technical and
social requirements from colleagues, superiors, and
subordinates as quickly as possible to reduce the anxiety
produced by the situation (Van Maanen & Schein, 1979>.
The unmet expectations experienced during the encounter
stage are described by Hughes (1958> and Van Maanen (1976>
as Ilreallty shocks" and described by Louis (1980) as
II surpr i ses. II

As the newcomer attempts to ba 1ance her or his

anticipations about the new role with subsequent
experiences, Louis (1980) described several types of
surprises:
1.

Conscious expectations about the Job are not
fulfilled in the newcomer's early Job
experiences.

2.

Errors in assumptions about the Job and about
oneself emerge. The newcomer must cope with
the recognition that these assumptions may be
different from her or his previous
perceptions.

3.

Features of the Job are unanticipated and
unconscious Job expectations are unmet.

4.

The newcomer fails to anticipate or accurately
forecast internal reactions to a particular
new experience.

5.

Cultural assumptions brought from previous
settings as operating guides in the new
setting fail to work.

Newcomers cope with these surprises and unmet
expectations in several ways.

They rely on information and
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interpretations from others to help them "make sense" of the
experIences (Van Maanen & ScheIn, 1979; LouIs, 1980), they
recall their past experIences in dealing with surprises
(Louis, 1980), or they are guided by personalIty
characteristics such as attitudes toward authority (McDonald
&

E I I as , 1980).
As the newcomers gradua I I y become

II

1nsi de members" of

the organization, they are privileged to hear privy
information and become part of some informal networks.

This

insider status describes the final organizational
socializatIon stage referred to as the "metamorphosis" stage
(Van Maanen, 1976), or "change and acquisItion" stage
(Porter, Lawler, & Hackman, 1974).

ThIs fInal stage of

organIzatIonal socialization focuses on the changes In the
IndivIdual.

In other words the recruIt makes the role her

or his own and attempts to comply with the role or modify
the role dictated by the organizatIon.
Included in the examination of organizational
socialization Is the component of socializIng agents.

These

change agents may occupy formal or Informal roles. and may
exert Influence directly or indirectly (Lippitt, 1968).

The

socialization agent strives for an internalized
self-directIon in the person becoming socialized, with
initlatlve for self-control and continuing development.
The components of the socIalIzation structure can be
seen as two groups of agents:

Those who assume an informal
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role -- staff members. peer groups. secretarIes. parents.
and relatIves -- and those who are delegated to take a
formal socialIzation responsIbIlIty -- supervIsors. mentors.
owners, elected personnel, specialists. and administrators.
Various techniques are used by socIalizIng agents to
control behavior and to transmit rules, values, beliefs, and
skills.

Some general techniques include use of rewarding.

InCiting, InstructIng, dIscIplIning, denying a prIvIlege,
withholding support, and evaluating (Whiting et al., 1966).
SocialIzation agents can also be thought of as either
dIrect or IndIrect agents.

PolIcy makers and program

desIgners have IndIrect contact wIth those In occupatIonal
roles.

They may work Indirectly through supervIsors,

supporters, mass medIa, or other peers.

As polIcIes and

programs are designed and Implemented, the quality of the
socialIzation of those In occupational roles Is establIshed.
When polIcy makers and program designers have only a hazy
pIcture of the actual process of socIal Interaction, then
the quality of socialization suffers.
LIppitt (1968) indIcated the most serIous concern
affectIng socialization agents is a lack of dialogue about
socIalIzation goals.

The major barrier to dIalogue seems to

have several facets.

Perhaps socIalIzIng agents want to

preserve their own autonomy, or feel anxious that they are
not accomplIshIng as much as they would lIke or feel they
are expected to, or feel apologetIc about being too
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IdealistIc or phIlosophIcal, or feel too overloaded by the
responsIbIlIty.

ThIs study explored the Impact of

socializing agents on first-year teachers.
Summar V of Occupational/Organizational SocialIzation
The focus throughout thIs study was the relatIonshIp of
the Individual to an occupatIonal role, and the
organIzatIonal effect and the IndIvIdual's effect on the
socIalizIng process and thus on the occupatIon or profession
Itself.

Occupational socIalIzatIon can be vIewed as the

primary post-adolescent phenomenon for fitting individuals
into the present society, the anticipatory socialization of
the individual being the primary socializing influence, or
the individuals' creative abilities reshaping occupational
values.

Organizational socialization, as a sub-area of

occupational socialization, is concerned wIth changes In
roles or locations within an organization.

Socialization

agents can be an influential component in the socialization
process as they initiate self-directIon and self-control in
those who are socIalIzed.
TEACHER SOCIALIZATION
Research and development agenda for the EIghties
recommended that pre-service, beginning teaching, and
advanced in-service levels be considered along one inclusive
contInuum (Greenberg, 1983; Hall & Hord, 1981).

In the past
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these stages have been investigated as separate fields of
study.

Currently they are being recognIzed as complementary

stages of the whole system.

The function of this section

wIll be to review exIsting literature on the pre-service
training of beginnIng teachers emphasIzing fIeld-based
student teaching experiences and relate these findings to
the experiences of beginning teachers.

Field-based

pre-service preparation and Induction programs are
potentially important connecting experiences in the
development of beginning teachers.
The process by which an individual is inducted into
the teaching profession must be viewed as a process of
socialization (Popkewltz, 1979; Zeichner. 1980a).

This

process includes practicing and learning the skills of
teaching as well as incorporating the values and behavioral
patterns of the profession into dally routines (Lacey, 1977;
Zeichner, 1980a; Zeichner, 1984).
Following a brief rationale and definition of the
concept of teacher socialIzation, this section will review
theoretical viewpoints on teacher socialization, formal and
informal influences on teacher socialIzation, stages of
teacher socialIzation,

pre-service preparation of teachers,

the impact of the first year of teaching, and outcomes and
the factors that influence those outcomes of beginning
teacher socialIzation as outlined by Veenman (1984).

S8

RatIonale and Definition
The needs and concerns of those who enter the teaching
profession have become a publIc Issue in the midst of a
reform cycle.

In addition to the focus on pre-service

teacher education (Barnett p 1975; Zeichner p 1980a)p programs
for beginning teachers are also priority agenda items in the
major reports directed toward the improvement of teaching in
schools.

The Carnegie Forum (1986) has recommended

assistance for beginning teachers to uphold high standards
of learning and teaching.

As an impetus for gaInIng

professIonal status for teachIng p the Holmes Report (1986)
suggested an Increased emphasis be placed on the status of
beginning teachers.

ThIs study's focus Is then a timely and

recognized one.
The concept of teacher socialization is based on
definitions similar to the conceptual definitions of
socialization theoryp specifically definitions concerning
occupational and organization socialIzation.

Teacher

socialization includes not only learning to teach. but also
an acceptance of the values. attitudes and concerns of the
teachIng profession (Lacey, 1977).

The process of teacher

socialization is "one of learning. unlearning. and adjusting
new and old behaviors so that role occupants (new teachers)
perform in such a manner that role expectatIons and
Institutional expectations are met" (Crase. 1979. p. 10).
The process of teacher socialization has been viewed to

- - -..---.-----
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begin at

va~ious pe~iods:

university

t~aining

the individual's

du~lng

(Hoy, 1968;

1975),

Lo~tie,

o~

sta~ting

with student teaching (Friebus, 1977; Hoy and Rees, 1977;
Pataniczek & Isaacson, 1981),
system

(Becke~,

teache~

o~

as they enter the school

1951; Eddy. 1969).

This study examined

socialization as beginning teachers enter the school

system as full-time

teachers.

fi~st-year

The socialization of teachers is also related to
o~ganizational

pe~spectives.

It is interdependent upon

individuals within the school system (Katz & Kahn, 1978).
Teache~s

must work within the organization of the school.

As organizations, schools can be viewed as either rational
bureauc~acies

f~equently

or loosely coupled systems.

viewed as rational

Schools are more

bureauc~acies

administrations, set goals, and

fo~mal

with rigid

rules that

dete~mlne

the roles members within the organization are expected to
fill (Becker, 1951; Eddy. 1969;
Other

autho~s

Edga~

& Warren. 1969).

have viewed schools as loosely coupled

systems (Weick, 1976; Sergiovannl, 1984).
coupled

o~ganizations,

blueprint.

As loosely

schools do not operate

acco~ding

to a

Sometimes rules are followed and other times

they are ignored.

The blueprints exist for legitimate

reasons, and structural elements are loosely linked to what
actually occurs.
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VIewpoints on Teacher SocIalIzatIon
Relevant to the study of teacher socializatIon are the
relationships between individuals and institutIons.

Teacher

education programs can be improved through an increased
understanding of what is involved In becoming a teacher.
(Popkewitz, 1979).
Teacher socialization has been studied most frequently
from the functionalist tradition.

Most studies on the

socIalization of teachers have emphasized accounts of how
the IndIvidual complies or adjusts to the constraInts of
social structures.

The socialization process is

unidirectional when university traIning and school sanctions
mold the development of the teachIng perspectIve.

The

student teacher Is descrIbed as a passIve Individual who Is
Indoctrinated to the norms of the InstitutIon (Popkewitz,
1979; Zeichner, 1980a; TabachnIck, 1981).
Although a plethora of research exists in support of
the functionalist tradItIon, recent research has provided
evIdence which IndIcates Individuals entering the teaching
profession are actively involved in theIr socIalIzation.
The concept of socialization can define people as both
active, creative participants and passive recipients of
values (Popkewltz. 1976).

WhIle student teachers are

necessarIly constrained by structural lImItations, they can
also become partIcIpants In shaping their identitIes In the
socialIzatIon process (TabachnIck, 1981; ZeIchner, 1984).

-
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Zeichner states

II • • •

there is overwhelming support ••• that

teacher educatIon students do not sImply react to the people
and forces around them" (Zeichner. 1984. p. 17).

Student

teachers may resIst InstItutIonal pressures to conform by
varyIng theIr teaching practices and values from
instItutIonal norms.

BegInnIng teachers creatIvely change

their teacher role to fit their own needs as well as allow
the demands of others to socialIze them Into theIr teacher
roles (Gehrke & Yamamoto. 1978).
Lortie (1973) and Zeichner (1980a) have presented
several positIons on the key processes stressed in
functionalist studies of teacher socialization.

The process

outlined in this section of the study attempts to assess
teacher socIalIzation during the student teaching
experience.

This information will serve as a reference

point during the examination of first-year teachers.
emphasis is on the following processes:

The

the

self-socialIzIng aspect of student teaching. teacher
socialIzation which stresses the internalization of values
held by sanctioning colleagues, peer Influences, students as
socializing agents, the influence of nonprofessional agents
like friends and spouses. the ecology of the classroom, and
the bureaucratic structure of schools.
Lortie (1966, 1975) has argued the posItIon that
bIography as opposed to formal training is the key element
In teacher socialIzatIon.

He stated. "socializatIon Into
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teachIng is largely self-socializIng; one's personal
dIsposItIons are not only relevant, but, In fact, stand at
the core of becoming a teacher" (LortIe, 1975, p. 79).
many hours

ne~phyte

The

teachers have spent in the classroom

internalizing teaching models is a major influence shaping
their new teaching role (Lortie, 1975).

As Individuals

consider teachIng as a profession, the major influence
shaping their conception of teaching is their articulation
of this latent culture.

Their latent culture is influential

during and after the training process.

Because pre-service

training provides little opportunIty of a "shared ordeal"
between experienced teachers and new teachers or between the
unIversity and the publIc school, new teachers may, in
effect, socIalIze themselves as a result of this
psychological isolation (Lortie, 1975).
In a study involving neophyte teachers, Edgar and
Warren (1969) vIewed soc i a 11 za t Ion as a

U

power process. II

The evaluative power of supervisors exert a powerful
influence on beginning teachers.

These neophytes gradually

internalize the values held by sanctioning colleagues.
Since the cooperating teacher Is in close contact with the
student teacher, beginning teachers see them as Influential
socializing agents (Friebus, 1977).

The influence of the

cooperating teacher may also be present during the first few
years of teachIng (McAulay, 1969).

However, ZeIchner

(1980a) poInted out "that while on the surface the potency
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of the cooperating teacher's influence seems apparent, in
each of the studies cited above the shifting of teacher
attitudes and behaviors toward those of their cooperating
teachers was a general phenomenon II (p. 7>.
A study of a teacher education program (Yamamoto et
al., 1969> found that student teachers felt practical
experiences were more beneficial to learning-to-teach than
academic experiences.

Trainees were led to adopt the

professional identity characteristic of the group.

Such

mentor emulation is reinforced when trainees frequently
observe their trainers actually performing the occupational
role and are observed performing approximations of the role
by the trainers (Simpson, 1967; Bucher & Stelling, 1977>.
College supervisors have evaluative power over student
teachers.

However, due to the limited time college

superv i sors spend in the classroom, they

II

coach II more than

supervise (Friebus, 1977>.
Other teachers, in a limited way, act as socializing
agents for beginning teachers by providing emotional support
and clerical direction (Friebus, 1977; Karmos & Jacko,
1977).

New teachers frequently turn to trusted, experienced

colleagues for personal and professional survival.

When

neophyte teachers are certain their competence will not be
questioned, or when they perceive no alternative for
survival, they tend to seek assistance and support from a
few select colleagues (Newberry, 1977; Ryan, 1978; Isaacson,
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1981).

ZeIchner (1980a) concluded that lithe peer subculture

Is not very Important because of a lack of opportunities for
student teachers to Interact In more than lImIted ways" (p.
9).

Although lIterature concerning the role of students as
socialIzing agents is somewhat sparse. studies have
concluded that students play an active role in the movement
from student teachers into the role of teachers (Friebus,
1977).

Haller (1967) found that students helped shape the

way beginning teachers Interacted wIth their students.
Through a SkinnerIan process of operant conditIoning,
students exert a powerful influence on teacher/s language.
Teachers receive psychic rewards from students.

Such

rewards can be more Influential In shaping teacher behavior
than evaluative power (Lortie, 1975).

Students provIded the

student teacher wIth a sense of success or faIlure.
The Influence of nonprofessIonal agents on aspiring
teachers and beginnIng teachers is also limIted.

While

Karmos and Jacko (1977) demonstrated that frIends, parents,
and spouses provide personal and emotional support to
stUdent teachers, Friebus (1977) concluded that conflicts
may occur as student teachers experience the demands of
teachIng and the demands of spouses and datIng partners
simultaneously.
Teachers/ actions are limited by structural
characteristics and environmental conditions of the
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classroom (Jackson, 1968; Dreeben, 1973; Doyle, 1977).
Structural characteristics may include Umultidimensionality,
simultaneIty, iJImlediacy, unpredictablllty, and hIstory"
(Doyle, 1980, p. 505).

Copeland (1980) and Doyle (1977)

provided some experimental evidence which identified the
primary influence as the ecology or the environment of the
school.

Although the influence of the cooperating teacher

has been documented (Frlebus, 1977), Copeland (1980) argued
that the student teacher's shift in attitudes and behaviors
may be the result of "shapIng forces exerted by the
ecological system of the classroom" (p. 197).
Ze 1chner (1980a) conc I uded:

II

However,

they st 1 I I v I ew the

student teacher as a passive role performer" (p. 13).
Centered around the work of Hoy and hIs concept of
pupil control ideology, the socialization of student
teachers emphasizes dominant beliefs and practices
characteristically associated with the bureaucracy of the
schools.

Hoy (1967, 1968, 1969) and Hoy and Rees (1977)

found that pupil control ideologies of student teachers were
generally more custodial and signifIcantly more bureaucratic
in their views at the end of their student teaching
experience.

Zeichner (1980a, p. 15) cautioned that lithe

movement toward custodial and bureaucratic perspectives was
a general phenomenon," and attempts must be made to
investigate these attitidinal changes in various contexts.
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This Leview of the liteLatuLe does acknowledge that
student teacheLs aLe actively engaged in contLollIng theiL
pLofessional socialization (ZeichneL, 1980a), and at the
same time, are influenced by a vaLiety of socializing
agents.

The Lecent focus has been on the constant inteLplay

between IndIvIduals and the Institutions into which they aLe
socialized (ZeichneL, 1980a; CLOW, 1987).

Most of the

LeseaLcheLs sUPPoLting this dialectical model have repoLted
fLom a student teaching peLspective.

Research on beginning

teacheLs which challenges tLaditional socialization
peLspectives exists (Tabachnick, et al., 1983). but
additional LeseaLch Is necessaLY (ZeichneL, 1980a).
LOLtie (1973) concluded that the pLocess of teacheL
socialization is "undoubtedly a complex pLocess not readily
captuLed by a sImple, one-factoL frame of Leference ll (p.
488).

This study included only two of BronfenbLenner (1976)

levels of analysis: the micro-system, an Immediate setting
in which occupants engage In paLticular Loles fOL paLticulaL
peLiods of time (e.g., the classLoom), and the meso-system,
the InteLLelationships among the maJoL settings In which an
occupant engages in a role (e.g., the school and the
univeLslty).

ThLough a qualitative examination of teacheL

socialization as suggested by Lacey (1977), ZeichneL (1978),
Popkewltz (1979), and Tabachnick et ale (1983), this study
was designed to provide a Llch descLiption of beginning
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teachers' experiences within a cooperative field-based
setting.
Formal and Informal SocialIzation
Beginning teachers. as they are concerned with issues
of their own survIval.

~re

socialized by formal and informal

elements (Pataniczek & Isaacson. 1981).

The elements of

formal socialization into the teaching profession begin in
pre-service training. followed by job interviews and the
formal InductIon process of school district and buIlding
orientation. and finally. in the supervision of new teachers
by adminIstrators carrIed out In several formal observations
and conferences (PatanIczek & Isaacson. 1981).
State certifIcatIon and university requIrements
formally socialIze aspirIng teachers and certified teachers
by specIfyIng that they complete specIfIc courses and
practicum experiences.

In most cases the InstItution's

responsibility for formal training of the individual ends
with a successful graduation.
Formal socialIzation contInues during the inductIon
process with job interviews and with orientation procedures
which diverge into
1979a).

u

mu ltiple induction patterns" (Ryan,

Formal observations and conferences conducted by

admInistratIve personnel are meant for the improvement of
teaching.
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Pease (1967), Lortie (1975), Ryan (1979), and
Patanlczek and Isaacson (1981) have noted the profound
effect of early influences on informal socialization.
Informal influences include organizatIonal structures and
settings, colleagues (Briscoe, 1972; Lortie, 1975: Newberry,
1977; Ryan, 1978; Pataniczek, 1978), cooperatIng teachers
(Hoy, 1967; Friebus. 1977), and unIversity supervisors
(Soares & Soares, 1968).

Isaacson (1981) concluded that

informal organizational supports were perceived to be of
great significance to beginnIng teachers and were vIewed by
them as more crucial to their survival of the induction
phase than formal means of organIzational or personal
assistance.
Phases in Teacher Socialization
Teachers generally proceed through their professional
socialization in a series of phases.

These "status

passages" have been labeled as "dream. play. and life"
(Wright & Tuska, 1968), referrIng to career choice, teacher
training. and beginning teaching.

The earlIer phases of

teacher socialization have been descrIbed In terms of
"anticipatory socialization" (McArthur, 1981) during the
teacher training phase.

Willower (1968) described the later

phase of teacher socialization as the beginning teacher
becoming an "old pro."

A teacher has reached the final

phase in professional teacher socialization when she or he

------------------------------------------
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"decides that only other teachers are important" (Waller,
1932, p. 389).
During student tr-aining, from the beginnIng to the
student teaching practicum, a ser-ies of activities influence
the students.

Sever-al studies suggest stages dur-ing this

phase (Haber-man, 1983).

Haber-man (1983) hypothesized that

students will move In a r-ever-se order- of what one might
natur-allyexpect:

fr-om pr-ofessional decision-maker-, to

insightful analyst, to self-evaluator, to lear-ning skills
dir-ector-, to r-eality-center-ed, to r-itualistic imitative.
White (1979) views the tr-aining phase analogous to an
audition:

reading the script, learning the moves.

rehearsing, living the par-t, and finally, per-forming.
As trainees in the teaching profession put theory into
practice, McArthur (1978) observed "reality shock u with a
gr-oup of beginning secondar-y teachers.

The practicing

teacher-s reported an incr-eased custodial attitude towar-d
students.

Similar- obser-vations of "r-eality shock" in

beginning teacher-s have been r-epor-ted by Day (1959) and
Mor-r-ison and McIntyre (1967).
Dur-ing the socialization of teacher-sf McAr-thur- (1979)
concluded that the most significant adjustment occur- within
the fir-st few months of teaching.

Following the phase of

ur-eality shock" is a four- year- plateau phase dur-ing which
teachers adjust and Inter-nallze the values of the teaching
subcultur-e.

Socialization after the first year is much less
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traumatic and much more professionally satisfying (McArthur,
1979) •
Efforts have been made to ease teacher socialization.
Programs are being implemented which link university
Iitheory" with the "practice" of cooperating teachers or
school bureaucratic settings.

Some universities have

developed models of supervision (Cohn, 1981), while other
educators strongly believe that extended field-based
experiences will better prepare students before leaving the
university classroom (Frey & Murphy. 1982).

These programs

have the potential to integrate the theory and practIce of
teaching.

The present study had the goal of observing and

analyzing beginning teachers who have completed field-based
experiences in extended programs.
Pre-service Preparation of Teachers
In spite of the many recommendations published over the
past fifty years, Smith (1980) wrote that

n

the basic

pedagogical program (has) remained practically unchanged
(p. 89).

ll

However, It is Important to have a brief look at

current literature which has examined the formal training
process prior to the induction of beginning teachers into
the teaching profession.
In 1929 Mann proposed a limited form of teacher
preparation when he spoke of the need to "provIde means for
the special qualification of teachers for our CODmon School"
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in order to "elevate the character of the common schools"
and to "increase their efficiency" (p. 263).

Glven the

plethora of recommendations concerning changes in teacher
education programs, one should find some professional
consensus for the form of teacher preparation.

A brief

exposition of some of the reform proposals are discussed in
Keith (1987) and Bush (1987).
Historically, solutions to problems involving workers
have been sought in the traIning process or educatIon of
employees (Kennedy, Cruickshank, & Meyers, 1976).
Similarly, the student teaching experience has been found to
be a useful component in preparing beginning teachers
(Hermanowicz. 1966).

Recent survey and follow-up studies of

teacher education graduates from a wide variety of
instItutions report that teachers view their student
teaching experIences to be the strongest element of theIr
training programs (e.g., McDonald & Elias. 1980; Schwanke,
1980) •
However, other researchers have argued that student
teaching does not playa signIficant role In teacher
development.

Lortie (1975) concluded that the latent

culture developed through prior classroom experience largely
determines a student teacher's performance.

Petty and

Hogben's (1980) fIndings supported the theory that teacher
socialization is largely complete before formal teacher
education begins.

While discussing the effects of
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educational psychology courses, and a period of student
teaching varying from six to sixteen weeks before
certification.

Each student works under the direction of a

supervising teacher and is also supervised by universIty
personnel.

The training programs traditIonally terminate

when the teacher candidate becomes eligIble for
certification.

Method courses are generally taken prior to

the student teaching experience.
Investigations conducted on the traditional field
experiences of pre-service teachers conclude that student
teachers are socialized into the profession by the patterns
of school practice (Johnston & Ryan, 1983), practice a
limited range of instructional behaviors (Doyle, 1977;
Copeland, 1980), and become involved with learning which is
not commonly supported by both schools and universities
(PopkewItz, Tabachnick, & Zeichner, 1979).
Graduates of pre-service education programs agree on
the strengths and weakness of theIr preparatIon.

Graduates

conclude they are inadequately prepared for handling
disciplIne problems, and that educational coursework
emphasizes theory over practical applications (Ryan, 1970;
Joyce & Clift, 1984).

Additionally, criticisms of teacher

education programs have indicated a lack of instructional
diversity in coursework (Joyce et al., 1977), and have
indicated limitations in comprehending school organizational
dImensions (Joyce et al., 1977).
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The idea of an additional year of training in the form
of classroom teaching and subsequent graduate work at the
university for beginning teachers can be traced back to 1919
and more receptly to the 1930's at the University of
Cincinnati and Cincinnati Public Schools.

Currently,

clinIcal Internships are being planned, implemented, and
monitored as pre-service teacher education programs
(Barnett, 1975; Doyle, 1985; Griffin, 1985).

Continuing the

practice of student teaching assumes that teacher education
programs can become more effective (Barnett. 1975; Howey. et
al., 1978).

Power (1981) concluded that "it can be

speculated that teacher traInIng has a greater impact on the
professional socialization of teachers than has been
realized" (p. 213).
Since the knowledge base of present teacher education
practices is limited, Howey (1977, 1983) has called for a
research commitment to describe better what is occurring In
teacher education.

Educators must do a better Job of

assessing the effects of teacher education programs.
Universities and schools should work together to improve
teacher education (Hall, 1982>, and investigations of
clinical experiences should be conducted (Joyce & Clift,
1984).
Ahead of and in response to reform recommendations,
same extended or alternative preparation programs have been
developed and Implemented.

Documentation and evaluation of
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these programs is minimal.

Current evidence indicates many

students completIng the teacher education fIeld-based
programs will enter the teaching profession (Andrews, 1983).
Examples of pre-servIce program descrIptIons whIch are
avaIlable include the UnIversity of New Hampshire (Andrews,
1981), UniversIty of Kansas (Scannell & Guenther, 1981),
GramblIng State UnIversity (MIlls, 1984), Doanne College,
(Dudley & Helger. 1983), Portland State UnIversity (Driscoll

& Strouse. 1987; Carl. 1985). University of Maryland
(Spekman & Kohl, 1980), AustIn College In Texas
(Steinancher, 1979), and University of Nevada (Kunkel &
Dearmi n, 1981).
InvestIgations of CPEP (Cooperative ProfessIonal
EducatIon Program) interns have been conducted (Driscoll,
Strouse, & Peterson, 1987; Nagel, 1987).

At the conclusion

of the internship, concerns of the graduates shifted from
"survivaJII language phases to language containing specific
teaching and learning examples.

CPEP student teachers

communIcated dIfferent satIsfactIons for teachIng,
ratIonales for instructional decisions. and overall
perceptions of teaching success than those teachers who
completed a traditional program (Driscoll, Strouse, &
Peterson, 1987).

Nagel (1987) reported that pre-servIce

teachers can learn to reflect upon their teaching and use
this information to Improve future instruction.

-------------

Extending
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the fIeld experIence dId not cause the Interns to move to
concerns-wIth-students at a faster rate.
The Impact of the First Year of Teaching
For many begInning teachers, the first year of teachIng
is exciting and successful.

For most, however, Uthe first

year is complex and difficult" (Ryan, 1980, p.5).

Most

beginning teachers report an apparent conflIct between what
they learned during training and the responsibilities of
their first teaching assignment.

For many first-year

teachers, survival depends on allegiance to the status quo.
The idealIstic notIons of the neophyte teachers are tempered
by the realism of their responsibIlItIes (Hannam, Smyth, &
Stephenson, 1976).

BegInnIng teachers must balance their

need for success wIth decIsIons concernIng theIr
relatIonshIps with stUdents, experienced teachers, and
supervisors (Abraham, 1954).
There is a plethora of descriptive information on the
first year of teaching.

Johnston (1978) studied the

professional iiterature devoted to this topic between the
years 1930 and 1977.

These and other more recent studies

will be briefly reported here and elsewhere in this
literature review.

As a part of his study, Johnston

analyzed and then categorized all the published materials
into five distinct classifIcations:

(1) advice written by

prIncipals and experienced teachers on the first year of
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teaching -- especially discipline (Hale. 1931; Abraham.
1954; Bell. 1971; Shadick. 1972); (2) self-repoLted
experiences of fIrst-year teachers (Rost. 1939; Grinnell.
1940; Leiberman. 1975); (3) scholarly essays on the first
year of teaching (Eddy. 1969; Fuchs. 1969); (4) reflective
inteLpLetatlons of fIrst-year teacheLs' experiences (Ryan,
1970); and (5) quantitative (e.g. Fuller & BLown. 1975;
Tisher. 1978; McDonald & ElIas. 1983) or qualItative (e.g .•
BeLliner. 1976) studies of the fIrst year of teaching.
LOLtie (1965) described the first year of teaching as
confrontation.
challenge.

The beginning teacheL must respond to this

Lortie (1965) has compared the efforts of

first-year teachers trying to gain mastery in theiL
classroom with Robinson Crusoe's fight fOL survival:
The beginning teacher may find that prioL
experience supplies him with some alternatives fOL
action. but his crucial learning comes from his
personal errors; he fits together special
solutions and specific problems into some kind of
whole and at times finds leeway for the expression
of personal taste. WOLking largely alone. he
cannot make the specifics of his working knowledge
base explicit. nOL need he. as his victories are
prIvate (p. 59).
The Ashock of the famIlIar." as Ryan (1970) described
the fIrst year of teachIng. came when the beginner changed
from student to teacheL.

Ryan (1980) reported that new

teachers experience shock from a variety of sources.

They

find motIvating students dIffIcult and are overconfident as
discIplinarians.

Estimating the amount of tIme and work
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necessary to prepare for teaching and to keep up with
administrative tasks surprises them.

Teaching Is not as

easy as they envisioned.
Because of the cellular nature of schools. beginning
teachers spend most of their time apart from their
colleagues.

The beginning teacher faces problems. makes

decisions. and evaluates her or his progress without the
benefit of others.

The neophyte teacher experiences similar

organizational structures which create task situations
similar to those whIch veteran teachers experience.

These

situations seem to be an unacknowledged ritual of
socialization into the teaching profession.
Other studies have documented the newcomer's move from
the realm of theory in the university classroom to the
reality of teaching (Hannam. Smyth, & Stephenson, 1976;
Rothstein. 1979).

New teachers are expected to perform as

permanent teachers (Marashino, 1971). receive inappropriate
assignments (Fuller & Brown. 1975), are perceived as a
threat by experienced teachers (Ryan, 1982), feel isolated
from other staff members (Griffin & Hukill, 1983). and feel
uncertain about their own competence (Clewett. 1984).
For some, however, the first year of teaching may also
be rewarding.

Beginning teachers are pleased to note that

their students achieve academic success.

When given an

opportunIty to make instructional decisions, some neophyte
teachers enjoy being an autonomous adult (Ryan. 1970).

- - - - - - - ---"
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Outcomes of Beginning Teacher SocializatIon and Factors
that Inflyence those Oytcomes
Research concerning the outcomes of teacher
socialization has produced consistent conclusions.

In a

comprehensive review of the literature on teacher
socialization. Wells (1984) reported that following the
Initial teaching experiences. teacher education students
shift from their progressive and liberal vIews.

In order to

be an accepted member of the educational system. beginnIng
teachers socially adjust to the traditional educatIonal
values and attItudes.

Research emphasizing the various

aspects of teacher socializatIon has concentrated in three
areas:

university training. the school bureaucracy. and the

impact of role models on the neophyte (Wells. 1984).
As this lIterature review documents the Impact of
socialIzatIon upon teachers, It wIll be limited to those
outcomes and factors prevIously outlined by Veenman (1984)
and those prevIously described in this chapter:

attitudes

and behaviors. problems. socialIzing agents, and concerns.
Attitudes and BehavIors.

Beginning elementary and

secondary teachers have experienced significant shifting of
attItudes.

The followIng research conclusions illustrate

thIs shIftIng of attItudes.

First-year teachers can become

more custodIal In their attItudes toward student management
(McArthur. 1978).

The sanctionIng power of supervisors has

caused some teachers to shIft toward those attitudes held by

-~---------------------------------.-.---
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those of the evaluator (Edgar & Warren, 1969).

Day (1959)

and Lagana (1970). utilizing the MInnesota Teacher AttItude
Inventory (MTAI), concluded that beginning teachers became
more authoritative in their attitudes toward students.

Many

of these fIndings substantIate the notion of "reality shock"
for first-year teachers.

Such a dramatic shift from the

liberal ideas held during training to traditional patterns
offered in many schools suggest that idealism is replaced by
realism.
Several researchers have concluded that, after
pre-service preparatIon, beginning teachers no longer
express progressive and liberal attitudes.

Utilizing the

Pupil Control Inventory (PCI), Hoy (1968) found that
beginning teachers shift to more tradItional views of
education.

McArthur (1978> later replicated Hoy's study.

Custodial attitudes are exhIbited by beginning teachers
when they choose to be less permiSSive, be less democratic,
and use a more impersonal approach in maintaining classroom
control (Hoy, 1968).

As fIrst-year teachers begin theIr

aSSignment, a custodial orientation appears to confront them
(Hoy, 1968>.

In a longItudinal study of teacher

socialization using the Pupil Control Ideology Form,
McArthur (1978> studied the first five years of teaching and
concluded that the time of most adjustment in terms of
teaching occurs during the induction phase.

Similar
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observations of the IIreality shockll phenomenon in beginning
teachers have been reported by Day (1959) using the MTAI.
Additionally, as beginning teachers gain experience,
studies have indicated that attitudinal shifts toward
authoritarianism (Lagana, 1970) and realism (McArthur, 1978;
Blase & Greenfield, 1982) occur.

Formal and informal

socialization influence such attitudinal shifts.
Utilizing the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory
(MTAI) to study the initial attitudes of 779 beginning
teachers In 45 western PennsylvanIa school districts toward
students and teaching, Lagana (1970) found that age had a
bearing on the degree and direction of the attitude changes.
The unfavorable attitude change -- characterized by tension,
distrust, and hostility -- decreased as the age level of the
beginning teachers increased.
Waller (1932) described teaching as an occupation that
restricted development of those entering the profession.
During the mid thirties strict community norms governing
teacher behavior and social influences inherent in the
teaching role itself restricted teacher socialization.
Although his seminal work analyzed teaching as a career, he
discovered that some of these forces frequently led to loss
of creative powers and attitudinal and behavioral rigidity.
GarrIson's research (1972) supported the view that
attItudinal change is a ramification of the socialization
process.

By accepting traditional values and attitudes
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toward education, beginning teachers are socialized into the
work force of the educational system (Becker, 1951; Eddy,
1969; Rothstein, 1979).
Blase (1985) summarized factors contributing to changes
in teacher attitude and behavior related to the teacher's
instructional perspective.

Using qualitative methodology

drawing from two case studies of teachers, he described the
following factors influencing socialization:

student

diversity, complex problems, group leadership methods,
interactions wIth undermotivated students, teacher
expectation, authoritarianism, survival orientation,
objective framework, role demands, administrative
expectations, parental expectations, and personal qualities.
As beginning teachers experience the realities of
teaching, they must adjust to entirely different
psychological and structural environments than they
experienced during pre-service training.

Due to the complex

nature of teaching, new teachers develop social strategIes
to survive and grow.
strategIes as

II

Lacey (1977) descrIbed these

Internal Ized adJustment, II (accepting or

conforming to the values and practIces); "strategic
compliance," (not being convInced but deciding to go along
with the practices operating for now); and "strategic
redef in I t I on, II (try i ng to change or reform the schoo I
situation).

In the case of the last strategy the new

teacher, acting as her or his own socializing agent, is

---~-~~~
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teachers (Lagana, 1970; McIntosh. 1977; Applegate. Johnston,
Lasley, Mager, Newman, & Ryan, 1977; Adams & Martray, 1980;
Cruickshank, 1981; McDonald & Elias, 1983; Veenman, 1984;
Nias, 1984).

A linear examination of these studies will be

reported in this section.

Most of these results are based

on self-report of teachers; that Is, beginnIng teachers'
perceptions.
Studying the perceIved problems of begInning teachers,
Dropkin and Taylor's (1963) data indicated that teachers
respond to an inquIry about their problems In a highly
consistent fashion.

Seventy-eight of one-hundred elementary

education majors with fIrst-year teaching experIence
responded to a seventy item questionnaire.

Each respondent

ranked the problems and indicated the degree of difficulty.
The problems in descending order of difficulty were:
dIsciplIne, relations wIth parents, methods of teachIng,
evaluation, planning, materials and resource, and classroom
routines.

On the whole, the average beginning teacher felt

she or he can handle her or his problems although there were
wIde IndIvidual dIfferences.

These results are In accord

with findings of similar studies such as that made by Wey
(1951).

Wey studied nInety-fIve secondary school fIrst-year

teachers who were asked to report at three regular intervals
the dIfficulties they were encountering.
The top seven critical problem areas identIfied by
forty-sIx beginnIng teachers Interviewed by Lagana (1970)
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Included "difficulty in maIntaIning classroom control,
Inadequacy of determinIng learning level of students and
provIding for individual differences, apathy of students
toward learning, lack of student respect for teachers, large
class size, burden of clerical work and planning, and
insufficient guidance and poor supervision" (p. 36>According to Ryan (1977), the common problems of first-year
teachers as they adjust to the role of teacher included
diSCiplining and grading students, dealing with parents,
adjusting to the particular school, focusing on the actual
teaching assignment, and adjusting to the physical demands
of teaching.
Classifying data from twenty-five teachers who were in
theIr first three months of teachIng. Shelley (1978) found
that 63 percent of their problems were managerial, 18
percent were instructional, 8 percent were related to
communIcatIon, and 11 percent were "other.1I

The teachers

also reported that they had worked through most of their
problems alone and. when they sought help. had asked other
teachers. usually at the same grade level.
In an interview with four beginning teachers, Howey
(1979) illustrated the types of problems encountered in such
areas as dISCipline, time management, and lack of feedback.
On a list of dIfficult problems experienced by a first-year
teacher, the poor abIlity of first-year teachers to make
subjective Judgments about the effectiveness of theIr

--------
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teaching experience was the most difficult problem (Ryan,
1979).

Other difficult problems included the interference

of personal matters in professional performance and
isolation -- physical, social, and professional.
In a comprehensive review of research regarding
problems of beginning teachers, McDonald's and Elias/s
(1980) volume of over four hundred pages concluded that a
comprehensive understanding of neophyte problems is
necessary prior to deSigning teacher induction programs.
The problems of beginning teachers were classified into two
major dimensIons:

whether It orIginates within the teacher

or from an agent outsIde the teacher, and whether the
teacher or others have the resources. skills, or means to
solve the problem.

Four classes of problems of beginnIng

teachers were categorIzed:
1.

Endogenous and under the teacher's direct
control
Preparation of lesson content. instructIonal
materials, instructional plans
EstablIshIng rules and routines
Managing, conducting and evaluating
instruction

2.

Endogenous and not under the teacher's direct
control
Unconscious anxiety or fear
Subconscious effects of attitudes and values
Reactions to life-threatening situations or
attacks

3.

Exogenous and under the teacher/s direct
control
Organization of required curriculum for class
being taught
Requests for materials. assistance or
direction

---------------------------------------------------------
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Scheduling meetings with parents
Fitting instruction to a variable school
schedule
4.

Exogenous and not under the teacher/s direct
control
Visits by supervisors or angry parents
Outbursts or attacks by emotionally disturbed
children
Fire drills
Announcements over the publIc address system
General curriculum of school
Students assigned to classes (p.' 151)

McDonald and Elias (1980) also reported that beginning
teachers experience problems in a series of stages.

Each

stage must be solved successfully by the neophyte.
Classroom management and the mechanics of instruction are
associated with the first problem stage.

As teachers become

more confident, problems of more in-depth planning, long
term organization of instruction, and of students/ progress
are solved.

If teachers are not afraid to risk continued

professional development, the final stage sets a foundation
for progressive improvement.
Veenman (1984), In an extensive study searching
international lIterature regardIng the perceived problems of
beginning teachers, examined eighty-three studies from nine
countries at the elementary and secondary levels.

He found

the top five most seriously perceived problem areas of
beginning teachers to be classroom discipline, motivating
students, dealing with individual differences, assessing
students/ work, and relations wIth parents.

Many of the
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results were generated from questionnaires and are therefore
self-reported problems.
Turner (1967) examined factors that appear to be
important antecedents to teacher problems.

These

characteristics uare important in that they suggest, but do
not conclusively establish, the kinds of beginning teacher
behaviors out of which difficulties developll (p. 255).

A

lack of warmth and understanding and poor staff relations
may create uneasy or disturbed relationships with students,
teachers. parents. and supervisors.

Relatively disorganized
teacher behavior -- lack of II business-l ike behavior ll -- may
be a key factor in predicting difficulties with discipline.
Related to the above factors. the inability to problem solve
may contribute to these difficulties.
In a related

study~

Adams and Martray (1980). using

factor analysis on the Teacher Preparation EvaluatIon
Inventory and correlatIng these factors with the Teacher
Concerns ChecklIst, assessed teachers' perception of
problems encountered in their professional roles.

Their

data IndIcated that consistent correlates of
teacher-perceived problems were teacher concerns about self
and teaching tasks.

These correlations suggested that

teachers with hIgher concern levels also reported more
severe problems in teaching.
An almost unanImous dIfficulty of all beginning
teachers is discipline and classroom control.

Although
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differences in educational systems and social contexts of
the schools create a dlversity in statistics, Lagana (1970)
reported that 83% of the elementary and secondary beginning
teachers experienced problems with class dIscipline.

Among

the 46 beginning elementary teachers, 79% reported
inadequacy of determining learning level of students and
providing for individual differences.

Other problem areas

identified by these teachers included apathy of students
toward learning (71%), lack of student respect for teachers
(65%), overcrowded conditions and large class slze (65%),
burden of clerical work and planning (59%), and insufficient
guidance and poor supervision (58%).
Self-report data and teacher perceptions render
important information about teaching, but more objective
data Is needed to support it (Griffin, 1985).

The

literature reported to date needs amplification,
specifically, a descriptIon of existing variables such as
teachIng splIt-level classes, the Impact of hIrIng after the
start of the school year, mentor systems of support, and an
analysis of a match between clinical experience grade level
and assignment grade level.
SocialIzing Agents and Role Models.

The Influence of

educational socializing agents has been reported in
occupational socialization research.

As new teachers begin

their work, unfamiliar situations challenge them on a daily
basis.

- - - - - - ----.-- -

Such unfamiliarity creates self conscious emotIons.
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Their attitudes are shaped by how other people relate to
them through the encouragement and support they receive and
perceive.

Such support is gauged through interaction with

others and through the beginning teachers' perceptions.
Beginning teachers' perceptions of self are influenced by
relationships with other teachers and school personnel
(Bennis, 1973).
Various socializing agents affect the development of
first-year teachers, but there is a lack of consensus
concerning their influence (Tabachnick et al., 1983).
Despite the existing research which support the influence of
institutional forces on beginning teachers (Day, 1959;
Wright & Tuska, 1968; Edgar & Warren, 1969; Hoy, 1968;
Lagana, 1970; Hanson & Herrington, 1976; Gaede, 1978;
McArthur, 1978), studies also exist which demonstrate that
some beginning teachers are not passively molded by
institutional forces (Bartholomew, 1976: Zeichner &
Tabachnick 1981: Power 1981).

Petty and Hogben (1980)

concluded that antiCipatory socialization was the most
Influential socializing agent.

However, Zeichner and

Tabachnick (1985) concluded that additional studies are
necessary which explore the socialization of specIfic
begInning teachers in various contexts.

Lortie (1975)

recommended that research efforts assess the impact of
various agencies on beginning teachers under unigue
conditions.
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Recent analysis of research on beginning teachers
concluded that "Knowledge about the beginning teacher and
the process of learning to teach consists of intuition.
personal wisdom, advice and recollections ll (Johnston & Ryan.
1983. p. 138>.

Other authors also have stated that livery

little is known about the actual dynamics of this transition
period In terms of the details of what it· is like and how
teachers go through itll (McDonald. 1980, p. 42>.
Educational researchers have not come to a consensus
regarding socializing agents and mechanisms (ZeIchner.
1983>.

LortIe (1973> called this complexIty the IIriddle of

teacher social IzatIonll (p. 488>.
Applegate and others (1977). in a large scale
investigation of the development of eighteen new teachers.
found people who were very supportive toward beginning
teachers and those who were nonsupportive.

The

socialization of beginning teachers was supportive if the
people around them were cooperatIve, problem solvers.
reinforcers, advice-seekers, socializer-sunshiners. and
empathizer-confidants.

MakIng some Inferences and value

Judgments, Applegate and others reported several

II

hunches II

about the Influence others have for fIrst-year teachers:
1.

As the year progresses. the extent to which
others have been perceived as
supportive/nonsupportive Influences the degree
to whIch the fIrst-year teacher feels
successful/unsuccessful.

2.

The degree to which others perceIve the flrst-

-----------------------------------_._--_._-------
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year teacher as being supportive/nonsupportive
influences the degree to which the first-year
teacher receives others' support/nonsupport.
3.

Initially, fIrst-year teacher's perceptions of
support/nonsupport are influenced by her or
hIs self-image and self-esteem. The degree
and nature of the influence may vary.

4.

First-year teachers expect others to
understand their problems. FaIlure of others
to accept the first-year teacher's perspectIve
is seen as lack of support.
.

5.

The degree to which a first-year teacher
feels comfortable with the decIsions she or he
makes influences the degree to which others'
questions and actions are perceived as
threatening and nonsupportive.

6.

Most first-year teachers hesitate to seek
support because they believe such actions are
indicative of ignorance and incompetence.

7.

Uathers" who are viewed as being unskilled at
interpersonal relations appear to be more
nonsupportive than supportIve (p. 59-60).

While investigating first-year teachers, the current study
identified supportive personnel which aided the neophyte's
socialization.
In a comprehensive review of teacher socialIzation
literature reported by Wells (1984), one of the factors that
influences the socialization process of teachers Is the
impact of role models on the neophytes as they internalize
the teaching models exposed to them fram elementary school
through college.

Similarly, in order to address several

specific questions related to the socializatIon of begInning
teachers, Zeichner (1983) researched the influences of
particular people and institutional characteristics on
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beginning teachers.

The following literature on beginnIng

teachers includes these socializing agents:

the role of the

experienced teacher. persons with evaluative power.
institutional characteristics of schools. students,
ecological characteristics of classrooms. role of the
university, lateral roles and other nonprofessional factors,
and personal characteristics.
As new teachers enterIng the school learn that they are
part of a group of colleagues. the experIenced colleagues
become a source of guidance.

Experienced colleagues are

vIewed by some researchers as influentIal socIalizing agents
(Grant & Zeichner, 1981; Howey, 1983).

I'Like new workers in

all work settings. they are largely dependent on their more
experienced colleagues to teach them the procedures for
coping with the demands made upon them by their supervisors
and subordinates" (Eddy, 1969, p. 106).

In a study of

seventy-two first-year teachers surveyed by Grant and
Zeichner (1981), forty-eight (67%) cited coworkers as their
primary source of support.

McIntosh (1977) found that

beginning teachers perceive experienced teachers at their
own grade level as their most appropriate source of extended
assistance.

However, beginning teachers will try to cope on

their own If the formatIon of a relatIonship with an
experienced teacher at the same grade level is not possible.
Newberry (1977), In her examinatIon of twenty-three
teachers. concluded that experienced teachers significantly
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contrIbute to the development of expectatIons for student
achievement.

She also found that when beginning teachers

went to experIenced teachers to seek help. they sought the
teacher who taught at the same grade level and who held the
same teacher role IdentIty.

Most of the Influence occurred

informally as beginnIng teachers

II

Interact(ed) with teachers

outsIde actual classroom teaching situations n (Newberry.
1977, p. 14).

BeginnIng teachers might also seek assistance

from experienced teachers If they share teaching
perspectives (Zeicnher, 1983), or work in a school with an
open architectuaral design (Hanson & Herrington, 1976).
Isaacson (1981) questioned the impact of experienced
teachers in the development of beginning teachers.

Even

when structures exist which have the potential to
significantly influence beginning teachers' socialization,
some begInnIng teachers cope on their own.

In McDonald's

(1980) Educational Testing Service study, he concluded that
beginning teachers solve their own problems very much by
themselves.

When beginning teachers hesitated to ask

experienced teachers for help It was generally because they
were fearful of being viewed as Incompetent.
Administrative supervIsors are potentially powerful
socializing agents, but their contributIon is limited due to
low contact time with teachers (Lippitt, 1968; Burden, 1979;
Grant & Zeichner, 1981; Isaacson, 1981).

When beginning

teachers realize evaluations will have personal
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consequences, those with evaluative power become important
socialIzing agents (Edgar & Warren, 1969).

However,

Isaacson (1981), Grant and Zeichner (1981) and Tabachnick et
al. (1983) questioned the significance of the principal in
the development of beginning teachers.

Zeichner (1984a)

suggested that administrator influence Ilis exerted primarily
through selection and recruitment rather than through
socialization on the Job ll (p. 23).

Ways in which principals

influence beginning teachers, as reported in a study at the
University of Wisconsin (Zeichner & Tabachnick, 1983),
Included prIncipal direct control (supervision),
bureaucratic control (rules and hierarchial social
relatIons), and technical controls (evaluatIon and rewards).
The instItutional characteristics of the school are
signIfIcant determiners of
classroom.

teachers~

performance in the

Fenstermacher (1980) concluded that beginning

teachers are more significantly influenced by instItutional
characteristics durIng induction than during any other time.
Additionally, open spatial arrangements, other
organizatIonal properties of the schools, and bureaucratic
rules and regulations have attempted to dictate controls
over

teachers~

work (e.g., school curriculum, discipline

management, and legal labor processes) (Dreeben, 1973).
Weick (1976) suggested that teachers frequently ignore these
controls and concluded that schools are "loosely coupled
systems. II

ReportIng the results of a case study. Zeichner
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and Tabachnlck (1983) found three of the four teachers
studied minimized the impact of bureaucratic rules.
The important role of students in determining teacher
socia1ization received support from Haller (1967> and Doyle
(1979).

Given the typical isolation of teachers from their

colleagues and supervisors due to the celullar nature of
schools (Lortie, 1966), students' expectations and behaviors
have an Increased opportunIty to Influence beginnIng
teachers (Zeichner & Tabachnick, 1985).

ReportIng the

resu1ts from his study at Wisconsin, Zeichner (1983) stated
tha t

II

we were con t I nua I I y impressed with the very cruc i a I

role played by students in strengthening or modifying the
teaching perspectives that were brought to the first year"
(p. 22>.

The ecological system of the classroom Is "that network
of interconnected processes and events which impinge upon
behavior in the teaching environment" <Doyle & Ponder. 1975,
p. 183>.

Beginning teachers who are successful unIquely

adapt behavIors whIch are approprIate to partIcular
situations (Doyle, 1979; Egan, 1982>.

Learning to teach

Involves "learnlng the texture of the classroom and the set
of behaviors congruent wIth the environmental demands of
that setting" (Doyle, 1979, p. 51>.

The social context of

the classroom can exert constraints and positive pressures
on the actions of teachers.
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The role of the university in the socialization of
begInnIng teachers has been Interpretated from several
perspectives (Zeichner & Tabachnick, 1981).

Researchers

have charged that first-year teachers are not encouraged to
continue their ties with the university (Howsam, et al.,
1976).

In fact, following pre-service training, university

professors spend very little time in the classrooms of
fIrst-year teachers.

However, beginning teachers report

that conversations with former cooperating teachers and
university coursework notes have been useful (Zeichner &
Tabachnick, 1983).

In these cases the effects of the

university were sustained through the first year of teaching
(Zeichner & Tabachnick, 1981).

As beginning teachers

continue to draw upon skills and perspectives developed
during theIr unIversIty traInIng, the question of the degree
of influence becomes important (Zeichner, 1983).
In terms of the influence of persons in lateral roles
and other non-professional factors, Gehrke's (1981) results
provided some inSight.

Her analysis of eleven beginning

teacher interviews and observations collected over a period
of five years has been summarized:
1.

Individual teachers relate selectIvely to the
various potential reference groups, and

2.

the relationshIps develop and change over time
depending on the context and on the
indivIdual's needs and perceptIons (p. 37).

----- -----------------------------------------
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Applegate et al. (1977) and Zeichner (1983) cited
instances of both supportive and nonsupportive influence
from spouses, parents, and roommates.
Finally; beginning teachers bring their unique
biographical histories to their first year.

Beginning

teachers shape their teacher role identities by assimilating
present situations with biographical events from their past
(Crow, 1987).

Personal experiences from their youth and

recent past affect how beginning teachers are socialized
(Zeichner, 1983).

Closely related to personal

characteristics is the fact that beginning teachers have
accumulated 16,000 hours each as students.

This close

contact with teachers in the workplace, according to Lortie
(1975), has a major impact on teacher role identities and

performance.
In summary, studies exist which emphasize the role of
more experienced teachers (Eddy, 1969), prinCipals (Edgar &
Warren, 1969), or students (Haller, 1967) as sociallzing
agents.

New teachers may imitate the practices of those

whom they feel are successful teachers (Willower, 1968; Hoy

& Rees, 1977).

Other studies indicate that beginning

teachers, since they may be isolated from other staff
members, learn through trial and error (Lortie, 1966).
However, beginning teachers are not considered to be their
own sole socializing agents (Zeichner & Tabachnick. 1983).
Applegate and others (1977) concluded:

"what emerges from
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these interviews of beginning teachers is a strong sense of
the uniqueness of each teacher"s experience" (p. 26).
Summarizing the influence or lack of influence of
various socializing agents on beginning teachers, Zeichner
(1983) drew the following conclusions:
1.

Principals offer little direct assistance to
beginning teachers and the neophytes rarely
seek support and advice from those who
formally evaluate their work.

2.

Experienced colleagues offer support and
advice to beginning teachers only under
certain conditions. Most of the socializing
influence of experienced colleagues seems to
occur indirectly through the beginners"
observations of the "artifacts" of the work of
their experienced colleagues.

3.

Student responses to beginning teachers seem
to playa significant role In strengthening or
modifying teaching perspectives brought to the
first year.

4.

Beginning teachers are able to Insulate
themselves from bureaucratic controls when
they are inclined to do so.

5.

The most pervasive and powerful factor in
determining the level of Institutional
constraints may be technical control exerted
through the timing of instruction, the form of
the curriculum, curriculum materials, and the
architectural design of the school
(pp. 45-46).

Concerns.

Research on teacher concerns is based

largely on survey techniques.

The connection between

socialization and professional concerns of beginnIng
teachers has been made by several researchers (Pataniczek
and Isaacson, 1981; Ryan, 1982).

AddItIonal studIes have

been made of factors related to teacher concerns for
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prospective and experIenced teachers (Adams & Martray,
1981).
Fuller (1969) conceptualized a developmental sequence
of teacher concerns:

(1) non-concern with the specifics of

teaching as a pre-teaching phase, (2) concern with self and
survival during the first few years of teaching, and (3)
concern for impact on students as the teacher gains
experience.

Fuller and Brown (1975) refined Fuller/s

initial conceptualization.

The three phases were redefined

into three stages -- survival, tasks, and impact.

The

survIval stage focuses on the teacher/s personal concerns
such as class control, being lIked by students, and one/s
own adequacy.

The second stage. mastery of tasks. focuses

on management of daily routines and masterIng currIculum
materials.

Impact concerns focus on meeting the

instructional, emotional. and social needs of students and
refocusing teaching techniques.

Experienced teachers tend

to characterize student-focused concerns and exhibit a great
sense of competence in the teaching role (Fuller, 1969;
Fuller & Brown, 1975).
Hall and Jones (1976) have postulated that the sequence
through which teachers normally progress Is predictIve:
from concerns about self. to concerns about tasks, to.
finally. concerns about student Impact.

BeginnIng teachers

should pass through these stages of concern sequentially If
their concerns are answered at each stage successfully
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(McDonald & ElIas. 1980).

Investigating the concerns of

first. third, and fifth year teachers, Adams and Martray
(1981) found self-concerns to decrease and teacher task
concerns to increase with experience.
The sequence predicted by Hall and Jones (1976) was
also a conclusion made by Briscoe (1972).

Reporting the

resul ts taken at the beginning of the yea'r and near its
final days. four out of five highest-ranked concerns
expressed by first-year secondary teachers in selected
Michigan public schools were related to classroom discipline
-- a survival stage concern.

Glassberg (1979) concluded

that teaching efficacy will be enhanced when beginning
teachers move beyond the first and second stages of concern.
Although the generalIzatIons emerging from research on
beginning teacher concerns have suggested that neophytes
progress through the stages sequentIally,

Pataniczek (1978)

reported on a group of beginning secondary teachers whose
highest concern at the beginning of the year was having an
impact on students.

Although survival concerns were

identified as a priority, the beginning teachers considered
other concerns a higher priority.

The beginning teachers In

Pataniczek's study were all graduates of the Secondary
Education Pilot Program at Michigan State UnIversity.

These

graduates were generally well satisfIed with their teaching
preparation and had an average of over one-thousand hours of
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experience with school-age youngsters prior to their first
year of teachIng.
SummarizIng several studIes of new teacher concerns.
Aspy (1969) concluded that survival was more important than
competence for most new teachers.

Scheduling. organizing

the day. functioning within the school system, dIsciplining
students, and finding teaching resources and materials were
important new-teacher concerns.

In contrast, advanced

teachers are characterized by concerns about the impact
their instruction has on students, about collaborating with
other profeSSionals. and about teaching as a profession
(Hall. George. & Rutherford, 1977).

As new teachers enter

the Induction phase of their socialization. the study of
concerns Is Important.

Insight Into what beginning teachers

face can guide Induction program development.

Because CPEP

trained teachers have gone through a year-long internship,
thIs study noted whether beginning teacher concerns move
across the continuum faster, or in the same order, or begin
at the same stage.
INDUCTION PROGRAMS
In addition to a review of socialization and beginning
teacher lIterature, another body of literature Is critically
necessary as this study seeks to understand the experIences
of these teachers:

that is. clinical induction experiences

and induction programs.

Three distInct phases have been
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commonly identIfIed in the education of a teacher (Tlsher,
1980):

pre-servIce, induction, and in-service.

This study

is concerned with the kinds of support first-year teachers
received during the induction phase.

Supervisors suggest

Induction programs act as socIalizing agents for the
neophyte teacher (Schlechty, 1985; Galvez-HJornevik, 1985).
This section of the literature review will examine the state
of current practIce focusIng on state mandated programs, the
involvement of institutions of higher education, and
district level programs.
Rationale and Description
During the induction phase of teacher socialization the
goal is to formally and informally implant school standards
and norms so the conduct of those entering the teaching
profession will reflect those norms.

Frequently, school

standards are utilized to assess the performance of new
teachers (Schlechty, 1985).

However, if the teaching

profession is to reform. perhaps schools should strive to
"provide the support and assIstance necessary for the
successful development of beginning teachers who enter the
professIon wIth the background, abilIty, and personal
characteristIcs to become acceptable teachers"
(Huling-Austin. 1985, p. 3).
Since the primary objective of induction programs is to
offer assistance to the new teacher, Ilan obvious concern is
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identIfyIng and descrIbIng precisely the experIences of
begInnIng teachers so that assIstance would be most helpful
to the new teacher" (Odell. 1986, p. 26).

A descrIptive

analysis of the experiences of beginning teachers in a
variety of contexts is necessary prior to the development
and implementation of an induction program.

A recently

released RAND Corporation report supports' the creation of
adequate induction programs and, additionally, supports
supervised induction to protect children from incompetence
(Darling-Harmmond & Wise, 1987).
Recommendations have been made that the induction
experiences of beginning teachers be systematically
descrIbed (Christensen. Burke. Fessler. and Hagstrom. 1983).
As new teachers move from the fully supervIsed pre-service
trainIng to assume full-tIme responsibilitIes of the
classroom. formal InductIon programs are necessary (Hall,
1982; GriffIn, 1985).

Investigating the conditions in the

workplace (Zeichner, 1982) and the impact of specific
induction practices on the development of teachers (Hall,
1982; Zeichner, 1982; McCaleb, 1985) may provide important
clues for understanding who or what influences the
performance of beginning teachers.
Descriptions of Induction programs have been reported
in recent educational literature.

While some studies of

induction programs have been examined as part of pre-service
traInIng (McDonald & Elias, 1980), other studies have
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investigated programs in which the school districts are
largely responsibilIty for induction experiences.

Induction

programs prior to 1982 have been described and analyzed by
McDonald (1982).

McDonald described three general types of

induction programs:

schemes which rely on mentors

(experienced teachers>, a comprehensive system of assessment
and improvement of competence, and systems whIch prepare
teachers to conduct a detailed and prescribed curriculum.
Other studies have recommended characteristics of
organIzatIonal supports whIch may Improve the InductIon
phase (Lewis, 1979):
1.

reduced workload;

2.

release time;

3.

opportunities for discussion with other
beginning teachers;

4.

opportunities for observation of other
teachers, and opportunities to understand
relatIonshIps with other staff and the
communIty; and

5.

a mentor formally assIgned to assist the
beginning teacher.

Support for beginning teachers has included formal,
Informal. and Job-embedded support (Grant & ZeIchner. 1981).
Although there was some type of formal orIentation for the
seventy-two begInnIng teachers surveyed by Grant and
ZeIchner (1981) at the begInnIng of the school year, there
was very lIttle evidence of prolonged formalized induction
efforts.

The most InfluentIal and most valued support
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occurred informally through "conversations with other
teachers, friends, and parents .•• and through reading teacher
Journa}(s)" (p. 109).

The majority of these beginning

teachers suggested that formal support be specific to the
school setting.

Very few teachers expressed a desire to

observe more experienced teachers or to be given an
opportunity to visit other first-year teachers' classrooms.
Many authors have identified goals for induction
programs (Fox & Singletary, 1986; Huling-Austin, 1986a;
Varah, Theune, & Parker, 1986), provided detailed
descriptions for beginning teacher induction programs (Hall.
1982; Tisher, 1982; Hoffman et al., 1985; Huling-Austin,
1985), and described the effect of certain induction
programs (Hoffman, Edwards, O'Neal, Barnes, & Paulissen,
1986; Houston & Felder, 1986).

Induction programs are being

evaluated (Elias, 1980; Schlechty, 1985) and areas of
concern have been identified, but the conclusions appear to
be based on the participants' perceptions of program impact
rather than actual observations (Hoffman, Edwards, O'Neal,
Barnes & Paulissen, 1986; Huffman & Leak, 1986;
Galvez-Hjornevik, 1986).
So many state induction programs are currently being
developed that the November, 1985 issue of Educational
Leadership, the January-February 1986 issue of Journal of
Teacher Education, the July-August 1986 issue of Kappa Delta
Phi Record and the Winter 1987 issue of Action in Teacher
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Education are devoted to induction issues.

Additionally, a

national directory of induction programs was produced by the
Association of Teacher Educator's Commission (Huling-Austin,
1986) in conjunction with the Research and Development
Center for Teacher Education.

The Association of Teacher

Educator's Induction Commission has published reviews of
literature on teacher induction and reports on the
activIties of single lnduction programs.
State Mandated Induction Programs
Since 1980 the state legislatures of Arizona, Florida,
Georgia, North Carollna. Oklahoma. South Carolina, and
WashIngton have mandated the establishment of programs for
beginning teachers (Ashburn, 1987).

Other new projects have

been described in Nevada, New Mexico, Pennsylvania (Defino &
Hoffman, 1984; Galvez-HJornevik, 1985) and California
(Shulman, 1986).
The state of Oregon has piloted the Mentor Teacher
program establIshed by the 1987 LegIslature (Oregon
Education, 1987).

Mentor teachers were trained during a

two-day training session at Western Oregon State College
prior to the opening of the school year.

Fifty-six school

districts are Involved in the pIlot program which is
expected to include all fIrst-year teachers next year.
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The Role of InstItutions of Higher Education in Professional
Teacher InductIon
Institutions of higher education, In cooperation wIth
other educatIonal organizatIons, have a responsibIlIty to
link pre-service preparation with induction experiences
(Edwards. 1984).

The goals for each phase should reflect

common thinking.
Five content strands can be IdentIfied from a summary
of the literature on teacher socialization:

(1)

orientation, (2) psychological support, (3) acquiSitIon and
refinement of teaching skills, (4) retentIon, and (5)
evaluation (Zeichner, 1983: McDonald, 1980: Huling-AustIn,
1986; Fox

& Singleterry. 1986).

An important first step in

satisfying these goals is accomplished by integrating the
new teacher into the professional and social fabric of the
school dIstrict and neighborhood community.

Improving

beginning teachers/ professional self-esteem and sense of
professional well-being wIll ease long-standing concerns
about isolation. self-doubt. and stress (Lortie. 1966; Ryan.
1970; Ode I 1986).

Helping begInning teachers to Identify

and solve teaching problems, develop skills for
self-reflection. and expand theIr awareness of teaching
methods wIll ease the transition from the pre-service
program to the world of teaching.

Induction programs must

also provide. incentives which encourage teachers to remain
In the teachIng profession.

Finally. Induction programs
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must specify policies and procedures which. while conforming
to due process requirements, will improve or screen out weak
teachers (Huling-Austin, 1986).
Institutions of higher education and their faculty can
make significant contributions so the above goals are
realized.

Higher education faculty, in cooperation with

local school districts or state departments of education,
should design orientation programs and activities.

They

should support higher education counseling which will
provide specific training to school district personnel
responsible for counseling beginning teachers.

Faculty

should engage in field observations and support teams to
assist the new teachers as concerns develop.

Finally,

institutions of higher educatIon faculty should consider how
they can work with local school personnel as powerful
socializing forces through the new

teachers~

colleagues.

Several colleges and universities currently have
cooperative programs with local school districts to affect
positive induction outcomes.

For example, there are Emporia

State University (McEvoy & Morehead, 1987), Doane College
(Hegler & Dudley, 1987), Cleveland State UniversIty
(Zaharias & Frew, 1987), University of Oregon (Rossetto &
Grosenick, 1987), and Portland State University (Driscoll &
Strouse, 1986).

Additional colleges and universities

involved with cooperatIve programs are lIsted In the
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national directory produced by the Association of Teacher
Educators Commission (Hullng-Austin, 1986).
Portland State Unlversity, in collaboration with the
Beaverton and. Portland School Districts, has developed a
Cooperative Professional Education Program (CPEP).

CPEP is

a two-phase program which provides seminars and clinical
experiences beginning with pre-service and extending into
the first year of teachIng.

DurIng Phase One of the program

students are carefully screened and assigned to master
classroom teachers who serve as "mentors" to PSU students.
The students are also assigned a PSU coordinator who
provides support for both the student and the teacher.
Additionally, a support team, comprised of the mentor
teacher, the building principal, the PSU coordinator, and
the

student~s

unlverslty supervisor, meet regularly to

monitor the progress of both student and program.

The

students attend instructional seminars taught by PSU and
school district personnel.

Each student develops an

IndividualIzed LearnIng Plan (ILP) which ensures that
unIversity performance standards are achieved, and which
guides the

student~s

professional growth.

The focus of an

ILP parallels the objectIves taught In the tradItional
teacher preparation program.

Phase Two of the program is

currently in the plannIng stage.

Portland State University

and school district representatives are studying available
models of support for beginning teachers.
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Local School DistrIct Induction Programs
Local school districts' induction programs are often
instituted as part of an appropriate staff development
process.

Since it is generally not possible to train highly

professional teachers prior to their first teaching
responsibilities, local induction programs are designed to
focus on the competenCies essential to teaching success
(McDonald, 1980).
Collecting data on local school dIstrict induction
programs, the ATE Commission on Teacher Induction
(Huling-Austin, 1986) surveyed begInnIng teacher programs in
1,100 school systems in seventeen states.

Some type of

dIstrict inItIated inductIon program was offered in 112 of
these school districts.

Generally. the prImary purpose of

local induction programs was an orientation to the school
district and nearby communIty.

The evaluation process, a

second major purpose of local induction programs,
facilItated career advancement systems.

These programs

generally contaIned some aspect of assIstance or support In
terms of collegial encouragement or specIfic training.
Summary of Induction Programs
Generally. the InductIon program models focus on
orientation sessions. mentor support systems, and the
assessment of the observable Instructional skills of
beginnIng teachers.

Eddy (1979) concluded that the major
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purpose of the InductIon program is largely ceremonial.
Eddy stated:

liThe role of teachers as those who are

supposed to conform to rules and regulations themselves and
to transmit these to the chIldren Is made explicit" (p.
122).
Current induction programs can signifIcantly contribute
to alterIng the socialization of beginning teachers.
McDonald (1982) concluded that additional studIes are
necessary whIch seek to understand what begInning teachers
feel such as their anxietIes and problems.

Additional

studies should investigate those components of trainIng and
support systems whIch address the concerns of beginning
teachers.

McDonald stated: "Such knowledge can be obtained

only by a comprehensive and directed program of research and
development, by detailed observations of programs, and by
evaluating elements of these programs" (p. 167).
SUMMARY OF LITERATURE
Rooted in socialization theory, this literature review
focused upon the degree to which an individual is induced in
some measure to conform wIllI ngl y to the wa.ys of •• the ro 1e
of the other.u

Outlined in this review were the processes

of adult. occupatIonal, and organIzatIonal socialIzatIon as
the teacher candIdates enter into the teachIng professIon.
The teacher socialIzatIon process was InvestIgated based
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teacher roles through pressures exerted on them by
institutions to adapt to professionally desirable behaviors.
Beginning teachers acquire the culture of the teachIng
profession by dropping certain patterns of behavIor and
accepting new norms.

On the other hand. institutions can be

viewed as catalysts for activating the latent beliefs held
by beginning teachers.
Despite the efforts of many educational researchers
which demonstrate that beginning teachers have simIlar kinds
of problems (Veenman. 1984). express similar concerns
(Johnston & Ryan. 1983). and are influenced by similar
socializing agents (Zeichner. 1983). and despite the
"reali ty shock II experienced by many beginning teachers
(Veenman. 1984). beginning teacher socialization is Hhighly
context-specific and dependent in each case on unIque
combInations of the personal characteristics and resources
of indIvidual beginning teachers and the varying
encouragements and constraints posed by the situations in
wh i ch they work II (Ze 1chner. 1983, p. 34).
CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF SOCIALIZATION
The social phenomenon of teacher induction Is
constantly changIng.
complex

soci~ty.

LIke other social features in our

the process of teacher socialIzation is a

serIes of events in which themes are difficult to discern.
As teacher socialization is being investigated. attempts
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must be made to identify basic principles from which a
comprehensive description of the induction process can be
developed.

Orderly Investigations of the teacher Induction

phenomenon should be conducted.

These InvestIgatIons should

attempt to gain the perspective needed to interpret the data
so precise contributions can be made to teacher and
occupatIonal socialIzatIon research.
The lIterature revIew concernIng teacher socialization
was not lImIted to functionalistIc theory.

However. a

general structural-functional model of socialIzation
FIgure 1 -- developed by Hess (1971) served as a heurlstlcal
devIce for collecting. organIzing. and Interpreting the
data.

This traditional conceptualizatIon of socialIzatIon

provided a lInkage between socIal structures and IndIvIdual
beginning teacher behaviors.

Rather than examine only one

component of the socializatIon process such as the link
between the socialIzIng agents and the object of
socialization. thIs study viewed teacher Induction from a
more comprehensive perspective.

The Hess model of

socialization detailed the structural components of the
socialIzatIon process.

Therefore. thIs model served as the

conceptual framework for analysis of several salIent
variables of teacher socialization.

UtIlizing the model to

organize the teacher inductIon phenomenon. the study
presented a comprehensive view of socialization.

Each
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fIrst-year teachers.

Llmltatlons of the model wIll be

dIscussed In Chapter FIve.
Included in the model are the following components:
1.

the peliefs and customs which are integral to
the socialization of beginning teachers;

2.

the socializing agents;

3.

the contextual environmental factors;

4.

the content transmItted by socialIzing agents;
and

5.

the behavioral outcomes.
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General Model of Socialization

This

1. An environmental structure
of some sort -- political, social
educational, for example -~ which
has formal responsibility for the
inductees.

1. school setting
school culture
(norms, values, and
school ceremonies)
teaching behaviors
teaching approaches
classroom management
2. CPEP beliefs
CPEP competencies
building/distrIct
values
building/district
regulations and
responsIbilities
3. university
supervIsor
building principal
peer (experienced &
beginning teachers)
significant others
students
bureaucratic controls
ecology of the classroom
biographical histories
4. CPEP teachers

2. A body of beliefs,
attItudes, values, skIlls, laws,
and customs which are integral
to the operatIon of
instructional structures.
3. Designated agents, both
indIvidual and Institutional,
who act in behalf of the society
in dealing wIth the Inductees.

4. Objects of socialization,
Initiates into social units or
institutions.
5. A process of teaching and
learning, in which content is
transmitted by socializIng
agents to the inductees.
6. Behavioral outcome in
the form of expressed attItudes
and acceptance of norms and
conformity wIth the values
of the social system.
7. Svstem-sustalnlna behavior,
IncludIng support of the goals
of the system and attempts to
persuade others to accept Its
norms.
FIgure 1.

Study~s

Adaptation

5.

knowledge and skill
bases
support & reinforcement
advice
materials and resources
sanctions
6. changes in concerns
CPEP outcomes goals
dIstrict/buildIng
outcomes and goals
outcome goals related to
the teaching profession
adjustment/compliance
7. rewards/recognItIon
encouragement to belong
involvement in functIons
professional membership

Conceptual model of socIalization.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
The purposes of this chapter are to (1) describe the
basic research process which underlies the study.

(2)

Identify and discuss the research questIons which were
developed from the socIalIzation model.

(3)

descrIbe

characterIstIcs of the subjects of the study. and

(4)

specIfy the InstrumentatIon utIlIzed to collect the data.
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
RIley (1963) examIned the methods actually used as
concrete examples of sociologIcal research.

These studIes

employed many dIfferent methods for assemblIng and
organizing facts and varIous ways of Interpreting them as
they seek to explaIn socIal behavior and man;s relationship
to man.
The research desIgn for thIs study is the basic
research process utIlIzed in many socIologIcal studies.

The

components of thIs process. IdentIfIed as fundamental
components of sociological research (Riley. 1963). include
empIrIcal methods. sociologIcal theory. concrete social
phenomena. and methods of interpretatIon (Figure 2).
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EMPIRICAL METHODS
Design
(Interview, survey, observation.
Journal writing, video tape)
CONCRETE SOCIAL
PHENOMENA

SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY
CONCEPTUAL MODEL

FINDINGS

Empirical~Phase

(Teacher
Induction)

(Socialization)
Interpretative Phase

r

-

METHODS OF INTERPRETATION
(Comparative Analysis)

Figure 2.

DIagram of research processes

In this study the flow between the sociological theory
and the social phenomena was bl-directional.

Facts gathered

about teacher induction were compared with socialIzation
theorIes.
The research process started wIth a conceptual model.
This study adapted Hess's (1971) conceptual model of
socialIzatIon to the teacher Induction phenomena.

The

conceptual model of sociallzatlon determined what questions
were asked by the researcher and determIned how the
instrumentation would yield answers to these questIons.
UtIlIzing an exploratory research design. facts were
gathered about beginning teachers' behavlors. problems. and
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concerns.

The design of the study Included Interviews,

observations. questionnaires. Journal
vIdeotapIng.

wrItl~g,

anu

The research findings were reported as

recurrIng patterns and categories in the data.
By working back and forth between theory and data, this
study related the data to the conceptual model setting the
new facts into the context of socIalIzatIon theory.

Tools

used in seekIng clues to new ideas Included insIght Into
social relationships. logical reasoning. mathematIcs. and
creative ImaginatIon.
This study can be described as an exploratory case
study.

Therefore. the research questIons will focus mainly

on "what

/I

quest Ions <YIn. 1984).

A case study. as de£ I ned

by Yin (1984), is an empirIcal Inquiry that:
1.

investIgates a contemporary phenomenon within
Its real-life context; when

2.

the boundaries between phenomenon and context
are not clearly evident; and In which

3.

multIple sources of evidence are used.
(p. 23).

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In order to descrIbe the extent of socIalIzation as
observed by the InvestIgator and reported by the first-year
teachers. the General Model of Socialization (Hess. 1971)
has been adapted to this study.

Each socialIzation
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component was related to the lnduction experIences of
first-year CPEP teachers (Figure 1).
The socialIzation components of environmental
structures, designated agents, and the process of teaching
and learning generate the first research question.
1.

What are the socialization structures and
processes, formal and informal, which shape
teachers' perceptIons of their first year of
teaching?

As the instItution seeks to maintain the system through
a body of beliefs and customs, beginning teachers report
problems.
2.

What are teachers' perceptions of teaching
problems encountered and what adjustments are
made during theIr first year of teaching?

As the begInning teachers seek to conform with the
values of the InstItutIon and support the goals of the
system, they are influenced by role models, Institutional
demands, evaluatIon systems, and envIronmental structures.
Learning Is lIkely to be exhlblted as a change In behavIor
expressed In the form of changes In attItudes and concerns.
S.

What are the common concerns shared by these
beginnIng teachers during their first year of
teaching?
SUBJECTS

The subJects were flrst-year teachers who had completed
an alternatIve teacher educatIon program offered by Portland
State Unlversity and the Beaverton School District.

Thls
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program. the CooperatIve ProfessIonal EducatIon Program
(CPEP). is a collaboratIve fIeld-based yearlong teacher
education program whIch dIrectly Involves public school
personnel with university faculty to improve and extend
clInical preparation of potentIal teachers.
The subjects were contacted at the end of their
internship in June 1986 in order to solIcit their
cooperation for the study.

SIx subjects volunteered to be

Involved in the study pending their being hired in teaching
posItIons in the fall of 1986.

Each volunteer was committed

to a yearlong interview and observation schedule in exchange
for feedback from a universIty observer.

In early

September. 1986. the subjects were contacted by phone to
ascertain employment status.

By that date three subjects

had found teaching positions.

By late September one more

subject had gaIned a classroom teaching assIgnment.

In

addItion. buIldIng admInistrators for each subject were
contacted in regard to the study.

The tIme and place for an

IntervIew were arranged Immediately followIng confIrmatIon
of employment as was a fInal commItment for the study from
the subject and administrator.
INSTRUMENTATION AND PROCEDURES
ThIs study combIned qualItative and quantitatIve
methods.

Zeichner (1980) recommended such a combInatIon for

buIldIng the knowledge base for teacher education programs.
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Zelchner- (1980) stated that "methodologically. thIs would
entail the employment of r-esear-ch str-ategies that enable the
penetr-ation of the complex and Inter-r-elated wor-Id of
fIe 1d-based exper- 1ences ll (p. 52). Addl tIona 11 y. Ze 1chner(1980) ar-gued that lilt Is lIkely that the cr-eative

combinatIon of qualitative and quantItative methods In the
study of field-based exper-Iences offers the greatest
potential for provIding the kInd of knowledge base that is
needed for program development" (p. 53).
stated that

Further-more. he

"r-esear-chers who examine fIeld-based

experiences should take advantage of the potentIal inherent
In such a strategy II (p. 53),

Hullng-Austln (1987) stated

that "it is critIcal that r-esear-ch on induction programs
involving multiple factors operatIng in multiple contexts be
conducted from a variety of perspectives, using multiple
approaches and methodologies" (p. 16).

To understand the

interactlons withIn complex contexts such as schools.
GrIffin (1985) suggested a blend of scientific Inquiry.
stated:

He

" ••• 1 belleve It absolutely necessary that we make

much more vigorous use of methodologies that blend and
explaIn, that answer and provide needed detail. and that
name and descr-ibe" (P. 45).
To help deal with the problems of establIshIng valIdIty
and reliabilIty, Yin (1984) suggested usIng multiple sources
of evIdence.

Data for- this study Included:

(1)

interviews.

(2) dir-ect observations. (3) sur-veys. (4) vIdeo-tapes. and
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(5) Journals.

The advantage of using multiple sources of

evIdence facIlItated the valIdatIon of results.

Data was

mainly gathered through semi-structured intervlews and
survey data.

Comments generated whIle the teachers were

viewlng their video-tapes, observations from field-notes,
and notes from their Journals were secondary data.

The

secondary data was gathered to valIdate IntervIew and survey
data.
Phase One - Interyiews. Surveys. and ObservatIons
. Data were collected in three phases.
included three components:

Phase One

the collection of information

using an interview protocol (APPENDIX B), a concerns survey
(APPENDIX G), and a classroom observation.

The

semi-structured interviews, conducted by the researcher,
were approximately one to one and a half hours in length and
scheduled wIthin the fourth through the sIxth week of
school.

Each IntervIew was audIo-recorded and transcribed.

A revIew of the lIterature, the research questions. and
dIscussIons wIth unIversIty advIsors and student teacher
supervIsors assisted the development of the IntervIew
questions.
The Interview was selected because of its flexibIlity
and adaptabIlity to IndIvIdual situatIons.

Borg and Gall

(1971) concluded that follow-up questions as to the context
and meanings attributed to responses provIde more data and

---------------------------_

...

_ ... _....
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greater clarIty.

The Interview was also utIlized to measure

the attItudes and attItudinal changes which may have
occurred durIng the fIrst year of teachIng.

The Interview

format allowed for the teachers to address facts as well as
express opinions about events.

They became "informants"

rather than respondents.
The skilled intervIewer, through the careful
motivation of the subject and maintenance of
rapport, can obtain information that the subject
would probably not reveal under any other
cIrcumstances. • •• The semi-structured interview
is generally most approprIate for intervIew
studies in educatIon. It provides a desirable
combination of objectivIty and depth and often
permits gatherIng valuable data that could not be
successfully obtaIned by any other approach. (Borg
& Gall, 1971, pp. 212, 214)
The initIal IntervIew was guIded by a serIes of
questIons relevant to enjoyable tImes. concerns and problems
of first-year teachers, consIderations fIrst-year teachers
gave to room arrangement, management routInes and teaching
basIc skills, and personal observations IncludIng
professIonal development. support systems. reality of the
teachIng posItion and theIr own teachIng evaluation.

The

probes stressed the sources of problems, concerns and
satIsfactIons felt durIng the first month of teachIng, the
influential or supportive persons in each particIpants'
lIfe, and qualIties and skIlls desIred for a successful
fIrst year of teaching.
The post IntervIew (APPENDIX C), near the end of the
teachers' first year, probed successful experiences and
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problems. consideratIons given to classroom arrangement.
student management and schedulIng. socializing influences.
and self reflection of their teaching.
The manner in which the interview questions directly or
indIrectly addressed the three research questions for thIs
study Is Illustrated In TABLE I.
The concerns of the first-year teachers were measured
by the Stages of Concern About the Innovation Questionnaire
(SoCQ) (Hall. George & Rutherford. 1977).

This was

administered concurrently with the inItial and post
interview.

The survey was chosen to describe the incidence

or the prevalence of concerns.

Yin (1984) suggested the

survey strategy in thIs instance is

II

advantageous.

II

Other

researchers consider the use of the SoCQ as an appropriate
procedure for assessing concerns in research and evaluation
stUdies (Hall. George. & Rutherford. 1977).

Goetz and

LeCompte (1984) suggested the use of survey instruments to
demonstrate the existence of common attitudes toward and
beliefs about education.

Surveys thus provide material for

both process and values data.
The SoCQ portion of the Concerns-Based Adoption Model
(CBAM) (Hall. Wallace & Dossett. 1973) probes the
perspectives of their role as teacher.

subJects~

CBAM was developed

by staff members of the InstItutIonal Program of the
Research and Development Center for Teacher Education to
document the concerns expressed by adopters of various
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TABLE I
RESEARCH QUESTIONS LINKED TO INSTRUMENTATION
Initial
IntervIew
questIons

(Mestlon

Post

interview
questIons

1. What are the
socialization
structures and
processes shaping
teachers' perception?

6,7,8,10,
12

2. What are teachers'
perceptions of
problems and what
adjustments are
made?

2,3,4,5

7,8,9,10,
11

observation
(structures)
video-taping
(sources)

survey
data

13

2,3,4,5,
6

observation
(adjustments)
Journal
(problems)
video-taping
(adjustments)

1,9,11,

3. What are the

caIIDOn concerns
shared by these
teachers?

14

survey
data

1,12,14
observation
(behavioral
outcaoes)
vIdeo-tape
and Journal
(concerns)

educational innovations.
conce~n

as "the mental actIvIty composed of questIoning,

analyzIng and
and

Newlove and Hall (1976) defined

~e-analyzlng~

~eactlons~

staff at the

conside~ing alte~natlve

actions

and antIcIpatIng consequences" Cp. 6).

Unive~slty

Cente~ desc~Ibed

of Texas Research and Development

an InnovatIon as lithe

the issue, object,

The

p~oblem,

or

gene~Ic

challenge~

name given to

the thing that Is
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the focus of concern" (Hall. George. & Rutherford. 1977. p.
5),

In working with IndivIduals involved in change, Hall.
George. and Rutherford (1977) found concerns about the
change to be an important dimension of the process.

In the

research at the University of Texas Research and Development
Center. the gener 1c name gl ven to the chaoll enge.

II

the th I ng

that is the focus of the concerns." (Hall. George. &
Rutherford, 1977, p. 5) Is the Innovation.
The soca has been utilized to measure concerns about an
InnovatIon in a variety of educational settings (Huling et
al., 1983).

Describing the beginning teacher as the "user"

and the innovation as the first year of teaching, Hidalgo
(1987) adapted the soca to measure the concerns of beginning

teachers In an urban setting.

For thIs study the innovation

was the first-year elementary teachers who had been CPEP
prepared.
When administered during the change process. the soca
measures seven kInds of concerns that indIvIduals experience
wIth varyIng intensItIes.

These range from early concerns

about Itself," such as adequacy to teach; to concerns about
"task," for instance the day-to-day tasks of teaching; and
finally, to concerns about "Impact," for example the effect
of their work on students (Brown & Fuller, 1975).

The Soc a

consIsts of 35 items which the respondents rate by using an
eIght-poInt Likert scale.

_ _ _ _ _ 0 _____

0 _ _ _ _ __

Subjects respond with a score of
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o

indlcatlng "irrelevant" and a score of seven indicatlng

"very true for me now."

FIve Items represented each of the

seven Stages of Concern:

awareness, informational, and

personal related to "self concerns," management related to
"task concerns," and consequence, collaboration and
refocusl ng re I ated to

II

Impact concerns" (Hall, George,

&

Rutherford, 1977).
AdditIonal information will be useful when
interpretating the results of the SoCQ.

Different concern

stages as well as intensitIes will depend on the teachers/
involvement during their induction experIence.

The teachers

may perceIve certaIn demands as beIng more Important than
others at varIous tlmes In the school year.

Their knowledge

concernIng teachIng and theIr previous experiences may
Influence concern intensitles.
EstImates of internal relIabIlIty (alpha coefficIents)
for the SoCQ range from .64 to .83.

Test-retest

correlations range from .65 to .86.

A strength of the SoCQ

Is that the questlonnalre items are written so that they can
be

appli~d

to any educational innovation.

The items remain

the same, thereby preserving the factor structure (Hullng,
1983).

"The general conclusion is that the SoC

Questionnaire accurately measures Stages of Concern About
the InnovatIon.

In fact, the SoC QuestIonnaIre appears to

do an even better Job than other measures and clinical
Judgments" (Hall, George, & Rutherford, 1977, p. 10).
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ConvIncing demonstratIons of the validIty of the SoCQ
have been conducted (Hall, George, & Rutherford, 1977).
CorrelatIons of peak stage estImates and rank order of the
SoCQ percentIle scores support the valIdity of the SoCQ.

"A

series of valIdIty studies provIde increased confIdence that
the SoCQ measures the hypothesIzed Stages of Concern" (Hall,
George & Rutherford. 1977, p. 20).
The SoCQ also provIded space for an open response
(Newlove & Hall. 1976).

The teachers were asked to describe

theIr three most sIgnIfIcant concerns.

After collectIng the

data, each sIgnIficant statement was analyzed to see which
of the seven Stages of Concern were reflected.

Not all

seven stages were expressed. but only those concerns which
the teachers considered to be of highest prloritles.
The manner in whIch the survey addressed the three
research questions for thIs study is Illustrated in TABLE I.
The SoCQ was chosen to IllumInate the changes of concerns
expressed by CPEP prepared teachers durIng theIr fIrst year
of teaching..

Several related questIons were addressed:

Because of their year-long internship, do they move along
the level of concerns faster than tradItIonally expected?
Are there other factors which Influence theIr concerns?
Classroom observation provided a profile of the
professional day of the fIrst-year teacher.

This profIle

included teaching behaviors, student behaviors, decision
making processes, and teacher Interactions in formal and
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Info~mal
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Phase Two - VIdeotapes and Joyrnals
Phase Two included the collectIon of information
through videotaping and Journal writIng.

A vIdeotape

recording of at least one instructional lesson was taken
about mid-year (February).

The vIdeo was viewed by the

subjects and theIr analysis was transcribed.

The teachers

were asked to artIculate their thInkIng about what they saw
themselves doing.

No specIfic questions were posed.

They

were asked to talk about ratIonales for theIr teaching as
vIewed. to comment on what they saw as satisfactory and
unsatisfactory, and to stop the viewing whenever they had a
question or comment.

As the subjects commented on the

process of theIr t.eachIng, the data collected was intended
to identIfy the Idea sources for their teaching which shaped
their perceptions.

AddItIonally. the commentary was

Intended to Illuminate the concerns expressed durIng the
Interview and survey.

The videotapes were also used to

ensure the accuracy of observatIon notes.
Goetz and LeCompte (1984) labeled this non-interactlve
strategy as Dstream-of-behavlor chronIcles."

An accurate.

mlnute-by-mlnute account of what a partIcIpant does and says
IIgenerates Invaluable process data for InvestigatIons where
researchers are concerned with factors as manipulation of
materials and varIetIes of teacher styles

ll

(p. 143-144).

The subjects were asked to keep Journals from about
mid-year to the end of the school year.

These Journals
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provided additional descriptive data which shadowed the data
generated from the interviews and surveys.

The data

collected was utilized to examine changes in attitudes and
expressIons of problems and concerns.

Goetz and LeCompte

(1984) suggested that such "researcher-stimulated archives"
as teacher dIaries. logs. and recollectIons provIde
uinvaluable resources for baseline. process. and values
data" (p. 153).
Phase Three - Post Interviews and Syrveys
-DurIng Phase Three, a post IntervIew protocol (APPENDIX
C) generated from data collected during the previous phases.
was scheduled the last two weeks of the school year.

A

final soca was also admInIstered at that tIme.
Hyman and Ethical Considerations
Human and ethical considerations were established to
protect the anonymity of the subjects.

Code numbers were

used durIng interviews. on all surveys. observations. and
vIdeo-tapes.

All proper names were marked off the Journals.

Permission was also given by the interviewee prior to each
audio-recording.
of this study.

These tapes were destroyed upon completIon
Since excerpts from the interviews and

written responses from the concern surveys were used
verbatIm throughout thIs study to Illustrate an Issue or
note an exception. all proper names and places were omitted.
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ANALYSIS
Interview Analysis
Analysis began during data collection.

After the

IntervIew data collection. transcripts were examlned several
tImes. and recurring themes were Identified for content
analysIs.

Pertinent data were categorized and separated

accordIng to theme.

AssertIons were then developed and

checked for valIdIty by seekIng confirming evIdence as well
as evIdence whIch dId not conform.

ComparIsons between the

begInnIng and the end of her fIrst year of teaching were
made for each subject.
subjects.

ComparIsons were also made among

These comparisons were used to explore expressed

levels of concerns. to determine dIfferences or changes in
attItudes. to IdentIfy formal or informal social structures
which influenced these fIrst-year teachers. and to examine
problems and adjustments used to solve the problems.

In

addItion. the comparisons were used to determine what
factors contrIbuted to their socIalizatIon and to analyze
the outcomes of teacher socialIzation.
Survey Analysis
When completed. the 35 Item SoCQ was scored by
computer. and a graphic profIle of concerns constructed.
Interpretation of the SoCQ data identified the highest stage
score (Peak Stage Score InterpretatIon) and examined the
complete profIle (ProfIle InterpretatIon).

The profile
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clearly shows which stages are highest (most intense> and
those which are lowest (least Intense>.

Analyses also

Included an examination of the differences between the
concerns of the first-year

tea~hers

and changes that

occurred in those teachers who taught split-level
classrooms. or were assisted by support systems. or who
began teaching after the beginning of the· school year.
As Individuals begin to use the innovation. Hall.
George. and Rutherford (1977) hypothesized that

II

the

concerns of those Involved with the change develop from
being most intense at Stages O. 1. and 2 to most Intense at
Stage 3. and finally to most intense at Stages 4. 5. and 6
(p. 34).

Furthermore. they stated:

II

11

I f the I nnovat Ion Is a

posItIve one and there is support for Its Implementation, an
Individual's concern profIle plotted over time should have
the form of a progressIve wave motion from left to rlght

ll

(p. 34).
The respondent's SoCQ profiles are analyzed according
to the guIdelInes contaIned In Measuring Stages of Concern:
A Manual for Use of the Stages of Concern QuestIonnaire
(Hall. George & Rutherford. 1977). and A Manual for
AssessIng Open-Ended Statements of Concern About an
Innovation (Newlove & Hall. 1976).
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ObseryatIQnal AnalysIs
The data collected from the class observations was
categorized Into InstructIonal and non-Instructional
responsibilIties.

The field-note data was coded and

frequency counts of the phenomena were recorded In the
different categories.

Utilizing these data for each

teacher. patterns were IdentifIed and compared as
distributIons of behavior.

These results were integrated

wIth other fIndlngs drawn from thIs study.
Yldeotape and Journal Analysis
AnalysIs of the vIdeotapes and Journals Included the
generatIon of summatIon data as the fIrst-year teachers
viewed vIdeotapes of their teachIng in a .. stimulated recali

ll

sessIon and perIodIcally reflected on theIr teaching.
CategorIes of commentary emerged from the teachers' remarks.
The concept of clusterIng as described by MIles and Huberman
(1984) was utIlized In the attempt to better understand the
phenomenon by grouping and then conceptualIzIng objects that
had sImIlar patterns or characteristIcs.
In summatIon. the data sources for thIs study were:
(1) IntervIews. (2) concern surveys. (3) class observatIons,
(4) Interviews based on the subjects' commentary of their
vIdeotapes. and (5) teacher Journals.
Four fIrst-year teachers were Interviewed near the
begInnIng and durIng the last several weeks of the school
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year.

The Soca was admlnlstered followlng each interview.

Classroom observations and video taping occurred about
mld-year.

The teachers were encouraged to record their

concerns durIng the second portIon of the year.

These data

were analyzed and reported relatIve to the research
questions.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
This chapter summarizes the results of the study and
discusses the major findings.

First, a summary of the

environmental context in which the four individuals worked
as first-year teachers, the socializing agents and their
influence, and behavioral outcomes will be presented.
Second, the problems and adjustments experienced by these
first-year teachers will be reported.

Finally, the concerns

expressed by each teacher will be examined.

The names in

all of the cases are pseudonyms.
The findings will be substantiated by a summary of the
data collected utilizing tables, charts, and selected
excerpts from the interviews.

Reporting the results with

excerpts from the interviews provides variety and richness
of the individual and contextual differences in the data.
Such detailed descriptions capture the emotions which
characterize the feelings of first-year teachers in the
sample.
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DESCRIPTION OF INDUCTION EXPERIENCES
Research Question Number One
DescrIptIons of begInnIng teachers' Induction
experIences depend on the specific context in which they
work.

In each Instance the Induction process Is related to

the school context and culture and to the unique influences
and Interaction of people.

The following is a description

of how specIfIc beginning teachers are socIalized into
particular school contexts.

These case descriptions help to

formulate generalizations about the socialization structures
and processes which shape these specific teachers'
perceptions of their first year of teaching.
Following a brief overview of the research results.
each case study will be presented utilizing the Hess (1971)
socialIzatIon model (FIgure 1).

The results wIll highlIght

envIronmental contexts, socIalIzIng agents. content
transmItted by the agents. and behaVIoral outcomes.
1.

What are the socializatIon structures and
processes. formal and Informal. whIch shape
teachers' perceptions of their first year of
teaching?

The four subjects were women teachers ages 26. 28, 30.
and 38.

Two worked in large suburban school districts. one

worked in a large rural school district. and one worked in a
metropolitan inner city school district.

The communities In

which the teachers served varied from single parent, low
income. racially mixed neighborhoods to neighborhoods which
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were comprised of predominantly white middle class
professionals and managers.

All four teachers worked in

self-contained classrooms with minimal departmentalization
for physical education, library, computer literacy, or
music.

Two teachers were assigned mentors.

assigned to split-level classrooms.

Two others were

One teacher was

assigned to a split-level classroom two weeks following the
opening of the school year after the teacher already had her
own first grade classroom.

The other teacher assigned to a

split-level classroom began her Job three weeks into the
school year one day after accepting her position.

Neither

teacher spent a full day observing her newly assigned
stUdents prior to accepting full responsibility for the
instruction.

Three teachers were the only first-year

teachers in their buildings.

The internship experiences

varied from their teaching assignments.

One accepted a

position in the same building of her internship, but taught
a grade higher.

Another's first-year assignment exactly

matched her internship experience:
and same grade level.

that is, same building

One teacher with a split-level

classroom interned with a split-level classroom at exactly
the same levels in a similar suburban school district.

The

other teacher with a split-level assignment interned In a
rural setting teaching a different grade level in a single
grade level classroom.
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The

hi~ing va~iables

of

suppo~t

classes influenced the teaching
fi~st-yea~
teache~s

teache~s.

At the

helpful as they
the end of the

these

their main idea source.

of the

mento~s

ideas and

p~ovided

yea~

expe~iences

sta~t

who had been assigned

systems and split-level

teache~s

of these

yea~

the two

found them to be

mate~ials.

felt the

Howeve~,

mento~s

Those teachers without

at

were not

mento~s

asked questions of other staff members and received support
from the

p~incipals

and teachers outside the building.

The

first-year teachers did feel frustration in that they were
expected to know how the system

wo~ked

from the start.

In

general, all the first-year teachers felt comfortable as
beginning teachers.
The commentary of the teachers as they viewed
videotapes of their teaching indicated that they referred to
former support teachers, other teacher peers. in-service
workshops, and themselves as sources for teaching ideas.
They most often attributed ideas to themselves. and these
expressions were accompanied by an affect of confidence and
enthusiasm.

Former support teachers were mentioned as the

next most frequent source of ideas.
All four teachers' perspectives were shaped by a wide
variety of influences.

Their

pe~spectives

tended to relate

to students and other staff members in a personal rather
than impersonal manner.

They were

mo~e

open-minded and

humanistic than custodial toward students.

They wanted to

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---_._.-._._--_.-
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be

mo~e

c~eative.

and they

than overt

p~omoted

cont~ol

rathe~

seve~al

perspectives did change.

independence with

bu~eauc~atic

control.

cove~t

However,

Three of the four

teache~s

began the year with students in rows but finished with small
group clusters.

The situation of one teacher resulted in

her changing her management routines and instructional
practices.

The factors which influenced their perspectives

included conversatIons wIth other teachers, the school's
culture. the school's setting, and parental involvement.
Evidence of all three social strategies were exhibited:
inte~nalized

adjustment.

~edefinition.
fi~st-year

st~ategic

The socIal

compliance. and

st~ategies

teache~s appea~s

st~ategic

fou~

exhibited by these

to be situationally specific.

The constraInts of the school

cultu~e,

personal constraints, and personal

tIme constraInts,

p~eferences

all

contributed to the social strategies each teacher utIlized.
Additional results

a~e

summarized utilizing the

socialization components adapted for this study.
components include environmental

structu~es,

These

designated

agents, and the content transmitted by the agents.

The

tables in APPENDIX D and APPENDIX E present a summary of
these results.

These tables outline rich descriptions

fo~

the discussions in the following sections.
The environmental and instructIonal structures which
influence the socialization of first-year teachers are
reflected in behavioral outcomes.

These behaviors were
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expressed in attitudes.

At times they accepted the norms

and conformed with the values of the social system.

On

other occasions they resisted change and proposed
alternatlve standards and values.

System-sustaining

behaviors included support of the goals of the system and
attempts to persuade others to accept its norms.

All four

teachers were members of the Oregon Education Association.
These results are succinctly presented in APPENDIX F as
instructional behaviors, instructional focus, management
behaviors, social strategies, and system sustaining
behaviors.
Stephanie
The SettIng and Environmental Context.

Stephanie was a

twenty-eight year old teaching a third-fourth split-level
classroom in a large rural school district.

One of eight

school elementary buildings in the district, Stephanie's
school enrolled about 489 students from grades K - 6 with 24
certified staff members.

The building is shaped like an

'E,' with classrooms stretching out from the main stem.

The

library, offices, faculty room, student cafeteria, and gym
are located on the main stem.

Her internship was a

third-fourth grade split-level classroom in a similar nearby
suburban school district but In an open classroom school.
She began her one year assignment three weeks into the
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school year, taking over for a teacher who accepted a
district level curriculum position.
Stephanie's fully self-contained classroom was entered
from an outside breezeway near the end of the middle arm.
The rectangular classroom contained counter space with a
large sink, the entrance door, drinking fountain, and a
restroom along the east wall.

On the opposite wall were

windows with a heater located underneath them.

Taking up

about three-fourths of the space of the north wall was the
blackboard.
room.

Stephanie called this wall the front of the

The teacher's desk was in the left corner between the

west and north walls.

One computer, bookshelves, two tables

--one for studying and with baskets for assignments--and a
clothes rack hugged the south wall.

Two large tables were

situated near the sink for group work.

Hanging from the

light fixtures and on wires stretching from the north to
south wall were recent art projects.
Stephanie taught twenty-one students.

The students

were seated near the window side of the classroom in a
rectangle with six desks along the east and west sides, four
desks along the north side and five desks connecting the
southern border.
seated intermixed.

Third and fourth grade students were
Twelve of the students were third

graders, seven of whom were girls.
graders, three were girls.

Of the nIne fourth

The ethnic composition of the

students was predomInantly CaucasIan.
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The school communIty has a mix of parents who are
middle class professionals 9 managers, and well paid skilled
trades workers and technicIans.

The community is largely

residential with some light industry.

Most parents appeared

to commute to work to surrounding suburban areas or to the
nearby metropolitan area.
The students left the room for physical education,
lunch and noon recess, and afternoon recess.

Stephanie

returned to the classroom while the students were in PE to
return papers.

DurIng lunch she monItored her class in the

cafeteria until they fInIshed eating and then ate her own
lunch wIth four other staff members In the faculty room.
She supervised her own recess with four other staff members
whose classes were also at recess.
Socializing Agents and Content Transmitted.
Stephanie's support system included friends and family,
intern mentor teacher, the staff, and principal.
support came from her family and friends.

Her main

She was dating a

teacher and ubounced a lot of ideas off of him.1I

She felt

her last year's mentor teacher was also IIreally supportive. u

"I feel like I can call her anytime and she will help me.

1I

Although Stephanie didn't really have a close relationship
with the staff, she felt comfortable asking them for advice.
III didn't have any qualms about that.1I

However, several

members of the staff were very "competitive ll and at least
one was Unegative."

The support of friends and famIly, last
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yea~/s mento~

year.

teache~.

and staff

~emained

the

th~oughout

At the begInning of the year StephanIe included the

principal as a support member.
I can ask her. anything.

liMy princIpal Is wonderful.

She's very

However,

app~oachable."

at the end of the year Stephanie's opinIon of the principal
changed.

III dIdn't always feel real comfortable talking to

my principal.

I tried. 1I

The princIpal was supportive of StephanIe's teachIng.
Since Stephanie

expe~ienced

internship, she

exp~essed

feedback
this

f~om

the principal.

~einfo~cement,

advice.

a

many observations during her
f~equent

need

fo~

additional

When she was unable to obtain

she looked elsewhere for instructional

As the school year advanced, Stephanie felt

frustrated by the lack of feedback, and became increasingly
hesitant In asking the principal for assistance.

Since thIs

was also the first year of admInistrative responsibIlities
for the principal, Stephanie may have sensed thIs anxiety in
the principal.
Stephanie's perception of her most enjoyable
experiences were getting to know the kids and interacting
with them. She liked being in control of the class and
seeing changes in student behavior in a positive and
organized way.
f~om he~
Reade~s

last

He~

biggest successes

yea~'s mento~

Theater.

It was

teache~

easie~

we~e

--

ideas

F~iday

bo~rowed

lette~s

and

for her to teach

spontaneously, when she could adjust

he~

lessons to what the
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students were doing and saying and when they discovered the
InformatIon themselves.

UsIng some of her own Ideas to

develop a computer unit and developing a relatIonshIp with
the kids were her most satisfying experiences.
The major schedulIng considerations at the beginning of
the year were departmentalIzed programs. transitions, and
teaching science and social studies.

At the end of the year

Stephanie's solutions felt comfortable for her.
rea I I y good job wIth my schedu Ie.

III did a

I rea I I y like ita 1ot • II

FlexibIlIty, usIng natural transItIon perIods of recess and
lunch. and IIknowing how the kids are going to act at
dIfferent times of the day" enabled her to adjust the
schedule.
admi ts

II

The ideas were basically Stephanie's, but she

I co 11 ected those Ideas 1ast year (dur I ng the

Internship).u
Behavioral outcomes.

Stephanie wanted a controlled

atmosphere. but realized the importance of student
independence.

Student control was an Initial focus due to

her late arrival into the classroom.

However, her emphasis

quickly shifted to teacher concerns as she looked for new
materials and instructional methods.

As she became more

comfortable in the classroom. she incorporated learning
styles Instruction into her lesson plans.
Stephanie IIJumped ll rIght into the new pOSition wIth no
planning tIme.

She knew the prevIous teacher was well liked

by the students, so she kept the same room arrangement and
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maintained the schedule.

As she felt more comfortable, she

made adjustments to fit transitional needs.

Initially she

felt uncomfortable in negative situations with other staff
members and would leave to avoId confrontations.

She voiced

her dIslIke for the competitive nature of the teachers, but
complied wIth the situation.

There was very little sharing

of materials and instructional ideas.

Near the end of the

year she hoped that some of her excitement and positive
attitude would motivate other staff members.

When she

introduced a new unit In late May. her response was "I'm
good for them (staff members>."
Stephanie"s relationship with the students was
personal.

Her control was created primarily through

participatory management.

She developed control through a

variety of management routines:

sustained silent reading to

start the day, reinforcing the positive, and giving the
students the responsIbIlity to decide if they want to be on
task, or if she would provide management solutions.

By the

end of the year StephanIe felt less tolerant and was
consIdering assertive dIsciplIne techniques.

uI"m a lIttle

less tolerant right now, but my expectations are the same."
She stated her reason as "I really think I am getting
tIred. a

She attributed the source of her management ideas

to that of her internship mentor teacher.
The role of the teacher In the eyes of Stephanie was to
help the students to be responsible for their own learning
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by encouraging participation and by being positive.
really been Inadvertently trying to be positive. 11

"I"ve
She

viewed herself as a positive influence with the staff as
well.

"I get-really excited and tend to be more up about

teaching than anybody in that school."
No instructional or supervisory responsibilities were
added to her work load.

Stephanie did volunteer to

represent the school on a district art committee.

The Setting and Environmental Context.

Jill was a

twenty-six year old teachIng a first-second splIt-level
classroom In an inner city school within a large
metropolitan school distrIct.

She was assigned to teach

this position two weeks into the school year after having
begun a first grade class of her own.

One of 60 elementary

schools in the district, Jill"s building enrolled 589
stUdents from grades Pre K - 5 with about 34 certified staff
members.

Her school is an older rectangular shaped two

story brick building with a large fenced school yard.

The

interior of the building was brightly painted with students
art and storybook characters.

The basement level contained

the cafeteria and maintenance facilIties.

Located on the

main floor were most of the lower grade classrooms as well
as the main office, computer lab, auditorium and gymnasIum.
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The upper grade classrooms were located on the second floor.
Her internship was in a rural setting teaching kindergarten.
Jill's classroom was at the end of a long hall in a
remodeled library next to several other first-second grade
rooms.

This long and narrow room provided ample space for

work statIons, student desks. and group sitting.

The

teachers desk was near the back where the students entered
the classroom.

Moving around the room in a clockwise order,

the students would find a wash sink next to the door.

The

left wall contained cubbies for clothes and open shelving
for teacher supplies.

The front of the classroom was well

lit by windows, and contained several work stations and a
carpeted area for group work.

Jill spent her instructional

time in this area working from a portable blackboard.
the windows were additional storage compartments.

Under

The right

wall was mostly windows and old hot water radiators.

A wire

hung across the short dimension of the room holding studentmade flags.

The students sat at desks facing each other in

groups of six.

The arrangement of her classroom was limited

to interior spaces.

JIll used her own Ideas collected from

previous nonprofessional teaching experIences and from
observatIons during her internship of classroom setups in
other buildings.
There were eighteen students in this classroom,
thirteen of whom were gIrls.

Ten of the students were first

graders, eight of which were girls.

Of the eight second
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graders, fIve were gIrls.

The ethnIc composItIon of the

students was racially mIxed with three Caucasian and fifteen
Black.

Jill mentioned that every student qualIfied for the

government breakfast and lunch subsidized program.
The school is located next to a busy street and across
from a city park.
couples,

The school serves a community of retired

young families, and homogeneous socio-economically

skilled workers.

The community includes a few moderately

affluent parents and a few who qualify for welfare.

The

school Is surrounded by single family homes, duplex
dwellings, and small apartment complexes.
An aide was assIgned full tIme to her room untIl around
Christmas when her help was cut back to thIrty-five minutes
durIng math InstructIon.

JIll supervised her class all day

except for a half hour duty free lunch.

The students left

the room twIce a week for physical educatIon and musIc and
half the class left every day for the Write to Read computer
program.

Each day around ten

o~clock

all the students left

the room for a ten-minute restroom break.
Socializing Agents and Content Transmitted.
support system evolved informally.

Jill's

Throughout the school

year she sought support and advice from close friends who
were also first-year teachers, experienced teachers in
another buIldIng where she had worked before, last year's
mentor, another beginnIng teacher In the building who was
teaching the first grade, and her team leader.

Most of her
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support came from outside the bui lding.

"In the bui lding I

did not feel like I had a lot of support."

She met with

other beginning teachers who taught in other schools and
felt comforted to know that other people were going through
the same situations and shared similar feelings of being
overwhelmed and just being frustrated.

"We are in this

together. and we"re going to make it."

The team leader

provided building organizational advIce while the others
made instructional and management suggestions.
Throughout the year Jill enjoyed being with kids and
felt good seeing the kids doing something they really
enjoyed.

At the beginning of the year teaching was easiest

when they did the same things each day and for long
stretches of time.

At the end of the year she began to feel

at ease with assimilating the first-grade curriculum.

She

was successful with math and reading programs, with seeing
growth in the kids and with her classroom management system.
Jill"s most satisfying experience was "Just feeling really
confident that I can do it again."
ConsIderations for scheduling evolved from the need to
Integrate first-second grade curriculums. to minimize
interruptions from students leaving the room for
departmentalized programs. and to create a somewhat relaxed
flow for the students during transitions.

PI guess one of

my real things was to integrate the curriculum so that we
weren" t madl y changi ng subjects all the time. II
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In building her relationship with students, one of her
goals was to provide effective and adequate organization so
lithe kids will be self-sufficient in the room.1I

She

provided enough limitations so that the students would be
able to handle each situation.

Although she did not want to

stand out as an authority figure, she realIzed that kIds
must be involved In decision making while knowing that she
had the final authority.

This perception was expressed by

her at the beginning and ending of the school year.

My

observations confirmed this problem-solving approach.

Her

behaviors appeared to be calm, smooth, and calculated.

She

pOinted to her personal experience as her main influence.
Behavioral Outcomes.

Although survival was certainly

important for Jill, throughout the year she focused on the
developmental needs of her students.

Even as she was coping

with the split-level classroom, her choice of curriculum and
room arrangement indicated a student focus.

Jill

volunteered for committee work to fulfIll what she described
as her "survival need to belong. 1I
Jill's prIor experiences and observations assisted her
in complying with the abrupt move to teach a split-level
classroom three weeks Into the school year.

During the fall

interview she frequently voiced frustrations toward the
staff, school environment, and principal but outwardly
developed and adjusted strategies to comply with the
situation.

She developed procedures which were not
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consistent with her underlying beliefs. but conformed to the
policies of the school.

She continued this strategy even at

the end of the school year as she reluctantly filled out the
permanent records for each student.

Jill did adjust to the

management practices of the school and willingly volunteered
for various committees.
Jill viewed her main role of teacher" as one of teachIng
problem solving and positive communication.

She realized

the needs of the students and wanted to prepare them for
theIr next year.
kids.

Her maIn concern was producIng growth In

As she stated:

II • • •

SO

the kids could be independent

and getting their needs met •••• so It (the classroom) is
organIzed for kIds to be responsIble and to make choices. 11
At times JIll dId not conform to the expectations of
experienced teachers.

However. she did look for cues on how

to act from other staff members.
To help her feel at home. she met with a team of first
grade teachers.

"And that to me was a survival thing. 1I

was accepted by the staff.

She

III have had several teachers

comment that they did not even know that I was a first-year
teacher th i s year. II

Given her s i tua t i on and set t i ng she

felt prepared.

felt really positive about my

"(I)

internship and I felt really well prepared.

A lot more than

if I would have Just done the methods classes. 1I
No additional responsibIlIties were assigned to her
work load.

Each staff member was expected to volunteer for
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two committees.
and the

Jill choose the Human Relations Committee
Committee.
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wall on the door side of the room student projects were
displayed and above those Tinna tacked the classroom rules.
Tinna taught twenty-seven students plus four ELC
students who came into her room for differing amounts of
time.

Fifteen of her students were boys.

The students were

seated at movable desks toward the front and middle portions
of the room which by midyear were arranged in seven groups
of four or five.

At the beginning of the year the students

sat in four rows across the room.

Her major considerations

for room arrangements were to ensure order and promote
student interaction.

III

tried to group students that had

behaviors or study habits that were strong in those areas
with students that were weaker to get the feeling that they
could help each other. II

Tinna attributed these arrangements

to herself, her last year mentor teacher, a class she took,
a cooperative learning book, and the ChIld Guidance
Counselor who did group work in her room.

Tinna thought she

would start the next school year with the students in rows
until she could determine the best groups.
Although the school community is near the corridor of
highly-skilled, well-paid professionals, most residents are
moderately affluent or in the lower middle socioeconomic
group.

The school is in a suburban community about ten

miles from a large metropolitan area of half a million
people.

Light industry and small business are located along

a major traffic corridor one block from the school.

The

- - - - - --------"--
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student population appeared to have few talented and gifted
students.

The principal, who was an experienced

administrator newly assigned to his position, related:

II

We

are missing the top quarter percentile of the students
here ."
Throughout the school day students left the room for
readIng, physical education, computer keyboarding, library
skills, and violIn practIce.

The music teacher came into

the room twIce a week and the lIbrarIan read once a week.
Tinna dId not supervise students during her half hour lunch
break, durIng music, or phYSical education.

She supervised

her students' AM and PM recesses.
Socializing Agents and Content Transmitted.

Tinna was

assigned a mentor, also a fourth grade teacher, during her
first year of teaching.

Tinna found the mentor teacher

supportive especially at the begInning of the year, but
later Tinna looked for advice and support from other staff
members.

Her last year's mentor teacher and the principal

impressed her the most.

liThe second half of the year I

really didn't notIce her (Tinna's current mentor teacher) as
much. u

"I think that my last year's mentor helped a lot on

that (schedulIng) at the start of the year."

"I feel that I

have had some posItIve input from the princIpal. I feel that
he has been very supportive."
her teaching.

A relative also Influenced

III would give anything for my aunt to be able
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to come into my classroom for a while •••• I think she is the
ultimate teacher."
Tinna found the most enjoyment as a teacher when her
students felt- open, were interested. and when she felt
everything was running smoothly.

It was partIcularly

enjoyable for her when "we really built up a good rapport ...
"when I was making contact wi th them, II and when "my students
felt comfortable enough for 'appreciations and
resentments'."

She measured success by smooth routines.

III

feel successful when my timed tests in math were down to a
science."

"Success Is staying right on schedule.

1I

III feel

good about my mornings because I have my routines half in
pI ace .11

When her students showed her personal appreciat ion

or when they felt good about themselves, Tinna felt
satisfied as a teacher.
Considerations for schedulIng were based on three
factors:

actIvity level of the kIds. major Interrupt.1ons

like physical education and music. and district
requirements.

Since school was an hour longer for these

fourth graders, Tinna worked in an extra recess for the
students and gave them plenty of "in class
activity.

ll

physical

"I also planned to give them time for movement.

1I

Her mornings were chopped up because of physical education
and music, so math was scheduled in one chunk of time in the
morning and reading in the afternoon.

Due to a

distrIct-wIde testIng program In math and reading, Tinna
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believer in positive reinforcement rather than more rigid
expectations.

She trIed to use a lot of praise.

that clamping down makes behavior worse.

III. •• think

I think that by

using positive reinforcement ••• lt's a lot better."

As the

year progressed, Tinna felt a need for more creative
solutions and lesson plans that would increase student
Involvement.

"If I had more tricks in my bag, some more

creative lesson plans, then they would be more involved."
liAs 1 become more confidentp 1 see myself starting maybe a
little bit low key.
boss. II

I want to make sure they know who was

The gr adua t e course work p I ast year's men tor, and

personal reading influenced Tinna's management strategies.
She emphasized the course work taught by her university
supervIsor as having the most Influence on her management
style.
Tinna's role as a fIrst-year teacher was to create
intellectual growth In her students and to be responsible
for what happened in the classroom.

She thought focusing on

classroom management at the beginning of the year would
assist achievement.
became her focus.

As the year progressed, curriculum
However, her personal evaluation at the

end of the year revealed a continuing focus on management.
"I'd like to be better at teaching behaviors in here."
would like to be better at classroom management.

"1

II

In Tinna's relationships wIth other staff members, she
said less than she normally WOUld.

"I think that I just
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keep my mouth shut a lot of times. 1I

As a beginning teacher

she wanted to get along with the staff.
in being positive with one another.1I

really believe

III

Tinna did not feel "in

the know" as much as she would have liked.

Since many of

the upper-grade teachers were male and managed their classes
very strictly, Tinna really did not associate with them.

"I

don't think I want to be a part of that group, and I don't
feel comfortable with that."
in the building.

However, she did have friends

She had a great deal of respect for a

kindergarten teacher.

III feel very close to her. and 1

don / t th i nk she is in the know either, , cuz she's too busy. II
She fe I t a lot was expected of her.
to read test scores very well.

II

I don't know how

I had to go to meetings.

I

have a student in my room that should be in SpecIal Ed. II
She found morning supervision very difficult "because my
mind is not focused on my morning. u

She appreciated her

involvement with the school improvement program and
encouraged others to become involved.

II

I can see that the

people on the committee are doing the things that need to be
done .•• so maybe we (aI1) aren't doing our jobs so well. 1I
Tinna also enjoyed being a volunteer gymnastic coach for an
after-school exercise program.
Kate
The Setting and Enyironmental Context.

Kate was a

thirty year old who taught second grade in a large suburban
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school district.
distrIct,

Kate~s

One of 26 elementary schools In the
school enrolled 451 students from grades K

- 6 with about 28 certified staff members.

Kate's principal

was also Just beginning her first administratIve assignment.
The buIlding is

~E~

shaped with classrooms located on both

sIdes of each of the three arms.

Along the main corridor

are the cafeteria. offices, and the gymnasium.

Although

many classrooms are separated with floor to ceiling movable
curtains, Kate felt more comfortable retaining a
self-contained classroom.

Her Internship was at the same

grade level in the classroom next door.
Her small classroom was in a pod of upper grade
classrooms and located in the center of the middle arm.
classroom~s

The

shape resembled a rectangle with a large piece

of one corner missing.

As one entered the classroom from

the north. storage cabinets were located along the wall to
the right and a clothes rack along the wall to the left.
The front of the classroom was along the west wall on which
hung the blackboard and bulletin board used to display
instructional concepts.

Much of the blackboard was covered

with rules. assignments, student water paInt posters and
teacher instructions.
these boards.

Near the

An audiovisual station separated
teacher~s

desk located across the

room from the entrance was another bulletin board used to
display student projects and seasonal entertainment
activities.

The curtain was along most of the east wall.
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In front of the curtain were homework baskets, two old
computers which the students could dismantle, and library
materials relating to current science and social studies
topics.

The teacher spent most of her instructional time in

front of the blackboards.

An overhead projector was used

when visual instruction was necessary.
Kate taught twenty-four students of whom fourteen were
girls.

Her class was one of three second grade classrooms.

The ethnic composition of the class was Caucasian.
The students were either arranged by rows or clustered.
At the beginning of the year the students were seated
individually in rows.

"I decided on having them

individually in rows ••• I was Just worried about a talking
problem and traffic patterns."

At the end of the year her

students were clustered to provide floor space for group
work.

"I have more room for the kids to sIt on the floor to

do different activities.

There is Just more space.

Another

reason I have done that is that the kids like to work
together.

They are social.

As long as I have good

management strategies, it works out just fine ••.. And I want'
them to enjoy learning."

Several large tables were

available near the exit door for science projects and group
work.

The arrangement of her classroom was influenced by

her concern for student learning, Emmer and Evertson's book
Organizing and Managing the Elementary Classroom. and other
teachers in the building.
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Kate/s students left the

class~oom fo~

physical education, and music.
~ecesses

she

~emained

in

he~

and helping with school work.

~ecess~

Du~ing mo~ning

~oom p~epa~ing

and

lunch~

afte~noon

the next lessons

She was required to monitor

her students in the cafeteria during

thei~

lunch and to

supervise them after school until they boarded theIr buses.
She ate lunch with about one

qua~te~

of the other staff

members.
The school is located In an expandIng, economically
prosperous residential area.

Many of the parents were

skilled professionals in managerIal or trade positions and
moderate middle class to affluent technicians in the
computer industry.
Socializing Agents and Content Transmitted.

At the

beginning of the year Kate was formally supported by a
mentor and informally supported by staff members.

She met

with the mentor twice a week for social purposes and
practical suggestions.
the staff.

Her unofficial help was the rest of

They gave her "hints" at lunch time and stopped

in after school to encourage her.
beginning teacher on the staff.

She was the only
At the end of the year she

found the informal support to be the most influential.
Although she was frIends wIth a second grade teacher. not a
lot of sharing went on wIth the other second grade teachers.
uWe didn/t team very well this year ••• there was not a lot of
opportunity hardly ever to share Ideas, but I would have
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liked to."

Other staff members also supported her

Informally.

"Some of the other teachers here, I consider

them support persons because I can talk with them freely."
Formally, mentor support did not work out.

"I didn"t know

when it was an appropriate time (to ask questIons), and if
there ever was a problem ••• Well, it just didn"t work out
very well."

Kate did mention the influence of the

principal.

"I was afraid that I would never really be able

to talk to and confide in the principal because I consider
her my boss.

But she doesn"t come across that way at all.

She is very, very supportive."
Kate enjoyed being with kids, and she felt successful
when the students learned.
for her.

II

Classroom management was easiest

I mostly enjoy beIng wI th Just the kids.

I

lIke

teaching a lesson that was very challenging to the
students ••• to he I p them understand."

"After the fIrst

weeks, the students were doing Just what I wanted."

fe··~

She was

very satisfIed with the parental conferences and wIth the
attitudes of the kids.

"I was very satIsfied when they

(parents) have posItIve comments about me."

"The attItudes

of the kids is satisfying ••• They even made up a song for
me."
Initially, Kate arranged her class schedule so that the
students were at their desks so she had a lot of free time
to test kids for reading and math placement.

As the year

progressed, she found herself feeling squeezed for time.
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1I • • •

trying to get all this stuff in.

much time in the beginning.

1I

I was spending too

The planned breaks and pullout

programs did not allow for changes in the schedule.
to work around a I ready set schedu I es.
Behavioral Outcomes.

III have

II

Confident in her teaching

ability. Kate in her first few months focused on arranging
the room for workable traffic patterns and creating a
schedule whIch provIded for smooth transItIons.

Kate dId

not want to waste any instructional time because doing so
would cheat the students.

Kate often voiced a need for the

students to be independent thinkers.

She felt very secure

as a first-year teacher and creatively planned new lessons
so that her students would become more involved.
At the beginning of the year Kate was openly distressed
by after school bus duty and office demands on her time.
However. she complied with the administrative wishes.

As

she walked students down the halls. to encourage
independence she allowed more flexibility than other
teachers in the building.

Although some of her

responsibIlIties may not have been instructionally
beneficial. she willingly developed into the kind of person
the sItuatIon demanded.
Her relationshIps wIth students elicIted theIr respect
through understanding.
theIr needs In mind.

She arranged the classroom with
Using practiced and modeled management

routines, she developed control of the classroom and the
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respect of the students.

She encouraged independence.

want them to be as independent as they can.1I

"I

She was

influenced by her internship mentor, classroom observations
during her internship, her sister who is also a teacher. and
Emmert and

Evertson~s

book.

Kate described her management

style more lIke a dictator at the beginning of the year and
as a partIcIpation manager at the end of the year.
was a dIctator at first.
I wanted to be strict.1I

"50 I

And that Is because I was afraid.
In June the students were part of

the decision making process.

"I

don~t

let them make

decisions, but I let them be part of it.

And that has

really helped them grow."
Her role as a teacher was to be creative and
consistent.

III want to get more creative.

The more

creative things get, the more enjoyable they are and more
successful they are. 1I

III feel

If I had more Instruction on

how to teach It, more techniques under my belt, than I could
do a better Job.
the better. II

The more creative I could be in that area

One aspect of creatIvity was being efficient.

"That Is real important to me."

As a classroom leader. she

felt i t important to think before talking.

"I have to be

sure of what I'm going to say and know what is going to
happen next and how it is going to affect the child. 1I Her
experiences during the internships influenced these
assessments.
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In additIon to bus duty and staff treat week
assignments, which were the only noninstructional
responsibilities added to her daily routine, she chose to
become the building science facilitator.

She worked with

another teacher and appraised the experience as "good for
me."

Supervising bus duty and making staff treats on a

rotating basis created anxiety as she reflected on all the
other work to be accomplished.

She felt some of the new

teacher activities, meetings after school, and district
in-service programs also interrupted what she was supposed
to do.

HThere were quIte a few of those that I didn't know

were going to come along. 11
Summary of SocialIzatIon Structures and Processes
Several instItutional characteristics and contextual
factors contributed to the socialization of these teachers.
First, the organizational nature of the schools shaped their
perceptions.

Constraints such as Tinna's class size,

diversity and size of the student population for Jill,
Stephanie's feeling of isolation due toran exterior
classroom entrance, and clerical demands and pull-out
programs shaped their perceptions.

Each teacher also found

that time was an imposed constraint.

Supervision

responsIbIlItIes, meetIngs, and paper work were often seen
as impositions on their planning tIme.

---------

--------------------------~-----
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The second contextual factor was the physical demands
necessary to maintain energy levels for teaching.

Physical

demands were expressed more frequently by those who taught
split-level classrooms.

They were worried about getting

enough sleep. maintaining energy levels as they motivated
students to learn. and maintaInIng theIr mental health.
However. even wIth the threat of more stress. they pressed
for more creatIve lesson plans and instructional practices.
The sociodemographics of the school settings and hiring
tImes dId not appear as crucial factors in the teachers'
socialization.

Although the teachers voiced initial

frustrations concerning these variables, they appeared to
adjust.

Additionally, after an initial period of

adjustment. any mismatch the teachers experienced between
their internship and first-year assignment was not a primary
socialIzing influence.

The teachers who did not teach in

the same building or at the same grade level in which they
Interned had successful teachIng experIences.

Each felt

successful and pleased to have accomplished so much.
Due to the dynamics of the socIalization process while
learnlng-to-teach. some values and belIefs which were
developed during CPEP training conflicted with those values
and beliefs operating at the school-site level.

The

teachers adjusted to. complied with. and at times redefined
the expectations of the district and building.
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Designated agents transmitted content whIch Influenced
these teachers' socialization.

The prImary socIalizing

influences were situationally specific.

Although they

frequently attributed ideas to themselves, their students,
and other teachers, former support teachers were mentioned
as the major source of ideas.

The teachers telephoned or

met with their intern mentors throughout the year for
project and management ideas, to talk, for support, advice,
and logistical concerns.

Additionally, the intern program

was used as a reference on several occasions as a key idea
source.

The major sources of socializing influence were

located within the formal trainIng process.
The stUdents were the second major source of
socialization.

Students In the upper grades of the

split-level classrooms lacked motivation to learn.

This

fact prompted their teachers to adjust instruction and
curriculum materials.

Additionally, the students expressed

a need for additional time to work, for meaningful rewards,
and for consistent discipline.

The students sensed the

classroom as being their own and praised the teacher for
caring.

These results agree with Friebus's (1977)

conclusions regarding the influence of students on student
teacher's professional identity.

The first-year teachers in

this study indicated that their students played an important
role in legitimizing their professional identity.

Also

echOing Friebus's conclusions. the praise earned from the
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students played a role In providIng these neophyte teachers
wIth a sense of success.

Haller (1967) concluded that a

beginning teacher/s repeated interactIons with students to
some extent shaped the teacher/s behavior.

As reported in

the interview data and noted during the observations, these
interactions influenced the fIrst-year teacher/s dally
instructional tasks and attitudes about teaching.
WhIle other socializIng agents were factors in the
teachers/ socIalization, the final major socIalIzing
Influence was other teachers.

By year/s end these

first-year teachers consistently mentioned teachers in other
schools, but not teachers in their own schools, as a major
source for ideas and support.

Becker (1961) concluded peer

subculture was a strong influence in the process of
occupational socialization.

Although Jill occassionally

received "a sympathic glance" from the only other first-year
teacher in her building and Tinna received support from an
experienced first-grade teacher in her building, the
teachers in this study generally did not seek advice and
support from teachers in their building.

The reasons for

this lack of collaboration with building peers were
sItuational.

Both teachers who taught splIt-level

classrooms felt udumped on.1I

Applegate and others (1977)

suggested that fIrst-year teachers expected others to
understand their problems.

In thIs study the faIlure of
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other staff members to understand their problems may have
been seen as lack of support.
There were other situational reasons for the lack of
collaborations with buIlding staff.

The large staff and

physical size of Jill's building prompted her to seek
assistance from some groups outside the building.

One

teacher in Stephanie's building was consistently making
negative comments about teaching, so Stephanie generally
decided to avoid her rather than confront her, and as a
result she also avoided the other teachers in the building.
Tinna felt more comfortable seeking advice from female
teachers.
were male.

All of the upper grade teachers in her building
Additionaly. Tinna respected the management

style of her new prIncipal. while other experienced teachers
did not.

These differences may have contributed to a lack

of collaboratIon.
Echoing the conclusions of Lortie (1966, 1975), the
tensions these teachers felt were also reinforced by the
cellular organization of the school.

Contacts between

beginning teachers and experienced teachers were hampered
during the school day.

These teachers ate lunch with their

students or ate with only a handful of other teachers due to
a rotated lunch schedule, had supervision duties before and
after school, taught in rooms located away from other
classrooms of the same grade level. and were isolated by the
buildings' structures.
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The confidence these teachers felt and the perception
they had for what it meant to be a teacher dIsagreed with
the behavior they saw in other teachers in their building.
Bennis (1973)· suggested the beginners' perceptions of self
are influenced by relatIonships with other people.

When the

experienced teachers were negative or lacked motIvation,
these beginning teachers were influenced by this
relationship and sought advice from others in different
schools.

In one instance, Stephanie could not fInd support

at her own grade level.

She eventually tried to cope on her

own or sought the assistance of a peer.

These finding are

consistent with those of McIntosh (1976) and Isaacson
(1981).

McDonald (1980) also concluded that when there was

no institutional influence to help them solve their
p~oblems,

own.

beginning teachers appeared to solve them on their

As these teachers confronted problematic situations

for which they could find not instItutional or collegial
assistance, they searched for creative means to solve theIr
problems.
Edgar and Warren (1969) argued that the socIalization
of beginning teachers was influenced by those who had
evaluative power over neophyte teachers' performance.
Dur i ng th is" power process, II the beg inn i ng teacher was
gradually influenced by supervisory views.

The results of

this study did not find evidence to support this process.
The former mentor teacher appeared to have replaced the
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pr-incipal or team leader as the "sanctioning evaluator.1I
Isaacson (1981) suggested that since the infor-mal agents
wer-e viewed by the teacher-s as mor-e crucial to their
socialization than the for-mal agents (principals), teachers
tended to ask informal agents.

Grant and Zeichner- (1981)

questIoned the significance of the prinicpal in the
development of beginning teacher-s and concluded that the
tr-aining process and InductIon ritual were mor-e vital.
These teachers certainly held a high regard for- their
training.
The r-esearch of Applegate and other-s (1977) offers an
explanation for why the mentor- suppor-t for these beginning
teacher-s waned as the school year- progressed.

Applegate and

other-s suggested that fir-st-year teacher's per-ception of
suppor-t/nonsupport is influenced by her or his self-image
and self-esteem.

As the year progressed, these teachers

felt mor-e confident.

As their self-image and confidence

impr-oved, they did not seek mentor- advice and support.
Behavior-al outcomes and system-sustaIning outcomes ar-e
a reflection of the contextual factors and the agents which
influenced the socialization of these beginning teachers.
Due to the lack of planning time, inflexible schedules,
cler-ical demands, and role responsibilities, the teachers
were consistently focused on the issues related to
efficiency and organization.

Additionally, they were

concer-ned about the consequences their instructional
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had on students.

p~actlces

The

pe~sonal

positive tone.

evaluation of the teachers

The tone which accompanied

sentiments about their

p~ofessional

exhibited in

thei~

p~ofessional

indicated by

thei~

yea~long

teaching, and pride In

confIdence:

students

III

~eally

successful,1I

ve~y

a~e

p~et ty

p~obably

to see. 11

Additionally,

plans and
school,

o~

to

in

and accomplIshments.

lilt has been a
towa~d

indications of

ea~n

g~eat

III

liThe

yea~,11

me I n the I ~ at t I tudes, II

fl~st-yea~

conslde~ing

futu~e pe~sonal
desi~es

The tone was

andpleasu~e

p~ovided clea~

teache~s we~e p~ofessionally
fo~

exp~essed

feel good about my teaching,1I

the best

a

~eflected

involvement.

thei~ wo~k

posi t I ve

and III am

desi~e

to

experiences was also

enjoyment

Examples of their sentiments

the

desl~e

new teaching techniques.

explo~e

feel

they had a

The~efo~e,

the

you

teache~

a~e

const~alnts

going

of time,

involved and

exp~essed

They

exp~essed

imp~ovement.

master's

deg~ees,

to attend

to enroll in high-interest seminars.

a

summe~

The

teachers attended a variety of conferences and shared ideas
acquired while attending
prog~ams.

dist~ict

staff development

Two teachers were considered as curriculum

content specialIsts within their respective buildings.
The self-perceptions of these four beginning teachers
displayed significant changes as
progressed.
lnc~easlngly

By the end of the
self-c~itical

thei~

yea~,

about

fi~st-yea~

teachIng

they became

thei~

teaching while
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maIntaIning a tone of confIdence.

This attitude change was

reflected in their descriptions of specifIc aspects of their
instruction and its impact on students.

Several

teacher~s

expressions of lack of self-awareness. due to the pace of
teachIng and the constraInts of non-instructional
responsibilItIes. emerged.

These expressions were

accompanied by a desire for observations and assessment from
sources outsIde the school distrIct.

This finding was

congruent with their concern for revISing their
instructional practices.
PROBLEMS AND ADJUSTMENTS
As the institution seeks to maintain Itself through the
transmission of a body of beliefs and customs, beginning
teachers report problems.
Research Question Number Two
2.

What are these teachers~ perceptions of
problems encountered and what adjustments are
made during their first year of teaching?

ReportIng the problems of these first-year teachers
will Involve (1) a comparison of problems expressed early in
the school year with problems described near the end of the
year based on the frequency of reported problems. (2) an
overall ranking of the problems expressed, and (3) an
analysis of each

subject~s

problems given her situation.
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The problems reported after three or four weeks of
teachIng focused on Instructional management and effIciency.
Many of the problems were related to the lack of tIme.
materials, and resources.

TABLE II provIdes a matrix of the

expressed and observed problems of the teachers based on the
frequency with which the teachers reported the problem.
For these first-year teachers time was a premium and a
problem.

They felt unorganized. overwhelmed, and at times

unprepared.

Planning for their new role as a classroom

teacher required that they organize student seatwork,
prepare for each lesson, know the curriculum, plan the
TABLE II
RANK ORDER OF PERCEIVED PROBLEMS
(NUMBERS INDICATE EXPRESSED PROBLEM FREQUENCY)
SprIng

Fall
Planning time
Scheduling
Isolation
MaterialS/Resou~ces

Poor supervision
Individual diff.
Discipline
Physical demands

10
9
8
6
6
4
4
4

Working with other staff 14
Planning time
12
Materials/Resources
8
Isolation
7
Physical demands
6
Motivating students
6
Scheduling
6

schedule, prepare for transItional times, plan their work
around their personal life, adjust the schedule, or just
find time to think and relax.
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Building a workable schedule was a problem due to the
nonflexible nature of the school organization or the
specific situation into which the teacher was assigned.
These teachers stated the problem as IImanaging the schedule
and curriculum together." "these 20 minute periods drive me
crazy,"

II

too many interruptions by pullout programs and

other curricular needs," "getting all the'subJect areas in,"
and IIplanning for a split.1I

The teachers appeared to adopt

and adjust a schedule suitable for their situation. as the
problem expressed at the beginning of the year was mentioned
less frequently In the spring.
As all the teachers attempted to build an Instructional
schedule. providing for individual stUdent differences
evolved into a major problem.

Kate wanted to correctly

place the students for math and reading, and Stephanie
wanted to provide instruction which met the learning style
needs of each student.

Teaching a split-level classroom

complicated thIs problem.

Both Stephanie and Jill realized

that the upper grade of the splIt-level classroom began to
feel Insecure.

The thIrd graders In the three-four

split-level classroom and the first graders in the one-two
splIt-level classroom became the leaders of the class by
midyear.

Jill reported that the second graders In her

split-level classroom felt Afrustrated being put in the same
room with first graders."

At the end of the year Stephanie
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and Jill questioned the upper graders/ advancement into the
next grade.
EducatIonal research has reported isolatIon as a
problem of fIrst-year teachers.
the teachers felt Isolated.

In all but one situation

They reported, "I Just feel

isolated out here,1I III have to work to meet the staff,1I III/m
expected to know how things work,1I III/m not in the know as
much,

II

IIEverybody goes their own way,1I and "I feel isolated

without hallways.1I

The feel ing of isolation decreased as

the year progressed.
The relations with other staff members appeared to
create frustrations as the year progressed.

The teachers

expressed a variety of problems related to staff
relationships.

These problems ranged from "felt like they

dumped their kids on me ll to "did not feel the other teacher
was being fair to my student .11

At the end of the year every

teacher expressed similar frustrations.

Although each

teacher felt comfortable with her teaching role, friction
with other staff members was expressed more frequently than
any other problem at the end of the school year.
At the beginning of the year the teachers found
instructional materials and resources lacking.

This problem

grew out of a lack of classroom textbooks and desks, not
enough board space because the room was full of desks, no
curriculum guides for certain subjects, few aides to assist
in the classrooms, and workshops which provided little
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inst~uctional
~esou~ces

application.

The

as the

yea~

inc~eased

inc~eased awa~eness

teache~s

conce~n

fo~ mate~ials

p~og~essed

due to an

of what was available.

wanted to develop

mo~e

c~eative

and

The

fi~st-yea~

inst~uctional

activities.
Discipline was a consistent
She

w~ote

about discipline in

he~

p~oblem
jou~nal

and mentioned at the end of the school
bette~

at

class~oom

management. II

fo~

one

nea~ly

teache~.

every day

a need to "get

yea~

Although discipline was

recorded more frequently as a problem at the end of the
year, when it was referenced the problem was always followed
by a problem solving adjustment.

The teachers knew they

were less tolerant, at times inconsistent, and that time
constraints affected their choice of management strategies
in the classroom.

Several

teache~s

read books to find

solutions while another took a class.
At the beginning of the year three teachers clearly
identified clerical demands as a problem.

This problem was

certainly tied to the demands on their time.

They expressed

"not understanding the meaning of office demands,"
Uconfusion about

inte~preting

student files,u "unsure what

to do with stuff fr-om the office,l' and "fr-ustr-ations with
all this stuff.D

This pr-oblem was virtually absent at the

end of the year, except one teacher expressed a problem
filling out the per-manent r-ecor-ds.
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The physical demands of full-time teaching were more
prevalent during thIs first year of teachIng than durIng the
internshIp.

They were tired and exhausted due to

"repeatedly stayIng on top of kIds" and nervousness.

Every

teacher worked over the weekends and as a result were
concerned about their mental health.

Although they brought

work home, the physical demands of teaching were eased by
taking weekend trIps, JoinIng a fitness organization. and
volunteering to coach gymnastics after school.
Although the problem of lack of administrative feedback
and supervision decreased during the year, the teachers
realized a need for assistance.

Some thought the solution

was to ask for feedback from sources outside the district
whIle others thought they should vIsIt other classrooms in
the school.

Formal supervision and communication with the

princIpal was a problem for every teacher except one.
The problems which appeared unanswered at the end of
the year were related to managing student performance and
behavior and adjusting to the norms of the current teaching
staff.
Based on the reported frequency of each problem fall
and spring, the most common problems of these first-year
teachers were lack of planning time, difficulties in working
with other staff members, inflexible scheduling, feeling
isolated, securing materials and resources, dealing with
discipline, and adjusting to the physical demands of

------
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teaching.

Other problems reported were the lack of

supervisory feedback, the need to provide for individual
student differences, keeping up with clerIcal demands,
motivating students, learning new methods of teaching, and
fulfilling the assigned responsibIlities.
Although there were some shifts in the priority of
problems from the fall to the spring, the problems generally
remained teacher-focused rather than student-focused.

There

was a gradual shift from managing and controlling student
behavior toward motIvating the student toward academic
productivity.

As the teachers quest for solutions

broadened, the demands on their personal resources
increased.

They developed a tendency to challenge their

peer staff members on matters relating to discipline
philosophy and teaching style.
Reviewing the context of each subject in relatIonshIp
to their expressed problems provIdes an Interesting
perspectIve.

TABLE III summarizes the problems reported by

each subject in the fall, in the spring, and when reported
at both times.
Several "drifts" can be noted by examining the rows of
data in TABLE III.

Generally, the lack of supervision

increased as a problem.

The teachers wanted addItional

feedback concerning their instruction.

They expected to be

supervised as part of the socialization process.

Perhaps

this expectation originated from their past experiences or
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TABLE III
SUBJECT SUMMARY
PROBLEMS EXPRESSED DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR
Subject

Context

Fall only

Spring only

Both

Hot Expressed

1. Steph rural
Assessing stdt DisciplIne
*Phys dem Responsibil
split
Rei wi parents
Meth of tch Clerical dem
began
Motivate stdts **Planning Large class
Not prepared
CIsrm rout
late
no mentor
Looking for Job Isolation
**.Working w/staff SUpervision
Indlv diff
***Scheduling
***HaterlalslResources
2. Jill

city
split
began
late
no mentor

3. Tlnna suburb

4th gr.
mentor

4. late

Suburb
2nd gr.

mentor

Discipline
Hotivate stdts IPhys dem
Re I w/parent
CIsrm routines Materials/res **Plann ing Heth of tch
Supervision
Indiv diff
Clerical dem
Responsibil
Not prepare Assess stdt
Isolation Lg class
U*Scheduling Look for job
u*Wk w/staff
IPhys dem
Motlvate std
Meth of tch
Discipline Assess stdts
CIsrm routines
Rei w/par Not prepared
SUpervision
Look for job
Indiv diff
IIPlanning
*lIwork w/staff
II*Materials
Lg" class
*"Schedul ing
Isolation

Clerical dem
Responsibil

Meth of tch
Responslbll
Clerical
***Work w/staff
***Materlals/res
***Schedule

Indiv Diff Assess stdts
IIPI ann ing
CIsrm rout
SUpervision Lg class
Isolation
Not prepare
Look for Job
Re 1 w/paren t
Discipline
Phys demands
Motivate std

• 3 of 4 subjects expressed the problem both in fall and spring.
u All 4 subjects expressed the problem both in fall and spring.
I I I All 4 subjects expressed the problem only in the spring.

------------

------------------------
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during their internship during which they were frequently
observed. nLoose n rather than "close n supervisIon was
characteristic of the principals, team leaders, and on site
mentor teachers.
A second drift can be noted:

isolation.

Due to the

contextual environment and other specific situations, each
subject began to feel isolated.

The situations which

contributed to isolation included the outside classroom
entrance and late assignment of Stephanie, the large staff
in

J~ll's

school, the placement of Kate's classroom away

from similar grade levels, and Tinna's gradual loss of
mentor support.

As a result, the teachers did not build

strong working relationships with other staff members.

The

first-year teachers were expected, in their perception, to
know the cultures and organizational aspects of the school.
A deeper understanding of what happened can be found by
comparing those teachers who were assigned mentors and those
who were not.

Mentor support influenced these first-year

teachers' experiences early in the school year, but this
influence decreased as the year progressed.

Tinna's and

Kate's mentors appear to have assisted in managing their
clerical demands.

However, scheduling continued to be

expressed as a problem throughout the year.

Although the

mentors provided the teachers support and advice, they
appear to have unsuccessfully provided solutions to
teacher-focused problems.

Perhaps as a result. working with
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other staff members became more pronounced as a problem.

In

addition, the beginning teachers, having completed an
extended field-based internship, may have felt secure and
capable enough to challenge the teaching norms perpetuated
by the experienced teachers.

At the end of the year, the

teachers critically analyzed their own instructional
experIences, and wIth confidence and enthusIasm they often
attributed teachIng ideas to themselves.
Since the two teachers who taught split-level grades
also assumed the posItions after the begInning of the school
year, these varIables were analyzed together.

Differences

and similarities appeared when comparing split-level/late
hiring and regular classroom grade level Instruction.

The

teachers who had split-level assignments reported problems
which were generally similar to the other teachers who
taught single grade level classrooms (e.g., planning.
physical demands. and working with staff).

However.

initially the problems reported by the teachers who taught
split-level classrooms varied from those who did not.

This

variance can be largely attrIbuted to dIfferences In the
school context.

Jill experienced more pronounced scheduling

diffIculties since her Internship was at the
level.

~Indergarten

Jill found that she had to adopt new disciplIne

routInes and adapt to the organIzatIonal polIcIes of her
school because these routInes and polIcies were different
from those she experienced during her internship.
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Stephanie/s internship appeared to have adequately
prepared her for teaching a splIt-level classroom.
Initially, Stephanie expressed problems which were primarily
student-oriented (assessing student work and varying
instructional methods to match the students/ learning
styles), whereas Jill reported problems which were primarily
teacher-oriented (e.g., responsibilities and clerical
demands).

At the end of the year, both teachers reported

similar problems, but Stephanie was more receptive to
teaching a split-level classroom again.
doing the split-level classroom.

Stephanie enjoyed

III mean the whole thing

(teaching the split-level) is enjoyable.

I loved doing it.11

Jill, on the other hand, was "forced" to accept the late
assi gnment and found the exper 1ence

II

frustrat i ng. II

Summary of Perceived Problems
Many of the problems reported by these first-year
teachers were also reported in Veenman/s (1984)
comprehensive review of beginning teacher research.

Veenman

found that disciplining the class, motivating stUdents,
planning for individual differences, assessing student work,
and relating with parents as the most frequent problems
reported by beginning teachers.

The teachers in this study

did not echo the same priorities.
The most commonly self-perceived problems of these
first-year teachers were lack of planning time, difficulties
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in

wo~king

with

othe~

feeling isolated,
~esou~ces,

membe~s,

staff

secu~ing

inflexible scheduling,

inst~uctional

cle~ical

individual

fo~

supe~viso~y

demands, motlvating students,

Discipline and class

cont~ol

be the most difficult

mo~e

~esea~ch

custodial in

we~e

p~oblem,

as

(Lagana. 1970).
thei~

lea~nlng

(1968) concluded. but

desc~lbed

new methods

~esponsibilities.

not unanimously found to
~epo~ted

These

attitudes

feedback,

keeping up with

diffe~ences.

of teaching, and fulfilling the assigned

teac~e~

and

dealing with discipline, adjusting to the

physical demands of teaching, lack of
p~oviding

mate~ials

in beginning

teache~s we~e

towa~d

not

discipline, as Hoy

themselves as "participation

managers. II
The problems focused on student-oriented teacher
behavior and teaching tasks.

Collaboratively working with

other members of the staff was the most frequently reported
and experienced problem during the second half of the school
yea~.

Since these first-year teachers were confident and

mature. they tended to challenge the values and beliefs of
the other teachers and would not subject themselves to an
"initiation" process.
The teacher socialization goals
thei~

cha~ge

were consistent

fo~

th~oughout

students
the year:

unde~

.. students

will be self-sufficient." "independence and involvement in
decision making," and

"concent~ation

The independent attitude

-

-

------

--

lea~ned

on

by the

p~oblem

solving."

teache~s du~ing

--------------
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their internship was exhibited in their teaching.

They

wanted their students also to be independent thinkers.
Those teachers with assigned mentors did not express
dIfferent problems than those teachers without mentors.
Mentors dId appear to suggest solutions which eased the
problem of clerical demands.

Gray and Gray (1985) reported

that beginning teachers can become competent and confIdent
enough to functIon wIthout mentor help.

The teachers who

taught split-level grades reported similar problems. but
their primary problems were scheduling difficulties and lack
of planning time.
When teachers expressed problems. they generally
accompanied their statement of the problem with specific
adjustments.

Having completed a year-long internship, these

teachers felt secure and capable enough to analyze
crItIcally their instructIonal experIences.

They read

books. reread their notes, and recalled experiences from
their internshIps.

They also talked regularly with other

teachers. friends, and relatlves outslde of the building,
regularly met or talked with internship mentors, discussed
solutions with the principal, and tried solutions of their
own design.
As the teachers adjusted to the problems of first-year
teaching, they experienced some consequences.

When they

attempted to strategically redefine their problems, they
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expe~lenced
membe~s,

comments and polltlcal

and

~ecelved ~ema~ks

f~om

p~essu~e

the

f~om othe~

staff

p~inclpals.

CONCERNS
Research Question Number Three
As beginning

teache~s

seek to

confo~m

to the values of

the institution and support the goals of the system, they
are influenced by role models, institutional norms,
evaluation systems, and environmental structures.

Learning

is likely to be exhibited as a change in behavior expressed
In the

fo~m

3.

of changes In attItudes and concerns.

What a~e the common concerns sha~ed by these
beginning teachers du~ing thei~ fi~st year of
teaching?

UsIng the data collected and processed from the Stages
of Concern Questionnaire, interpretations were made at
several

diffe~ent

levels of detail and abstraction.

A

number of observations are reported in TABLES IV through VI.
The data relevant to this question were interpreted first by
group analysis and then by individual analysis.
pictu~e

A clinical

was provided by examining the percentile scores for

all seven stages in FIgures 3 through 6, and by interpreting
the meaning and the interrelationships of the different
highs and lows.

This profile analysiS provided not only

insight into the types of concerns that were most intense,
but also provided insight into the affective stance that
each

teache~

took during

he~

first year of teaching.
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Interpretation of the high score Is directly based on
the Stages of Concern About the Innovation definitions that
were presented in Chapter III.

TABLE IV presents the

intensities in percentile scores for each stage of concern
by comparing initial and final results.

The analysis

compared initIal group intensities with fInal group
intensities.

A high percentile score indicates a

~elative

intensity of concern.
TABLE IV
STAGE OF CONCERN PERCENTILE SCORES
FOR THE FIRST YEAR OF TEACHING

-----------------------------------------------------------Initial Fall Results

Subject
Stephanie
Jill
Tinna
Kate

0

1

37
37
46
53

60
54
60
72

stage
2
3
57
14
52
78

30
60
*90
95

4

5

6

92
*90
82
96

48
68
31
55

*94
77
77
*99

*86
*92
71
96

68
55
55
80

81
65
*92
*99

Final Spring Results
Stephanie
Jill
Tinna
Kate

*-

10
23
29
23

48
48
48
63

41
28
25
45

65
52
73
88

Indicates a peak stage score

Stage 0 - Awareness
Stage 3 - Management
Stage 4 - Consequences
Stage 1 - Informational
Stage 5 - Collaboration
Stage 2 - Personal
Stage 6 - Refocusing
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Additional analysis of
TABLE V.

This table

g~oup

p~ofiles

the

inte~p~eted

data is
numbe~

in

of individuals in

each stage of concern who reported that stage as

thei~

highest intensity.
F~om

a holistic perspective, these
a peak

conce~n

fi~st-yea~

teache~s

in Stage 3, Stage 4 p or

gene~ally

exp~essed

Stage 6.

High Stage 3 concern is indicative of intense

concern about management, time, and logistical aspects of
teaching.

High Stage 4 and Stage 6 are indicative of the

most intense

conce~ns

mentioned in

Chapte~

relative to the lower stages.

As

III, beginning teachers or non-users of
TABLE V

FREQUENCY OF HIGHEST CONCERN STAGES
FOR BOTH SURVEYS FROM EACH TEACHER

Numbe~ of
Individuals

o

Stage of Conce~n
12345

6

o

o

4

o

3

1

o

the innovation would exhibit the most intense concerns at
Stages 0, 1

o~

2.

The

positive one for these
motion

illust~ates

fi~st

year of teaching has been a

teache~s

in Figures 3

as the progressive wave
th~ough

concerns were at Stages 4, 5, and 6.
wave, this left to

~ight

6.

The most intense

Although a choppy

wave motion more closely typifies

the experienced users and renewing users.

Beginning users'
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OL nonuseLs' conceLns typically tail off in Stages 4. 5. and
6 (Hall, GeoLge, & RutheLfoLd, 1977).
GeneLally these beginning teacheLs indicated loweL
levels of conceLn at the end of theiL fiLst yeaL of teaching
than at the beginning of the yeaL.

The thLee sULvival

stages -- awaLeness, infoLmational, and peLsonal -- weLe
lower at the end of the year because the socializing agents
appear to have influenced these teachers.

HoweveL, their

conceLn fOL collaboration (Stage 5) generally Increased as
the year progressed.

Although all the teachers expressed a

relatively high conceLn for the consequence of their
teaching, they also noted an increasing concern about
wOLking with colleagues.

They wanted to shaLe ideas and

work collaboLately with colleagues, but found the task
fLustLating.
The tailing-up of Stage 6 during the initial and final
surveys might imply that each teacher had new instLuctional
ideas that she wanted to use.

They may have felt that theiL

ideas weLe more pLactical than those used by otheL teacheLs.
Although there was a tailing-up of Stage 6, these teachers
were not showing resistance to teachIng or a concern about
obtaInIng other Ideas. They appeared frustrated for a chance
to tryout some Ideas of theIr own.

This may not be

surprIsIng sInce these teachers also had relatIvely intense
student-oriented concerns (high Stage 4 scores).
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Additional interpretations were developed by examining
each teacher/s inItIal and fInal Stages of Concern
Questionnaire peak stage score (TABLE VI).
TABLE VI
INDIVIDUAL STAGES OF CONCERN AT THE BEGINNING
AND NEAR THE END OF THE SCHOOL YEAR

------------------------------------------------------Subject

Stage of Concern

Questionnaire
date

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Stephanie

(Initial)
(FInal)

37
10

60
48

57
41

30
65

92
*86

48
68

*94
81

Ji 11

(Initial>
(Final)

37
23

54
48

14
28

60
52

*90
*92

68
55

77
65

Tinna

(Initial)
(Final)

46
29

60
48

52
25

*90
73

82
71

31
55

77
*92

Kate

(Initial)
(Final)

53
23

72
63

78
45

95
88

96
96

55
80

*99
*99

------------------------------------------------------*

-

indicates the peak stage score

Stephanie/s initial scores indicated she had a positive
attItude toward teachIng (Figure 3).

In fact, she tended to

feel comfortable about the details of teaching and appeared
competent to meet the demand of teaching.

She had concerns

about the consequences of her teaching for students rather
than her own survival.

The high Stage 6 score, especially

at the start of the school year, indicated she had many
logistics issues regarding her teaching or her role as a
teacher.

Some of these logistical concerns were addressed

during the school year.

The spring questionnaire data
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p~oduced

a

simila~

wave motion with an
with

othe~

teaching.

Also

coo~dinating wo~king ~elationshlp

the effects of

~ega~ding

intensity was
and

conce~n

In

~esou~ces.

stated:
of

he~

IIA new

he~

w~lting

conce~n

fo~

inc~eased conce~n

staff

membe~s

inc~easing

the best use of

fo~

in

info~mation

her open-ended concerns she

of mine Is that of working in a team

teache~s.1I

The field notes,

data and survey

inte~vlew

~esults

emphasized Jill's focus on the impact her teachIng had on
students (Figure 4).

Jill's initial and final data

indicated a consistent concern on the
teaching for students.

~elevancy

of

he~

In the initial questionnaire she

°1 see so many things I'm not able to do that

a~e

important such as setting up programs for top students. II

At

exp~essed,

the end of the

yea~

she

~eiterated,

III am most

about the welfare and needs of children which

conce~ned
a~e

not being

met through the channels of the public school system."

She

was a very confident teacher as evidenced by the video
analysis and observational data.

The low Stage 0, 1, and 2

scores indicated she did not appear to reflect concerns
about obtaining

othe~

ideas, but the tailing up in Stage 6

indicated she had other ideas she would like to try.
Initially. Tinna had a relatively intense concern about
time, logistics,

o~

other managerial

first year of teaching

(Figu~e

5).

p~oblems

related to

he~

Tinna was concerned

about lithe extreme time commItment requIred.

I have no aIde
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time and l/m expected to do virtually everything required to
run my class plus all the extra duties and social
obligations. 1I

Additionally. Tinna was somewhat concerned

about students. but there was not intense concern about
developing working relationships with other staff members.
As she developed instructional and management skills during
the year. her concern intensity shifted from logistics
issues related to teaching towards ideas about how to
improve her teaching.

At year/s end her concern was

IIdeveloping appropriate lessons that are fun as well as
educational and meeting the curriculum objectives. 1I
Kate/s highest intensity of concern throughout the year
was a constant desire to learn other instructional and
management approaches that might work better (Figure 6).
Based on the experiences of her students, she wanted to
modify her teaching strategies.

She was determined to

enhance what she already knew about teaching.

In trying new

instructional approaches. she maintaIned a high concern for
having enough time to organize herself. manage everything
that teaching requIres. and excite her students about theIr
part in the learning process.

Kate/s excitement for

teaching was sometimes dampened as she tried to coordinate
her effort with other staff members.

The open-ended

statements of concern underscored many of the concerns
indicated in Figure 6.

lilt is very important for me to keep

hav i ng fun. ••• It is sat i sfy i ng and successfu I ,

II

II

I intend
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to

wo~k ha~d

at

p~oviding

in all of my units," and

enjoyable lessons and activities
liMy goal is to do the Job to my

satisfaction, but with as much efficiency as I can possibly
muster. II
An additional

pe~spective

the concerns of those

teache~s

classes and those teachers who
Jill, who

we~e

in split-level

was

desc~ibed

by examining

who taught in split-level
Stephanie and

we~e mento~ed.
class~ooms,

intensely

we~e

concerned about the consequences of their teaching.
planning for both

g~ades,

caring

conce~n.

and

Thei~

awa~eness

of

effectIve InstructIon techniques may have IntensIfied these
conce~ns.

conce~ned

ideas.

Tinna and Kate, both

about issues related to

The mentor teachers

conce~ns,

mento~ed

t~ying

appea~ed

teachers,

we~e

new instructional

to have addressed task

but were unable to ease impact

conce~ns.

Summary of Concerns
The teachers

repo~ted ~elatively

student-focused (task) and

high intensities

teache~-focused

(impact)

Fuller (1969) indicated that student-focused

conce~ns.
teache~s

exhibit

teache~s

with a great sense of competence in the role.

of the

fo~

characte~istics

teachersexp~essed

a

of experienced

~elatively

intense

the consequences of their teaching, and as the
p~ogressed,

they also expressed an IncreasIng

collaboratively wIth colleagues.

teache~s

conce~n

and
All

fo~

yea~
desi~e

When describing

to work

cur~icular

- - - _ .__

..

_-----
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concerns, the teachers generally described deficits or
limitations in programs.

At the end of the year, they were

generally concerned about seeing their ideas put into
practice or at least tried out.

Their personal concerns

generally decreased, and they were looking for new
challenges and self-improvement aimed at increasing student
productivity.
One possible explanation for these first-year teachers/
high impact concerns has been noted by Adams and Martray
(1981).

They suggested the possibility that high

intensities for impact concerns could be prompted by the
fact that beginnIng teachers feel they should be highly
concerned about the consequences of their teaching.
The teachers In this study did not experience their
concerns in a particular sequence, nor did they resolve one
concern before movIng on to the next.

Since the flow of the

wave shaped curve in Figures 3 through 6 generally remained
the same throughout the year, the teachers appeared to have
dealt with theIr concerns sImultaneously.
Those teachers who taught the split-level classrooms
expressed the relatlvely hIghest IntensIty for their
consequences of teaching, whIle those teachers with mentors
indicated refocusing their professional development as the
highest concern intensity .
Throughout the year the teachers maintained their goal
for students to be self-sufficient problem solvers.

As they
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gained experIence. their attitudes toward management
remaIned partIcIpatory rather than shIftIng toward
authoritarianIsm.

They challenged themselves to be more

creatIve rather than shiftIng to more conventional teaching
techniques.

Their perceptlon of self in the teaching role

appears to be consistent throughout the year. thus agreeing
with the findings of Power (1981).

Their above average age

for first-year teachers may have had a bearing on the
minimal attitudinal changes as reported by Lagana (1970).
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter completes the research cycle.

The chapter

begins with a review of the problem statement. research
design, findings. and conclusions.

The focus then shifts to

suggestions for future research into the socialization of
begInning teachers to the teaching profession.

The chapter

concludes with a dIscussIon of implIcatIons and
recommendations.
As internship programs are developed and induction
programs are implemented, researchers are calling for
descriptive field studies.

Particularly, studies are

necessary which investigate contextual factors socializing
first-year teachers who have been clinically prepared in
field-based year-long internships.

In referring to the

Impact of field-based experiences during pre-service teacher
education, Zeichner (1980) concluded that
we (teacher educators) must begin to focus our
concerns on the quality of these experiences as
they are actually implemented in the field. In
this regard. we need more research that seeks to
Illuminate what Is learned during these
experIences as they are now constituted. We know
very lIttle at the present about the subtletIes of
socialization during field-based experiences
beyond the gross indicators of central tendencies
(p. 52).
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design to
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o~ganize
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and
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video tape. and

These multiple sources of evIdence identified
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factors that explained beginning teachers' induction into
the teaching profession, explored their experiences in terms
of teacher socialization research, and examined the
relationship between teacher socialization and occupational
socialization.
Results of this study are summarIzed into the following
findings:
1.

The problems and concerns expressed by these
first-year teachers resembled experienced
teachers' problems and concerns.

2.

The training received during the internship
was not "washed out" by the school experience.

3.

The intern mentor teachers and the internship
program were the most Influential socializing
agents.

4.

Salient factors in the socialization were the
internship program, organizational
constraints, and the physical demands of the
role.

5.

The teachers dealt with their concerns
simultaneously.

Limitations of the Study
The sample of four female subjects lImits
generalizatIons beyond these subjects.

Generalizability is

also limited since all the subjects were part of CPEP, a
collaborative field-based internship effort of Portland
State UnIversity In Portland. Oregon and the Beaverton
School District In Beaverton, Oregon.

The exploratory

desIgn of the study selected the subjects from six volunteer
CPEP teachers.

The four teachers were hired into teaching
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positions during the course of this study.

No control or

comparison groups were included; rather the focus was on
gathering descriptions of experiences.
Since the information gathered from interview
protocols, field notes, questionnaires, and Journals passed
through the subjective filters of the interpreter, pieces of
information may be valued more highly or considered less
significant than the teachers chose to emphasize.
CONCLUSIONS
The entry of teachers into the profession has been
described as a process of socialization (Lacey, 1977;
Zeichner & Tabachnick, 1983).

ThIs study's emphasis was on

exploring the socialization of CPEP-prepared teachers as
they entered the teaching professIon.

Given the view that

the Ilbeginning teachers socialization is highly
context-specific" (Zeichner. 1983, p. 34), the
generalizations regarding the conclusions are limited to
this particular context.
The findings of this study have led to several
conclusions regarding the nature of induction into the
teaching profession.

Additional conclusions relate to the

socialization structures which shaped the experiences of
these first-year teachers.
following manner:

They are organized in the
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Socialization during the First Year of Teaching
First-year Teacher Socialization as Occupational
SocialIzation
Socialization during the First Year of Teaching
As this study outlines its contribution to
socialization theory, it is significant to note not all
authors agree that the term "socialization" accurately
describes the inductIon of teachers Into the profession.
Socialization is a "complex process not readily captured by
a simple, one-factor frame of reference" (Lortie, 1973, p.
488).

Zeichner (1983) examined whether the terms

"institutionalizatIon" or "socIalizatIon" best depicted the
process of neophyte teachers adjusting to the norms and
roles of the teaching profession.

Lortie (1975) also

quest Ioned the use of the term "soc I ali za t i on II as a
descriptor of the induction process.
The connotations of the term socialization seem
somewhat askew when applied to this kind of
induction, since they imply greater receptivity to
a pre-existing culture than seems to prevail.
Teachers are largely self-made; the
internalIzation of common knowledge plays only a
limited part in their movement into work
responsibilIty. (p. 80)
The conceptual model of socialization adapted for this
study assisted in the description of the beginning teacher
induction process.

The model was utilized to explore the

salient factors -- the CPEP teacher intern program and
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organizatIonal constraints -- which socialized these
teachers into their occupational roles.
CPEP Teacher Intern Program as a Socializing Factor.
One of the factors which significantly influenced these
first-year teachers/ socialization was their internship.
The Internship appeared to assist the fIrst-year teachers as
they were led to adopt the professIonal identity
characteristics of experIenced teachers.

The teachers

appear to have benefitted from mixIng the theory of the
seminars wIth the practical experIences of the classroom.
Their pre-service experIences appear to have assisted these
teachers/ socialization into the profession.

By frequently

observing their mentors performing the occupational role,
being observed by the mentors while teaching, experiencing
the values and norms of the school, and

pe~forming

the role

of teachIng for an extended time, the realistIc nature of
their training appears to have eased them into the reality
of the classroom.

The problems and concerns they reported

as begInnIng teachers typIfied those of experienced
teachers.

As Illustrated by theIr teaching and reported by

their comments while viewing their video tapes, these
first-year teachers behaved as experienced teachers.
Echoing the conclusions of McAulay (1960>, the
experiences of their internship and the support of their
mentors influenced their first year of teaching.

However,

the socialization process did not stop with the internship.
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Hall (1948) concluded that socialization continues through a
variety of mechanisms, both formal and informal.

In this

current study formal mechanisms could have given the team
leaders and principals a high degree of control over the
teacher's behavior.

However, the formal mechanism which

exerted the most control was the internship, but in a
delayed manner.

In a comprehensive review of the teacher

socialization literature, Wells (1984) supported the
influence of university training and the impact of role
models as critical factors in the socialIzation process.
This study appears to substantiate the assumption of Barnett
(1975) and Howey et al. (1978) that teacher education
experiences are more effective when pre-service teachers
spend more time observing and teaching in the classrooms.
Because of the high degree of influence exerted by the
cooperating teacher (McAulay, 1960; Yee, 1969) and the
mentor teacher (Bova & Phillips, 1984), both the university
and the schools should place a high priority on their
training.

Realizing their impact on teacher socialization,

these key agents should continue to work cooperatIvely.

The

current study argues for the power of practitioners on
beginning teachers.
OrganIzatIonal ConstraInts as a Soclalizina Factor.
DurIng their fIrst year of teaching these four Individuals
experienced many successes, but not without feelings of
frustration and isolation.

The organizational nature of the
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schools molded their practices and to some extent their
beliefs.

Supervision duties, clerical demands, and

classroom paper work are examples of the contextual factors
influencing their acceptance of the tradItIonal roles of
teachers.

These fdctors are similar to those identified by

Blase (1985).

Blase reported that student diversity,

institutional role demands, and administrative expectations
were factors which influenced the instructional perspectives
of teachers.
Other factors were InfluentIal in socIalizIng these
beginning teachers.

Those IndivIduals with formal

responsIbIlIty for socIalIzIng the Inductees (e.g., mentors)
and the environmental contexts (e.g •• scheduling and
curriculum materials) influenced the teachers to adjust to
the norms and values of the profession.

These variables

were influential In exerting control over the individual.
In theIr study of beginning teachers Tabachnick and others
(1983) concluded:

liThe most pervasive and powerful factor

in determining the level of institutional constraints in all
the schools was technical control exerted through the timing
of InstructIon. the currIculum and currIculum materials. and
the architecture of the school" (p. 72).
Organizational controls exerted some degree of
influence over these begInning teachers.

While the

principals directed the activities of the schools. there
appeared to be very little direct teacher supervisIon by the
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principals.

However, bureaucratic regulations and technical

controls In the form of district-wide testing, curriculum
materials, teacher supervisory responsibIlItIes, the timing
of InstructIon, school-wide student management procedures,
and the archItectural design of the school served to dIctate
to some degree how they worked.

This study supported the

conclusions of Wise (1979) in that organizational controls
in the form of bureaucratic and technical controls impacted
the socialization of these teachers.
The institutions also appeared to be a catalyst for
actIvating the latent beliefs held by the teachers.

In

their drive toward adjusting to and complying wIth the role
of being a teacher, the teachers became judges of their own
performances.

They were given opportunities to try ideas

they always knew would work.

When asked about the source of

ideas, each teacher mentioned herself at least once as the
source.

Lortie (1975) concluded that as teachers found

success in their own ideas, they developed self-confIdence.
ThIs self-inItiated socialIzation, perhaps activated by the
latent beliefs held by these teachers, became an influential
socializing agent especially when their views were supported
by sIgnIficant others.

The confidence each teacher felt was

facilitated by the success she experienced while using her
own ideas.
DescribIng these Teachers' SocIalizatIon.

WhIle the

teachers were not passive, neIther dId they take an overtly
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active role in guIding their socIalIzation.

These begInning

teachers creatively changed their teacher roles to fIt theIr
own needs as well as allowed the demands of others to
socialize them to their teaching roles.

While they were

influenced by institutional constraints, they at the same
time were actIve particIpants In the socializatIon process.
Lortie (1975), Popkewitz (1976), Gehrke and Yamamoto (1978),
and Zeichner (1984) each described this process of teacher
socIalization.

The teachers accepted the values of the

institutions, and, at the same time, shaped their own
identities.
A five-year study conducted by Gehrke (1981)
investigating the socialization of teachers concluded that
"teachers adapt the teacher role to meet their own needs,
while at the same time being socialIzed to the role demanded
by others" (p. 34).

ZeIchner (1983, p. 40) concluded:

"On

the one hand, first-year teachers are seen as prisoners to
the past (either anticipatory socialization or pre-service
training) and. on the other hand. they are seen as prisoners
to the present (InstItutIonal pressures emanating from the
workplace>."

This

II

interplay of individual intent and

institutional constraint" (Zeichner & Tabachnick, 1985, p.
4) supported an interactive view of socialization.

In the

current study neIther the functIonal vIew of socialization
nor antICipatory socialization completely explained the
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substantial contributions each teacher made during her
induction.
The data described experiences which are supportive of
the conceptions of socialization as an interactive process.
The teacher's behavioral conformity varied with the context
and situation.

These results support the conclusions of

Zeichner and Tabachnick (1981) that beginnIng teachers can
challenge institutional constraints.

At times these

teachers resisted the values of traditional and conservative
teachers.

On the other hand, they did not proactively seek

assistance from staff members.

By projecting their own

unique teacher role identities, they gave some direction to
their socialization while at the same tIme responding to
instItutional forces.

SocIalization was a dynamic process.

As interactive socialization suggests, the Individuals in
society adjust to the forces occurring in their world as
well as creatively transform their own environments
(Wentworth, 1979).
As the socIalizIng agents attempted to move teachers to
accept the norms of the profession, there appeared to be a
conflict between the autonomous needs of teachers and the
organizational demands of the school.

This tension fostered

an interactive socialIzatIon process.

The tension which

existed between the teachers and institutIonal norms
encouraged some active interactions.
influence worked both ways.

The socializing

The socialization of these
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beginning teachers consisted of a constant interaction
between the teachers/ intentions and the demands of the
institutions.

Such an interplay facilitated the expression

of new ideas while at the same time maintained the
traditional quality of the institution.
Socialization implies much more than teachers complying
with authority figures and satisfying institutional demands
as functionalIsm would suggest (BrIm & Wheeler. 1966).
If the teachers had internalized all of the norms of the
district and school culture. the process would have been one
of institutionalization. not socialization (Zeichner.
1980a).

In some instances these teachers accepted the

status quo. embracing the traditional attitudes and
practices.

On the other hand. the teachers covertly

resisted some tradItIonal belIefs and practices.

FaIthfully

grading every student's paper, finishing all the clerical
tasks, taking every assigned responsibilIty seriously. and
conscientIously preparing for district-wide tests are
examples of traditional beliefs these teachers covertly
resisted.

At other times they openly attempted to express

and alter their experiences by creating an afternoon recess
for their class. developing their own instructional computer
packet. and redefining school-wide hall travel procedures to
fit the needs of their class.

The diversity of each

situation and the creative ability of each teacher
influenced her socialization.

Veenman's (1984) summary of
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teacheL socialization is descLiptive of these beginning
teacheLs' socialIzation.

"TeacheL socIalizatIon is focused

on the inteLplay between individuals' needs. capabilities.
intentions. and institutional constLaints" (Veenman. 1984.
p. 162).

ZeichneL and Tabachnick (1983) developed similaL

conclusIons as they InteLPLeted theIr longItudInal case
studies of four student teacheLs and beginning teacheLs.
They concluded:
Each of these IndIvIduals fOL dIfferent reasons
Leacted stLongly against the constLalnts posed in
their schools •.•• but because of the nature of the
constraints •••• they geneLally acted in ways
demanded by theiL situation while maintaining
stLong pLivate LeseLvations about doing so.
(p. 16)
As these new teachers strove to meet the needs of their
students and manage the tasks of teaching. they had to
decide to adapt to. conform with. OL redefine theiL
relatIonship with stUdents. expeLIenced teachers. and
supervisors.

ZeichneL and Tabachnick (1983) suggested

seveLal reasons why first-yeaL teacheLs may not have
utIlIzed strategIc redefInItIon for the domInant mode of
response as a social stLategy.

The reasons specific to this

study include their abilIty to cope, theIr mature
sensItIvIty to the polItIcal envIronment, and the posItIve
impact of their students on their teachIng.

The strength of

these teachers' interactive socialization could be linked to
strong teaching perspectives developed during the training
process.
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First-year Teacher Socialization as OccupatIonal
Socialization
As beginning teachers experience new roles, they begin
to share an occupational identity.

An occupational identity

is built by accepting and internalizing the knowledge and
skills of the profession.

As new teachers develop a

commitment to the values, norms, and traditions of the
school as an organization, and create new values, they
continue to build this identity.

In this way the induction

experiences of first-year teachers can be linked to
occupational socialIzation.
Occupational socialIzation theory ponders the same
question as teacher socialization:

does the individual have

a major role in creating her or his occupational identity or
do occupational influences cause the individual to
internalize the values of the occupation?
researchers have not agreed.

OccupatIonal

Kohn (1971) argued that

indivIduals actIvely use initiatIve, thought, and
independent Judgment in their work.

Lortie (1959) posited a

latent culture which impacts the occupational socialization
of beginning lawyers, and Wentworth (1979) described an
interactive socialization process.
ConclusIons drawn from this study suggest teacher
socialization may be linked to occupational socialization
through several variables included in socialization theory.
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va~iables
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inte~p~etations

training.

include

Seve~al

have

t~aining.
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fo~mal

info~mal

and stages of socialization.
conflicting conclusions and

eme~ged conce~ning

occupational

Does occupational schooling lay the groundwork of

basic knowledge and skill,

o~

fully prepare each

(Bloom, 1985)1

t~alnee

does occupational

t~alning

One

interpretation may argue that occupational training provides
all the knowledge and skill necessary. while another
suggests the school experience only generates idealism.

In

teacher socialization literature Zeichner and Tabachnick
(1981) asked a related question:

"are the effects of

university teacher education 'washed out' by school
experience" (p. 7)1
expe~ienced

As these

flrst-yea~

teachers

full-time employment, their training was not

"washed out."
Pre-service training was an influential component In the
socialization of these beginning teachers.

In the context

of the medical profession Gordon (1976) concluded that
during the

t~aining

process, interpersonal values

support. recognition. and independence -- are Important
variables in the socialization process.

These teachers

experienced strong interpersonal ties during their training
and first year of teaching through the support of their
Intern mentors.

The independence they felt appeared to be a

function of their selection into CPEP and their successful
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completion of the requirements of the intern program.

If

universIty traIning had such a socIalIzIng impact on these
teachers, then perhaps studies should explore in more depth
university culture and occupational training.
Mechanisms of Social Control.

The socialIzing forces

which influenced the teachers/ development are generally
those which occupational socialization has described as most
influential:

reference groups, code of ethics, collegial

evaluations, authority figures and supervisors, and
occupational associations (Kohn, 1969; Pavalko, 1971; Gold,
1974) •
In consIdering teacher socialization, formal mechanisms
include a code of ethics assessed by sanctioning members
based on a set of standards, licensing procedures based on
knowledge and skills, and certifIcation regulations based
largely on academic training (Isaacson, 1981).

In the

context of this study formal mechanisms of support were rare
In the experiences of the teachers.

This finding is similar

to those in occupational socIalizatIon lIterature (Inkeles,
1969).

LippItt (1968) cited several reasons for the lack of

formal support mechanisms in occupational socialization:
(1) policy and program desIgners do not fully understand
the social interaction process, (2) workers may want to
preserve their own autonomy, and (3) other agents may not be
Interested, be too busy, or feel threatened.

The principals

and team leaders were informed about the process of

--~----.----

--------------------------
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teaching, but appeared to have their calendars full managing
the school.

The teachers found the mentor.- relationship

helpful, but by mid-year indicated that they were advising
the mentor.

When asked for feedback concerning the formal

support they received, the teachers suggested additional
supervision and increased instructional feedback.
Additionally, they wanted to observe other classrooms in the
building and outside the district.
Informal mechanisms include the collegial evaluation
that members of an occupation or school make of each other
(Inkeles, 1969; Isaacson, 1981).

Informal organizational

supports were vIewed by the teachers in this study as more
crucIal to their socialization than were formal means of
assistance.

When these teachers needed instructional and

organizational assistance, members of the staff and
significant others informally interpreted the systems and
provided understanding.

In the current study the teachers

valued the prinCipal's support when they were behaving
informally -- notes placed in their staff boxes and praise
when paSSing each other In the hallway.

Merton. (1957).

Becker (1961), and Mumford (1970) found that during
occupational socialization in the medical profession, those
who interacted directly with trainees

most frequently

informally -- tended to significantly influence occupational
Identity.
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Stages.

Occupational socialization and teacher

socialization suggest that the socialization process
includes several stages or phases.

Most teachers entering

the professIon experIence "antIcIpatory socIalIzatIon"
followed by "reality shock," followed later by a
IconsolidatIon" phase.

McArthur (1981) described the stages

in teacher socIalIzation as InItiation, internalIzation, and
evolution.
stage,

II

Occupational stages include the "pre-arrival

then the

II

encounter stage,

"acquisition stage."

II

followed by the

After passing through the initial

stages, McArthur (1981) concluded that experienced teachers
reach a plateau.

This leveling out was noted as an

internalIzation of teaching values.

Conclusions drawn from

thIs study indicated that these begInning teachers did not
move through the stages.

Instead, based upon their teaching

behavior and the problems and concerns they expressed, they
behaved as experienced teachers.

Such internalIzation may

have been a result of their traIning and of the selectIon
process.

When these teachers focused on professional

development, and when they attempted to modify theIr
exIstIng role in the organizatIon, they advanced to the
final stage (Porter, Lawler, & Hackman, 1974).

These

beginning teachers focused on themselves as teachers by
beIng intensely concerned about the consequences of their
teaching.
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1I
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Extending the Study
In this section several propositionsohaveobeen
generated, limitations of the socialization model used to
organize the data have been identified, and additional
research questions have been addressed.
ProposItIon Number One (specifIc to this
study). When schools and universities are
partners in the development of teaching practices,
then probably the effects of the university are
not "washed out" by school experience, but are in
fact strengthened by school experience.
Zeichner and Tabachnick (1981) have offered three
commonly accepted scenarIos for teacher and occupational
socialization:

(1) the progressive influence of university

training to a traditional shift during their inservice
experience, (2) the low impact of formal training and
teaching experience and the high impact of biography, and
(3) the partnership of schools and universities.

Since the

cooperative internship of these first-year teachers had such
an impact, the results of this study support the thIrd
scenario.

The teachers reported their former mentor

teachers as the prImary socializing influence.

The main

mechanism of control noted by the teachers during their
first year of teaching was what had been learned from the
internship program.

During their internship, with support

team supervision, they were pushed to employ personal
discretIon and Independent Judgment of their work.

DurIng
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their first year of teaching, they continued to practice
this model.
The values learned during the training process and
those practiced at the school sites were occasionally
incompatible.

During the CPEP teacher selection process

there was an emphasis upon problem solving and the ability
to deal with ambiguous situations.

After satIsfying the

screening criteria, as students they were encouraged to
develop individual styles of teaching and to experiment with
various teaching methods.

They were encouraged to take an

active role in determining the specific form and substance
of their student teaching.

During their first year these

teachers continued to take an active role in finding
solutions to their own problems.

The norms of the schools.

on occasion. dictated teaching style and encouraged uniform
use of teaching methods.

Although the schools' cultures

urged the teachers to adapt to the practices common to their
schools, the teachers found some practices were incompatible
with their training.

However. the practical experiences of

their training in which the university and schools worked
cooperatively prepared these teachers to deal with ambiguous
situations.

This study argues that universities and schools

should work together.

The goals of the schools must agree

with the goals of the training program.

School in-service

personnel and teacher training educators worked
cooperatively to promote learning so that training was not
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"washed out" (Popkewitz, Tabachnick, & Zeichner, 1979;
Power, 1981 >.
Proposition Number Two (general>. A clinical
partnership between teacher training institutions
and participating schools will have a socializing
impact on the teaching behaviors of beginning
teachers.
Tabachnick and Zeichner <1984> pointed out that lithe
substance of particular student teaching programs (e.g.,
expectatIons and requirements for students>, the
characteristics of the specific placement sites, and the
place of student teaching in the overall pre-service
preparatIon program necessarIly affect the form and outcomes
of student teaching socializationll (p. 34>.

In this study

the teachers reported that training did alter the course set
by antIcipatory socialization or at least worked together
with it.

Echoing the findings of Zeichner (1983>, these

beginning teachers continued to draw upon skills and
perspectives developed during university training
experiences.

The impact of the university and the school

working together during pre-service was instrumental in the
development of teaching behaviors used by these teachers
during their first-year of teaching.
PropOSition Number Three (specific to this
study>. Given similar training and contextual
environments, CPEP trained first-year teachers
will probably not experience discipline and
classroom control as a priority problem.
As beginning teachers adapt to their roles, they report
problems.

The results of thIs study ranked student
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discipline sixth as a problem.

Previous research reported

discipline as the priority problem for neophyte-teachers
(Veenman, 1984).
A CPEP goal is to develop cooperatively, with
university ·and school support, highly successful beginning
teachers.

These first-year teachers consistently mentioned

CPEP training as a source for classroom management
techniques which contributed to the maintenance of classroom
control.

McDonald and Elias (1980) suggested beginning

teachers experience stages of problems.

Classroom

management was listed as an inItial-stage survival problem.
This phase is followed by stages in which the first-year
teacher must solve the problems of more in-depth planning,
organization of the schedule, and of students' academic
progress.

These stages of problems included those reported

in this study:

that Is, the need for more in-depth planning

time and long-term organIzation of InstructIon.

According

to McDonald and Elias (1980), the problems reported by these
beginning teachers resemble those of experIenced teachers
who are wIllIng to risk continued professional development.
InvestIgating CPEP-prepared teachers, Driscoll, Strouse, and
Peterson (1987) reported a shift similar to this study's
results:

a shift from "survival language

ll

problems to

instructional concerns and student achievement.

The CPEP

traIning and support model appears to have provided these
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new teachers with the essential skills to prevent, reduce,
or manage many of the problems they confronted.
Their experiences in the ePEP internship directly and
indirectly socialized these beginning teachers.

Since the

teacher socialization process includes developing the skills
of teaching, of which classroom management is an important
component, ePEP -- directly through the training process,
and indirectly through mentors, peers, and supervisors -socialized these teachers into the teaching profession.

The

teachers attributed their classroom management skills to

ePEP training and to the norms expressed by the mentors at
the ePEP internshIp site.
PropOSition Number Four (general). Beginning
teachers who adapt to the problems of the teaching
role are likely to exhibit increased feelIngs of
competence.
The four teachers in this study were very confident
about their abilities and were very competent teachers.
With mentor assistance, beginning teachers can acquire
sufficient experience and competence (Gray & Gray, 1985>.
As these fIrst-year teachers faced problems related to the
teaching role, they consistently made adjustments.

By the

end of the year they became increasingly self-critical about
their teaching role while maintaining a tone of confidence.
The abIlIty to adapt to the problems of the teaching
role enhances teacher self-esteem.

As teachers successfully

deal wIth problems In their teachIng role, they experience
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increased feelings of competence (Glassberg, 1980).

When

beginning teachers solve problems identified as higher
developmental problems, they are likely to exhibit increased
classroom competence and permit a greater degree of
flexibility in their classrooms (Glassberg, 1980).

The

beginning teachers in this study exhibIted confidence when
they understood the needs of their students, successfully
motivated theIr students, and assumed they (not the
principal) should be responsible for discipline in their
classrooms.

They emphasized the importance of respect, of

maintaining a flexible attitude, of managing individual
differences, and of promoting academic and personal growth
in their students.

Glassberg (1980) has classified many of

these problems as higher developmental problems.
Illustrative evidence for the competent self were
reported in Smith (1968).

Smith reported that the teacher

who was generally self-confident also was able to generate
solutions for her or hIs problems related to the teachIng
role.

SupportIng the conclusIons of SmIth (1968>, the

teachers in this study tended to solve problems related to
theIr teaching roles without compromIsing theIr values and
prIncIples.
PropOSition Number Flye (specifIc to this
study). If mentor support systems are utilized
during both student teaching and first-year
teachIng experiences, then beginnIng teachers'
concerns wIll more closely resemble experienced
teachers' concerns, but only if the contextual
factors remain relatIvely the same.
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The tralnlng that Tlnna and Kate recelved closely
matched their first-year assignment:

both taught in the

same school in which they were prepared, both were assigned
grade levels which closely matched their training, and both
were mentored teachers during their inteLnship and first
year of teaching.
Research findings specify that proteges

II

learned from

theIr mentors risk-taking behaviors, communication skills,
po Ii t 1ca 1 sk Ins, and spec 1f 1c sk ill s re 1ated to the 1r
profession" (Bova

&

Phi 11 ips, 1984, p. 18).

In the field of

business, proteges entering the work world discovered that
people who succeeded were people willing to take risks.
Proteges learned from mentors the "pet projects" of the
upper echelon executives as well as the company values.

In

the teaching profession, many of the concerns of begInning
teachers can be effectively address through mentor-protege
relationships (Huffman & Leak, 1986).

As beginning teachers

experience the realities of teaching, it is important that
they are supported by their experienced colleagues
(Galvez-Hjornevlk, 1985).
In mentor-protege relationships both individuals,
acting as peers, are actively involved in the socialIzation
process (Gehrke & Kay, 1984; Gray & Gray, 1985).

Research

studies of Becker (1961) and Mumford (1970) supported the
findings that those who interact wIth trainees In the work
setting tend to be influential in the socialization process.
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Furthermore, colleagues can exhibit a high degree of control
over the neophyte's behavIor.

An IndIvidual's socialIzation

into a profession can be influenced by a colleague's
approval or disapproval (Hall, 1948).
These first-year mentored teachers' concerns typified
experienced teachers' concerns as identIfied by Hall.
George. and Rutherford (1977).

As concluded by McAulay

(1960), the mentor teacher's socializIng influence during
student teachIng can Impact teacher role IdentIty during the
fIrst year of teachIng.

Bucher and StellIng (1977) also

reported that. in mentor-protege relationships, proteges
have adopted the professIonal IdentIty of theIr mentor
teachers.

Since teachers in this study spent time observing

experienced teachers' classrooms and worked with mentors who
taught at the same grade level -- both primary factors in
addressing the concerns of beginnIng teachers (Huffman &
Leak, 1986) -- they appear to have adopted the professional
characterIstics of the experienced teachers.

Mentor

teachers address the concerns of beginning teachers,
encouragIng them to take rIsks and advance In professional
development (Huffman & Leak. 1986).

UtilizIng the analysis

of Hall, George. and Rutherford (1977), these first-year
teachers' relative concern intensitIes indIcated a desire
for professIonal development anc typifIed experIenced
teachers' concerns.
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Proposition Number SIx (general).
Clinically prepared fIrst-year teachers will
report relatively intense task and impact'concerns
during their socialization into teaching roles.
Several educational researchers have focused on the
connectIons between socialization and professional concerns
of beginning teachers (Pataniczek & Isaacson, 1981; Ryan,
1982>.

Veenman (1984) suggested that research on teacher

concerns Is important in understanding teacher
socialization.

After reviewing the research on teacher

concerns, Pataniczek and Isaacson (1981) concluded:
"Although stUdies on teacher concerns seem to be
phenomenological descriptions of individual experiences,
they are, in realIty, the closest we can come to an account
of the effect of the socialization process on beginning
teachers themselves" (p. 17).

Studying the concerns of

first-year teachers who were graduates of a personalized
experienced-based teacher education program. Pataniczek
(1978) found the group's highest concern at the beginning of
the year was with having an impact on students.

Other

concerns ranked high by the group included issues relating
to mastery of the teaching tasks:

knowing students as

individuals, meeting Individual needs, organizing
classrooms, and concern for student learning.
As indicated by their concerns. the first-year teachers
in the current study were generally prepared for the
realities of beginning their teaching careers.

All four
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teachers reported relatIvely Intense task and Impact
concerns at the beginning and ending of the school year.
A Critical Look at the Conceptual Model of
SocIalIzatIon.

A number of crIticisms may be raIsed about

the usefulness of the model of socialization employed for
this study which guided the collectIng, organizing, and
interpreting of data.

First, the model assumed that the

teacher was a passive recipient, thereby discounting any
potential contribution of the teacher.

As a sole

descriptIon of teacher socialIzation for these teachers,
this model did not consider their autonomous nature.

During

pre-service training these teachers were encouraged to
experiment with various teaching methods and to develop
individual styles of teaching.

These teachers continued to

take an active role in developIng theIr own teacher role
identitIes.

Although the model dId not fully accommodate

the interactive creative nature of these teacher, the model
dId acknowledge the personal learning the teachers may have
acquired from past observations and experiences.
Second, since the functional theory of socialization
assumes a relatively static society. the model may not have
accommodated change to the educatIonal system through
creative or constructIve means.

The content of the

internship program and the advice of the mentors encouraged
creative problem solvIng and experimentation.

The socIal

activitism of our age demands a renewed examInation of the
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t~aditional

a

concept of socialization.

Not all adults assume

static society and, specific to this study,

~elatively

this assumption was not
FInally, the

sha~ed

by these

fi~st-yea~

conceptualIzation of

t~aditional

socialization assumes a homogeneous society.
natu~e

of

ou~

teache~s.

The

cellula~

schools do not lend themselves to homogeneous

attitudes and values.
situatIons for these
unlikely on all

va~ious

Consensus was evident in
teache~s,

but consensus was highly

matte~s.

The model was a valid means to
analyze the data.

Howeve~,

a

mo~e

IndivIdualIzed schematization Is
explain the socialization of

o~ganIze,

complex,

necessa~y

fi~st-yea~

desc~lbe.

mo~e

to

unde~stand

teache~s.

The

schema should accommodate InstitutIonal IndoctrInation.
anticipato~y
Inte~active

socialization. self-socialization, and the
dimensIons of socialization.

Additional Research Questions.
fi~st-yea~

teache~s

phenomena.

Additional

~esea~ch

which may be helpful in
complexIty.
1.

2.

The induction of

involves a complex of

fu~the~

inter~elated

questions have
comp~ehending

su~faced

its

Among them:

What Is the ~elationship between ove~comlng
su~vIval and management concerns and
effectIve induction p~ograms?
In schools where norms of collegialIty and
do new teachers
teacher education
programs exhibit Fuller's p~ogresslon of
concerns?

expe~Imentation prevail,
p~epared in t~aditional

and

and

21$

3.

What roles do teachers' organIzatIons play
In shapIng teacher socIalIzatIon?

4.

A~e

5.

the outcomes of teacher socialIzation
lInked to age, p~evious occupatIonal
expe~ience, gende~. o~ g~ade level?
A~e

the~e

~elationships
inte~nship

of the CPEP
teache~s'

p~oblems

and

between the specifics
and beginning
conce~ns?

6.

How does matching first-yea~ teaching
assIgnments wIth p~ofessional p~eparation
affect the inductIon p~ocess?

7.

Do CPEP p~epa~ed begInning teache~s p~oduce
the same student lea~nlng outcomes or othe~
outcomes In theIr class~ooms as expe~Ienced
teachers?

8.

What Impact do dIffe~ent types of school
envI~onments have upon the InductIon
expe~Iences of CPEP trained teache~s?

9.

What are the ~elationships between beginning
teache~s' socialIzation and staff
collabo~ation?

10.

When and how do p~ospective teachers lea~n
about and practice planning? What kinds of
planning do they p~actIce?

11.

Do Induction programs contribute to or hinder
new teache~s' estimation of their own
efficacy?

Suggested Changes In MethodQlogy and
SubJects.
of

P~ocedu~es

Since the subjects were a small number

voluntee~s f~om

the CPEP InternshIp. addItional

subjects could be randomly selected from a wIder range
of grade levels.
va~lables

Ca~e

should be taken to isolate the

of age, gender. and

g~ade

level.
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Procedures.

InstrumentatIon could be sImplIfIed

through an interview protocol which probes" additional
factors influencing beginning teacher socialization and
the outcomes of those factors.

UtIlIzIng what was

learned from this study. the interview protocol could
be more specifIcally designed to explore socIalizing
agents. the content which is transmItted. and the
uniqueness of theIr problems and accommodations.
A comparative research study which examines the
relatIve concern intensitIes of teachers who have been
traditionally prepared and those prepared in a CPEP
internship would extend the knowledge in this area.
ThIs comparison would need to minimize bias in the
recruitment and selectIon variable of CPEP Interns.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendations contribute to the field of
teacher educatIon and should be of interest to four
major professIonal audiences:

school sIte

administrators who supervise beginning teachers. staff
development administrators who organize in-service
programs. governing bodies which regulate teacher
training and teacher certifIcation. and university
personnel who design and supervIse teacher preparatIon
programs.

Because of the lImItatIons of this study.
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the

may not be

~ecommendations

needs of all beginning
ReCommendations
1.

Administ~ato~s,

of the

teache~s.

School SIte

fo~

~ep~esentative

Administ~ato~s

especially when they act as

informal agents, are a socializing influence on
beginning

teache~s.

Those administrators in

supervisory and evaluative roles should support
beginning teachers

th~ough

ve~bal

and written

praise, offer friendly advice and encouragement,
and invite them to share ideas and plans.
Administ~ato~s

full

pa~tners

learning.

should Invite the teachers to be
in the study of teaching and

Planning additional

obse~vatlons
unce~talnty

fo~mal

and informal

has the potential of reducing the
of not knowing what

classroom and of

occu~s

in the

inaccu~ate self-app~aisals.

Regular supervision lessens the collaboration and
refocusing concerns, and ensures that beginning
teachers are adequately coping with their teaching
responsibilities.
2.

Prio~

to

p~oviding

and planning,

release time

adminIst~ato~s

fo~ semina~s

should accurately

determine the concerns, problems, and specific
g~owth

needs of the begInning teachers.

Such data
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would be helpful in designing opportunities to
meet these concerns.
3.

The problems of beginning teachers have been
well documented.

Analysis of the problems of

these beginning teachers suggests that
administrators should create a climate in which
the first-year teachers can be more effective.
Their effectiveness will be enhanced by limiting
the number of students in their classrooms, taking
care when assigning students in their classes.
carefully selecting extra-duty responsibilities
which do not create additional clerical or
physical demands. setting clerical expectations by
arranging staff meetings well in advance.
publishing upcoming clerical demands, and
facilitating easy access to instructional
materials and professional development resources.
4.

School district induction programs should
continue to provide orientation sessions and train
mentors for sustaining formal and informal
influences.

Beginning teachers should have the

opportunity to select the mentors who most closely
match their instructional strategies and
management philosophies.

Monthly meetings with

new teachers on a formal basis as well as in
informal settings might sustain the collegial
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relationship.

Opportunities should be provided

for support groups consi st i ng of

f i"r-st-year

oth~.r

teachers in which they can share ideas and
materials.
5.

New teachers need to continue their
observatIons of experienced teachers.

Since

novice teachers tend to teach as they have been
taught and hence may be using instructional
approaches which may limit their professional
development, beginning teachers should be
encouraged to continue observations of experienced
teachers in a variety of settings as they practice
various instructional strategies.
6.

Administrators should provide time for
planning and reflective thInking.

Providing

planning time for beginning teachers has the
potential to improve their teaching behaviors and.
as a by-product, ease their management concerns.
Continued reflective thinking can be accomplished
through journal writing and stimulated recall of
video tape recordIngs.

Neophyte teachers should

be encouraged to discuss their thinkIng,
perceptions. decisions. and intentions.
Recommendations for Staff Deyelopment
7.

Novice teachers need time to study together,
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share Ideas and experIences, dIscuss problems, and
generate solutions.

They need time to observe

each other and provIde feedback to one another as
a group problem solvIng effort.

Collegial

interactIons wIth other beginnIng teachers as well
as expeLienced teachers will enable beginning
teacheLs to build inteLpeLsonal communication
skIlls, to familiarIze themselves wIth the
clinical nature of supervision while practIcing
reflectIve thInking, and to buIld trust relations.
A wide array of rewards should be offered which
meets theIr needs.

BeginnIng teacher staff

development should be balanced wIth meetIng the
teacher~s

need for adequate plannIng time,

pLivacy. and physical demands.
8.

The behaviors of these first-year teacheLs
expressed a high degree of autonomy.

Perhaps this

autonomy created the relatively intense concern
and the hIgh priority problem for working
collaboLatively with otheL staff membeLS.

Staff

development progLams should design cooperative
measures wh 1ch encourage the shar I ng of 1dea·s and
wOLking collaboratively with experienced teachers.
RecommendatIons for GovernIng BodIes
9.

As begInnIng teachers experience theIr first
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yeaL of teaching. they become knowledgeable
sources for improving the profession.

GoveLning

and certification bodies must continue to
coordinate feedback sessions.

These agencies must

continue to study the needs of beginning teachers.
Continued feedback should be utilized to create or
alter the rationales used to include certain
behaviors as standards that teachers must meet.
10.

One possible source of these beginning
teachers' successful experiences might have been
their intern training.

Although additional

studIes should be conducted. governIng agencies
should require prospective teachers to spend
quality time in the classroom prior to
certification.

These agencies should promote a

linkage between the unIversIty and publIc schools
during training and during the first year of
teaching experience.

A primary goal of this

linkage Is to ensure proper assignment of
beginning teachers by matching their employment
with their preparation.

This recommendation calls

for an expansion of the clinical component in
profeSSional training programs.
RecommendatIons for University Personnel
11.

The first few weeks of teaching are
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Impo~tant.

The

unIve~sity

should continue

of

fi~st-yea~

teache~s

obse~vations
fI~st

yea~

of teaching.

th~ou9h

thei~

Unive~sity pe~sonnel

could attend to "planning" models and assist the
teachers in reflective thinking.
between the

effo~ts

school

dist~Ict

unIve~sIty

Such cooperative

and the employing

will allow begInnIng

be more effective.

teache~s

Unive~sity pe~sonnel

behave as consultants.

f~om

perspective of a sympathetic insider.
should

provIdIng food
the

pe~ceived

se~ve
fo~

should

They should view the

problems of the begInnIng teacher

se~vIce

to

the

teache~s'

the
Their

own ends by

thought whIch Is responsIve to

needs of the

The

teache~s.

neophytes should continually be exposed to
educational concepts and guided in the
of

theo~y

integ~ation

with practice.

Although the focus of this study was induction
rather than

pre-se~vice

teacher education, the study's

recommendatIons have ImplIcatIons for

teache~

traInIng.

Pre-service teacher education and training could assist
beginning teachers by addressing their problems and
concerns and by creating an awareness of the
socIalIzation process.
12.

ProspectIve teachers are prepared to

wo~k
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wIth chIldren and young people.

However. much of

their communication is also with parents and
administ~ato~s.

Building

administ~ato~s

should

meet wIth prospectIve teachers to buIld rapport
and discuss school procedures.

Prospective

teachers should attend parent organization
meetIngs. wrIte newsletters. and call parents.
13.

University coursework durIng the InternshIp
should continue to encourage teacher thInkIng so
that beginning teachers can be better prepared to
ask questions of themselves and of their
and practices.

Pe~haps

such

thinking

~eflective

is the most suitable method of

behavio~s

~efo~ming

the

professIon wIthout changIng the form or content.
14.

Universities should encourage
with public schools.
be

pai~ed

with

mento~

P~ospective

p~ograms

teache~s

expe~ienced teache~s

who

should

sha~e

common teacher role IdentItIes.
These

resea~ch

findings must be

interp~eted

context of the nature of the CPEP program.

in the

The curriculum

content of the CPEP training program and the contextual
factors of the school and district were contrIbutIng factors
in the socialization of these first-year

teache~s.

Fu~ther

investigations should be conducted to explore teacher
socialization outcomes in terms of specific dImensions of
training programs. induction

p~ograms.

and contextual
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factors.

Future research and development efforts should

seek to understand the socialization of teachers in multiple
contexts.
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APPENDIX A
SCHEMA FOR EXPLORING THE SOCIALIZATION
OF BEGINNING TEACHERS

-----------------------------------------SOCIOLOGY/SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY

---------------------------------------SOCIALIZATION THEORY
Functionalist
Latency
Interactive

-------------------------------------STAGES OF SOCIALIZATION
Adult

-----------------------------------STAGES OF ADULT SOCIALIZATION
Occupational

-------------------------------OCCUPATIONAL SOCIALIZATION

----------------------------TEACHER SOCIALIZATION
Induction Preparation
First-year

APPENDIX B
FALL INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
1.

During your begInning weeks of school, what were you
most enjoyable times?
What was the easIest part or parts of your teaching?
What were your most successful experiences?

2.

During your beginning weeks of school, were there any
major problems? If so, what were your major problems?
What caused you the most difficulty?
What was the least enjoyable?

3.

When you arranged your classroom, what were your major
considerations?
Describe how you arranged the classroom.
Did you use anyone else's ideas?
Have you made any changes?

4.

When you planned your dally schedule, what were your
major considerations?
Describe your daily schedule.
DId you use anyone else~s ideas?
Have you made any changes?

5.

What classroom management routInes dId you implement at
the beginning of the school year?
DescrIbe your classroom management system.
Did you use anyone else's ideas?
Have you made any changes?

6.

How are you teaching the basic skills?
Describe your process.
Dld you use anyone else's ideas?
Have you made any changes?

7.

Is there anything that you are determined NOT to do
during your fIrst year of teaching? (Optional question:
Is there somethlng in your past, when you were a student
or student teacher, which gave you negative feelings
regarding the teaching-learning process that you intend
never to-do as a teacher?)
Why?
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8.

Do you have a support system for this year?
Describe them In terms of their roles.
Have they been assigned? Does the district pay them?
Hot.:3.re they helpful?
What kinds of questions or concerns do you bring to
them?
If there is a void in your support system, what kinds
of support would you like?

9.

If you had a "free day" this week to use professionally,
how would you use it?
Why use it in that way?
For what kinds of things do you need more time? Why?

10.

How many hours per week do you spend professionally?

11.

If you had a day of in-service, a day set aside to help
you improve your teaching, what topic or what focus
would you choose?
Why?

12.

Is the reality of this teaching position different from
your internship?
Explain: What dId you expect? What is dIfferent?
What could be added to the internship program?

13.

Were there any responsibilities added to your
instructional work?
What are they?
How do you feel about these additional
responsibIlities?
Did you select them yourself? or negotiated?
Have they helped you gain experience/knowledge?

14.

How would you evaluate your teaching so far?
Why? (Give a rationale for your explanation.)

15.

Is there anything else you would like to mention
regarding your first weeks of teaching?

APPENDIX C
SPRING INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
1.

During your first year of teaching, what were your most
enjoyable times?
What was the easiest part or parts of your teaching?
What were your most successful experiences?

2.

During your first year of school, did you have any major
problems? If so. what were your major problems?
What caused you the most difficulty?
What was least enjoyable?
What changes would you Implement next year to lessen
or alleviate the problem?
What situatIon effected your teaching the most?

3.

As you arranged your classroom. what were your major
considerations?
What or who influenced your decisions for
arrangements?
Did you make any changes during this year? Why?
Will you make any changes for next year?

4.

As you plan your schedule next year. what will be your
major considerations?
What will your schedule look like? Describe it.
Did you use anyone else~s ideas?

5.

What classroom management routines will you implement
next year?
Who or what influenced you the most?
Where would you rate yourself as a manager--between
partIcipation management and dictator? Why?
During your first weeks next year. is there anything
you would add or change?

6.

Is there anything you are determined not to do next year
that you did this year?
Who or what influenced this decision?

7.

Did you have a support system for this year?
Describe them in terms of their roles.
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Were they assigned or selected? How? If not, how?
Were they helpful? How?
What kinds of support would you lIke next year?
How dId you handle or adapt to your role as a
fIrst-year teacher?
What dId you do to help you feel comfortable with
other faculty members?
8.

Is the reality of this fIrst-year dIfferent from your
internship?
Explain the difference(s), if any?
Was there a match between your teaching assignment and
your traIning?
Are there any experIences whIch could have been
included in your internship that would have been
helpful?

9.

Were there any responsIbIlItIes added to your
instructional work?
What were they?
How were they added?
How do you feel about these added responsibilities?
Were any useful to your development?

10.

What kInds of staff development were avaIlable to you
this year?
Were they beneficial? How?
What would you recommend as being most useful?

11.

React to the conditions of your work In terms of your
workplace, status, experiences, assignment, •••

12.

What were your most satisfying experiences this year?
What were your least satisfying experiences this
year?

13.

What do you consIder to be your strongest content
areas?
What do you consider to be your weakest content
areas?

14.

How would you evaluate your first year of teaching?
Why?
What is needed to help you improve?
Do you see thIs as a career? Why or why not?

15.

Is there anythIng else you/d lIke to mentIon regardIng
your first year of teaching?
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16.

For teachers with split classes--As a first-year
teacher I/d like you to reflect on teaching a split.
Any great Joys? Frustrations? BenefIts?
What kind of preparation dId you receive? How
useful?
What could have been done to help you be better
prepared?

APPENDIX D
SUMMARY OF CASE STUDY FINDINGS
(Using a Model of SocialIzation)

Name

Age

Stdt. Tchlng
Setting

First-year
Assignment

Contextual EnvIronmental
Factors

----------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Steph 28

2. Jill

26

suburban
314 spilt

suburban
kindergarten

rural
314 spilt
1 yr. assign.
began 3 wks Iate
no added resp.
volunteer for art
ccmnittee
superv i ses recess
and lunch

489 students (1-6)

Inner city

589 students (pre 1-5)
no formal support system
self-contained classroom
departmentalized PEtmusic
large c1assroan
24 students (13 -1st)
high 1st, low 2nd
all students ~alified for
government lunch program
along busy street
faeul ty cl iquish
ate lunch with lower grade
teachers

1/2 split

switched to 1st
on 3rd wIc
no added resp.
volunteer for
two ccmni t tees
no supervision

no formal support system
self-contained classroan
departmentalized PE/music
outside entrance only
21 students (12 -3rd grade)
high 3rd low 4th
commuting community
parents middle class prof.
parent night 1st day of tch
only 1st year tchr in bldg
textbook series different
for each grade
eat lunch with only 4 tchrs
t

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

--
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APPENDIX D (continued)

Rame

Age Stud. Tching
Setting

First-Year
Assignment

Contextual Environment
Factors

3. Tlnna 38

suburban
3rd grade

suburban
4th grade
same school as
last year
supervision for
All & PIt recess
volunteer for
school Improv.
ccmnittee

414 students (1-6)
mentor assigned
self-contained classroom
departmentalized PEtmusic/
remedial reading/vlolinl
I ibrary ski lis
27 students plus 4 Etc
new experienced principal
middle/low SIS
few TAG students in bldg
district testing program
reaging &math
only 1st year tch In bldg

4. late

suburban
2nd grade

suburban
2nd grade
same school as
last year
supervision for
lunch after
school bus
volunteer for
science facilitator

451 students (1-6)
mentor assigned
self-contained classroom
departmentalized PEtmusic
24 students
open classroom structure
classroom away from other
2nd grade roans
sna II classroom
in new residential area
moderate middle class
only 1st year tch in bldg

30

t

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

APPENDIX E
Spring (Hay)

Fall (October)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Agents

Content transmitted

Agents

Content transmitted

----------------------------------------------------------------------------1.~

boy friend
ideas for teaching
intern mentor project Ideas
Just talk
management Ideas
other staff routines
roan arrangement
teaching spilt
principal
herself

internship

textbooks
students

biography

Intern mentor management ideas
other staff

evaluation
off ice support
dIsciplIne Ideas
schecklle

prinlcpal

observations
negative attitudes
of exp. teachers
learning styles
currIculum SJlldes
ideas
written questions
need for management
need for rewards

Internship

remembers golng to
school and workbooks

herself

textbooks
students

asking questions
not start unit In May
her kid's behavior
art committee ideas
not always comfortable
computer InstructIon
schedule for reading
no SCience at end of
day
theater productIon
assertive discIpline
teaching experIence
matlvwrl ting workbooks

It's their room
schecklling needs
need for management
consistency
use assert. discipline
vi logical conseq.
blography
negative attitudes of
teachers she'd had
prevIous tc:hr arrangement of roan
change he Ips keeps
enthusiasm for tch
environment schedule interruptions
(recess, PE, music)
Isolated setting
loud bathroom in room
Onlv. advIsor Instructional advice
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APPENDIX E {contlnued)
Fall

Spring

----------------------------------------------------------------------------Agents

Content Transmitted

Intern mentor words of wi sdOOl
other staff curr. packages
(exp.)
what they were doing
Instructional suggest.
management suggestions

other staff
(exp.)

other staff
(1st year)
other first
year tchrs
principal

survival needs

other staff
<1st year)
other first
year tchrs
principal

lack of their support
feel frustrated
Jill's teaching style
was unique
no staff cohesion
cOOlfort
similar feelings
share ideas
classroom management
support
uneasy bldg atmosphere
lack of social skills

herself
internship

management system
classroan setup
instructional Ideas

students

different kids
need to adjust also
handled differently
roan arrangement

Agents

Content transmitted

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

2. llll

bIography

gripe sessions
support, assurance
office paper work

environment

interruptive
moving 2nd to 11stl

inservlce

reading/wrI tlng

Internship

students

feeling cOOlfortable
familiar WI curr.
schedule
Ideas for writing inst
more time to work
different management

bIography
classroom management
(center crawls) teaching experience
room arrangement
environment clientele - kids/staff
affect my teaching
pu 11 curr together
textbooks
can use same in 1stl2
discipline/language
inservlce
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APPENDIX E (continued)
Fall

SprIng

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Agents
3.

Content Transmitted

Agents

Content transmitted

l1nDi

famIly (aunt) instructional Ideas
materials
mentor
materials
encouragement
Ideas for parent night
meet regu 1ar I y
intern mentor schedule
other staff grouping Ideas

principal

support

herself
Internship

reom arrangement

supportive
materials
reinforcing
mostly 1st half of yr.
Intern mentor schedule
other staff how cover curr. wi th
extra recess
her cI ass needs more
control
principal
positive input
support of her Ideas
roan arrangement
herself

mentor

ITIP strategIes
management strategies
group processes
Ideas thru observations
students
attention spans
students
biography
philosophy of life
usefulness of testing
reading
management strategies
university sup management Ideas
environment number of students
environment
not enough books/desks
schedule already planned
AM supervision hard
district testing program
course work

Inservlce

parents

need to help high/low

negative staff members
number of students
keep mouth shut more
district testing prog.
group process
children lit
classroom management
science
1st year teachers
spelling
reading
story te I Hng
extreme views
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APPENDIX E (continued)
Spring

Fall

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Agents

Content Transmitted

Agents

Content Transmitted

4. b.tt

famIly-sIster Ideas on management
intern mentor
intern mentor the teaching day
mentor
social time
share materials
practical suggestions
formal (met 2 times a vic)
other staff encouragement
other staff
roan arrangement
advice
prepare for coming events
principal

internship

textbooks

reading
environment

evaluations
supportive

prIncipal

planning
task analysis
management/ITIP
being too strIct/quick
to discipllne
whatlhCN to teach
basic skills
use them a lot

Internship

rocm arrangement
classroom management
set schedu Ies
paper work from office
placement tests

herself

textbooks
students

environment

parents
Inservlce

classroom routines

Just talk
their dislike for one
of her students
roam arrangement
dIscipline
supportive
scIence facIlItator
students sIt wIth
back to her
conducting a class
better than classes

teach out of text
no curr guIdes for SS
lIked me a lot
need for roan arrgnt.
time on curr
staff responsIbilIties
demands after teaching
day-meetings, survey
said nice things
new teacher
sc ience workshops
computer education

----------------------------------

APPENDIX F
SUMMARX OF BEHAVIORAL AND SYSTEM SUSTAINING OUTCOMES

----------------------------------------------------------------------------Spring

Fall

Stephanie
Instructional Behayiors
concentrate on thinking skills
learning style Instruction
decide Iwhatl to teach, then how
write word problems instead Just +
teach beyond basal-need to apply
Instructional Focus
student
Management Behaviors
beIng in control
create student responsibility
prepare kids for independence
rewards and incentives (stickers)
wants to use assertive discipline
positive reinforcement
Social Strategy
internalized adjustment
strategiC compliance
System SUstaining Behaylors
felt successful
very positive self evaluation
receiving positive staff feedback

think the way (students) think
likes teaching spontaneously
likes dIscovery approach
lot of activities
student
sees self as participation manager
and dictator-depends on day
less tolerant now
next year more assertive
not going to nag
strategic compliance
strategic redefinition
want to share teaching tasks
shared science workshop materials
looked for better ways to teach
volunteered for committee work
plans to get masters degree
considering sixth grade position
same posItive attitude for 5 yrs.
taught computer class to staff
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i~PENDIX

F (continued)

Spring

Fall
Jill

Instryctlonal BehavIors
wants Integrated curriculum
meeting deve lopmental needs
need to go through curr. guides
meaningful Instructional expo
Instructional FocuS
student
Management Behaviors
- need to get organized
need for new management strategies
SocIal Strategy
strategiC compliance
System SUstaining Behaylors
last 8 days I've had a good day

Integrated currIculum
set up like early childhood ed.

student
high management expectatIons
stay out of power struggles wI stdt
self as primarily participation
manager-sometimes dictator
Internalized adjustment
strategic compliance
fe It successfu I wi th management
close to other 1st yr teachers
Involvement with whole language
organization
other teacbers didn't realize she
was 1st year teacher
worked on several committees
attended variety of conferences
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APPENDIX F (continued)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------Spring

Fall

----------------------------------------------------------------------------Tinna

Instructional Behaviors
wants more Ihands on l learnIng
programs for high ~chievers
wants more instructional variety
plan for the kids needs
wants creatIve lesson plans
lots of dIrect InstructIon
wanted more group work
caring - not isolate students
- not put students down
relIance on mostly textbook
Instructional Focus
teacher control
teacher and student focused
Management Behaviors
wanted order/control
set behavioral expectations
wanted everybody cooperating
control focused on classroom
procedures
wanted to be better at teachIng
behavior .
started wIth hIgh degree of control
then set classroom up to help stdt self more as participation manager
positive reinforcer
taught students proper behavior
consistent with behavioral problems
Social Strategy
internalIzed adjustment
strategic compliance
strategic compliance
strategic redefinition
SYstem Sustaining Behayior
wanted to teach different age group
interested In takIng classes
wants others to observe her
wants to go to summer school
thought she supported the mentor
status not concern her
going to get Hasters Degree
contInually supported princIpal
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APPENDIX F (continued)

Spring

Fall

late
Instructional Behayior
classroan arranged wIth kIds needs
in mind (rows)
wants more teachIng technIques
wants more creatIve !esson plans
adjust schedule and curriculum to
fit transitional needs
Instructional FocuS
teacher focus
student oriented
Hana9§ment Behaviors
controlled classroom
encouraged independence
strict at first
made up own rul es
consistent-think before discipline
practiced. modelled and reinforced
rules
Social Strategy
strategiC compliance
System SUstaining Behavior
sees self as 4th year teacher
science facilItator
wants to take course In classroom
management

wants to Improve Math instruction
worked In groups
more creative lesson plans

teacher oriented
student focused
classroom management was easy
stIll concern for control
develop student independence
self as dlplanatlc manager
not embarrass kids
felt she was Inconsistent
Internalized adjustment
shared Ideas with staff from
In-services and conferences
people treated me with respect
wants to observe other teaching
wants to share more ideas
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